OSAC Update #25
March 30, 2020
Please see below for today’s updates. If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the
United States, please have them to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(https://step.state.gov/step/) so the Embassies/Consulates on the ground know you are in the country,
and can inform you of any available flights. Please note that if you registered before and put a trip end
date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop receiving important safety and security
messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system
at https://step.state.gov/step/
For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of embassy
websites for country-specific COVID-19 information.
We are continuing our re-assessment of the information that we are pushing out on this forum and so,
updates may not look the same as the ones we’ve been sending out, and they may even stop or be
intermittent. If you have questions about locations that are not included here or ones included below,
please let us know.
If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in updates, please also let us know.
Albania

The U.S. Embassy has learned of two possible charter flights that may travel this
week to cities in Europe where passengers could connect to commercial flights to
the United States. Details are still emerging.
If you are a U.S. citizen and you want to depart Albania, please send the below
information before 10:00 a.m. (Albania time) today to ACSTirana@state.gov. If you
have already sent us your information, you do not need to resend it.
For every person in your family who would travel, please include:

Belgium

1) Full name (as written in your passport)
2) Date of Birth
3) U.S. Passport Number
4) Phone Number(s) where we can contact you in Albania
5) Email Address(es)
According to current information, there will be no direct commercial air service from
Belgium to the United States until at least late April. In the meantime, commercial
flights to the United States on a variety of carriers are expected to continue out of
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Frankfurt, Germany, and London, United Kingdom,
although many travelers have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited
flight availability. U.S. citizens seeking to depart Belgium by land to board one of
these flights are advised that governments throughout Europe have restricted crossborder travel to essential movements only. In order to demonstrate that your travel
is essential, you should only attempt to cross a border on the day of your flight with a
plan to head immediately to the airport. You should be prepared to show a flight
reservation with direct return to the United States. U.S. Embassy Brussels urges

citizens to comply with instructions given by local authorities and cannot intervene
on your behalf should you be refused passage.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Bulgaria

Brussels airport remains open, although with very limited flights. If you plan to fly
from Brussels and transit another airport en route to the United States, you should
be prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance
notice – permission to board will depend on airline and airport authorities. We
strongly discourage booking a flight with a long layover. If your planned travel has
been disrupted, please contact your airline directly.
The government of BiH has implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID19. The Sarajevo airport closed to commercial passenger travel on Monday,
March 30, 2020. Schools and universities are closed until further notice, sporting
events, festivals, large gatherings have been banned. A curfew is in place
throughout the country from 2000-0500 hours every night; within the Federation,
those under 18 or over 65 face a 24-hour curfew. As of March 29, 2020, the
Federation began requiring all persons on the street or in public areas to cover
their mouth and nose with a mask or scarf; in the RS, all persons must also wear
gloves in public.
State local government actions: Spots for public gatherings – malls, restaurants,
museums, and other non-essential public spaces – have been ordered
closed. Grocery stores, pharmacies, and related businesses remain open; those in
the Federation will close at 1630 daily. Taxi drivers are limited to one passenger
and both must wear masks. The entity-level governments of the Federation and
the Republika Srpska have implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID19. Visit the webpages of the Republika Srpska and the Federation of BiH’s Crisis
Staff Headquarters for updated information.
Air Travel: Sofia flights information for March 30-31, 2020
To assist U.S. citizens considering departure from Bulgaria, the U.S. Embassy in
Sofia will share information we receive from airlines regarding flights currently
operating from Sofia airport. Please be advised that this information is subject to
change at short notice.
Flights on Monday, March 30, 2020
1/Wizz Air- London 06:00
2/Bulgaria Air- Amsterdam 07:10
3/Wizz Air- Dortmund 07:10
4/ Bulgaria Air- Frankfurt/Berlin 10:15
5/ Wizz Air- London 11:35
6/ Wizz Air- Eindhoven 14:00
7/Bulgaria Air- London 15:20
8/ Wizz Air- London 19:45
9/ British Airways- London 20:45
Flights on Tuesday, March 31, 2020
1/Wizz Air- London 06:00

2/Bulgaria Air- Amsterdam 07:10
3/ Bulgaria air – Paris 07:10
4/ Wizz air – Basel 07:25
5/ Wizz air – Munich 13:25

Croatia

You may also monitor flight status on the Sofia Airport flight departures page.
Flight options back to the United States are quickly disappearing. Only Zagreb
airport is currently offering international flights; Dubrovnik and Split airports are
closed until further notice.
Flight Availability:
As of March 30, 2020, the following airlines are still offering limited routes from
Zagreb to the United States: Croatian Airlines and Qatar Airlines. The following
airlines have suspended all flights in Croatia: Air France, KLM, Turkish Airlines
through April 17, Air Emirates through April 8, and Austrian Airlines through April
19.
Extension of Stay:
U.S. citizens who are in jeopardy of overstaying their 90 days as a tourist due to the
current COVID-19 crisis may seek an extension of their stay. Please call your local
police station to request the extension.

Denmark

Estonia
Finland

France

Movement Restrictions:
The government of Croatia has prohibited intercity travel and has implemented
extensive social distancing measures to limit the spread of COVID-19. Visit
the COVID-19 website of the Croatian Government for additional information on
these measures or contact the COVID-19 call center by dialing 113 from a Croatian
phone. Please also see the U.S. Embassy’s COVID-19 webpage for the latest
information.
As of March 30, there are at least seven daily, commercial flight options from
Copenhagen to European hubs with onward connections to the United States.
There are seats available on daily flights departing from Denmark.
No update.
International commercial flights continue to depart Helsinki-Vantaa
airport and Mariehamn airport. U.S. citizens seeking to depart Finland should work
with the airlines to arrange travel. Departing U.S. citizens should monitor the entry
and exit requirements of any third country they are transiting, available on the U.S.
Embassy’s COVID-19 Information page for that country.
The Police of Finland have published updated guidance, clarifying that U.S. citizens
may travel from outside of the Uusimaa region to depart through the Helsinki
Vantaa Airport. Travelers should be prepared to show documentation of the travel
reservation and should not be accompanied by non-travelers. The Police of Finland
recommend traveling to the airport by public transportation.
The Government of France extended the nationwide confinement order through
April 15. Travel outside of your home is permitted only in certain cases and you
must carry an attestation. The required form is available on the Embassy’s COVID-

19 webpage https://fr.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/. Unnecessary travel
may be fined between 135 to 375 euros, with an increase to 1,500 euros for two
violations within 15 days, and 3,750 euros and imprisonment for three violations
within 30 days.

Georgia

Direct flights to the United States are scheduled this week from Paris Charles de
Gaulle airport. The daily flight alternates between New York JFK and Los
Angeles. Book flights directly through Air France at https://www.airfrance.fr/en.
The U.S. Embassy has confirmed availability of seats on commercial flights leaving
Georgia on the dates below. Please contact the airlines or a travel agent directly to
book these flights. These are not U.S. government-operated or funded flights.
Availability and cancellations are controlled by the airlines. While additional flights
may be available later, at this time these flights are the only known way to leave
Georgia. If you need to leave Georgia, we strongly encourage you to book one of
these flights now. If you cannot afford to purchase a ticket on these flights, contact
the embassy for information about other assistance options and eligibility
requirements.







31 March – Tbilisi to Amsterdam (STILL A FEW SEATS AVAILABLE)
3 April – Tbilisi to Warsaw (operated by LOT; available for purchase starting
1 April)
3 April – Tbilisi to Berlin SXF (available for purchase soon; transfer options
to USA may be very limited)
4 April – Tbilisi to London (STILL A FEW SEATS AVAILABLE)
7 April – Tbilisi to Athens (not available for purchase yet)
10 April – Tbilisi to Larnaca, Cyprus (not available for purchase yet)

All these flights are operated by Georgian Airways except the Warsaw flight,
operated by LOT:



Georgian Airways (head office located at Rustaveli Ave. #12,
Tbilisi) georgian-airways.com
LOT Polish Airline lot.com

Connecting flights to the United States from Amsterdam and
London are currently operating, however they may involve layovers and/or
additional connections in Europe or the U.S. to reach a preferred destination city in
the U.S. Read this information for U.S. Citizens Returning from Europe (scroll about
halfway down the page) regarding where U.S. citizens are allowed to transit en
route to the United States.

Germany

Transit passengers in Amsterdam will not be allowed to leave the terminal
regardless of the wait time between flights.
In Kreuzberg on Saturday afternoon, 200 people took part in a demonstration on
the topics of overpriced rents, the situation in refugee camps in Greece and poor
pay for medics and care givers at Kottbusser Tor. The police stopped the
demonstration and arrests were made. A further demonstration was held calling

for an end to the ‘crisis regime’ and democratic rules for the future business
systems on Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz in Mitte. 80 people took part observing a 2m
distancing. In both demonstrations, the police stated that the spontaneous
demonstrations had been prevented and the names of participants were taken for
charges to be prepared.
Greece

Hungary

Italy
Kosovo

Commercial flights continue to operate. If you would like to return to the United
States, possible flight options are available on our COVID-19 website. There are no
plans for evacuation or chartered flights from Greece.
Hungary’s chief medical officer on the evening of March 26 issued a decree
banning with immediate effect all civilian passenger transport by air, rail or bus
into Hungary, as well as the entry of non-Hungarian citizens into the
country. Hungarians entering the country were obliged to undergo medical
examination. The decree allowed a humanitarian corridor to be left open for
foreigners travelling across Hungary into neighboring countries, and made
allowances for drivers in international freight transportation.
In case commercial transportation options cease to be available, the Embassy is
compiling a list of persons seeking to leave Hungary. Please enroll in STEP
at https://step.state.gov/ and provide your name and contact information to email
address: HungaryUSCitizen@state.gov so the Embassy can contact you as soon as
they have any updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport.
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and
email address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY).
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a
U.S. passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any
non-U.S. citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs
you may have, such as medical issues.
For the latest information regarding flights departing Budapest, please visit the
airport’s website which is updated continuously.
Italian police are protecting supermarkets in Sicily after reports of looting by locals
who could no longer afford food.
The flight departing Pristina International Airport on 01 April to Zurich is SOLD
OUT. There is a new flight listed (www.airprishtina.com) on 05 Apr to Zurich
(1345 arrival). If you plan on departing, please book immediately. There are other
flights to Malmo, Basel, and Dusseldorf, but the Embassy has not been able to
confirm viable transit options. The Embassy does not recommend you book those
flights unless you can confirm your travels plans all the way through to your U.S.
destination.
Passengers will need to show proof of tickets purchased for each leg of their
journey back to the U.S. in order to board these flights. Additionally, you will not
be permitted to exit the airport terminal due to Covid-19 restrictions. The best
information the Embassy has (sources below) indicates that both American citizens

and Legal Permanent Residents (LPRs) may transit Zurich and Heathrow to the U.S.
as long as they can show that they are booked on each leg. Another option that
may be viable (unconfirmed) for American citizens (but not LPRs) is Zurich to
Schiphol (Amsterdam). There are several direct flights from Schiphol to the U.S. on
KLM and Delta. Please check their websites for information. You can also contact
Alta Via travel, or another travel agent, for assistance at info@altaviatravel.com.
Please remember to book your trip all the way through to your final U.S.
destination and check transit requirements, particularly for Zurich to Schiphol.

Latvia

Lithuania

UPDATE. The below websites are from the governments of the U.K. and
Switzerland and explain the transit requirements and exemptions for both
countries. We recommend you print a copy and bring it with you to show to
boarding agents if asked.
https://www.eda.admin.ch/countries/kosovo/en/home/visa/entry-ch/transit/do-ineed-an-airport-transit-visa.html
https://www.gov.uk/check-uk-visa/y/kosovo/transit/somewhere_else/no
On March 29, 2020, the Government of Latvia announced stricter social distancing
measures in order to reduce the spread of COVID-19. The new measures include
the following:
 No more than two people are permitted to gather outside together.
 A distance of two meters between individuals must be respected both
inside of buildings and outside in nature.
 Exceptions apply to members of the same family in the same household.
 Stricter penalties for violating the measures will be announced next week.
There are available connecting flights from some major European cities to the
United States. Check directly with the airline companies on dates and times. Here
are some currently active flights:
To New York (JFK): Amsterdam (KLM); Paris (Air France); Moscow (Aeroflot)
To Washington D.C. (IAD): Amsterdam (KLM)
To Chicago (ORD): Amsterdam (KLM); Frankfurt (Lufthansa)
To Los Angeles (LAX): Amsterdam (KLM); Paris (Air France)
To Newark (EWR): Brussels (United); Frankfurt (United, Lufthansa)
To Atlanta (ATL): Amsterdam (Delta)
SCHEDULE OF FLIGHTS AND FERRIES DEPARTING LITHUANIA: MARCH 31 and
onwards



March 31: B2802 departs Vilnius at 09:25, arrives Minsk at 10:00
April 1: B2804 departs Vilnius at 18:40, arrives Minsk at 19:15

Charter flights on Avion Express to London and from London:
 March 31: London – Vilnius only. X9722 flight from London Stansted to Vilnius
departs at 20:00
 April 3: X9801 flight departs Vilnius for London Stansted at 17:20. X9802 flight
departs London Stansted for Vilnius at 19:00.

Listed below are the dates when the commercial airlines are anticipating on
resuming the flights (red marks a change since March 27th update):
 April 12 - LOT flights from Vilnius to Warsaw;
 April 15 - Air Baltic flights from Vilnius to Riga and other destinations;
 April 17 - Turkish Airlines flights from Vilnius to Istanbul;
 April 20 - Scandinavian Airlines flights from Vilnius to Stockholm and
Copenhagen;
 April 20 - Lufthansa flights from Vilnius to Frankfurt;
 April 20 – Brussels Airlines flights from Vilnius to Brussels;
 April 25 – Austrian Airlines flights from Vilnius to Vienna;
 April 25 - Ukrainian Airlines flights from Vilnius to Kyiv;
 May 1 - Aeroflot flights from Vilnius to Moscow;
 May 1 - Norwegian flights from Vilnius to Oslo;
 May 1 - Wizzair flights from Vilnius to multiple destinations;
 May 1 (possibly June) - Ryanair flights from Vilnius to multiple destinations;
 July 1 - Finnair flights from Vilnius on July.
Kaunas Airport
 April 13 - LOT flights from Kaunas to Warsaw;
 May 1 - Wizzair flights from Kaunas to multiple destinations;
 May 1 (possibly June) - Ryanair flights from Kaunas to multiple destinations;
 May 2 - Norwegian flights from Kaunas to Oslo.
Palanga Airport
 April 15 - Air Baltic flights from Palanga to Riga;
 April 20 – Scandinavian Airlines flights from Palanga to Copenhagen;
 May 1 - Norwegian flights from Palanga to Oslo;
 May 2 (possibly June)- Ryanair flights from Palanga to London Stansted and
Dublin;
 July 1 - LOT flights from Palanga to Warsaw.

Malta

Netherlands

Klaipeda - Ferries
 DFDS ferry is scheduled to operate the following service on March 30:
·
DFDS ferry Klaipeda – Kiel, departing Klaipeda at 22:00.
·
DFDS ferry Klaipeda –Karlshamn, departing Klaipeda at 21:00.
As of March 27, U.S. Embassy Malta has suspended non-emergency U.S. citizen and
visa services. U.S. nationals in Malta who require assistance should contact the
Embassy.
U.S. nationals in Malta who want to return to the United States should make
arrangements to depart the country through the Air Malta “lifeline schedule.”
Interested individuals will also need to book a same-day commercial connecting
flight from the transit point to the United States. If you plan to utilize Air Malta’s
“lifeline schedule,” please email your complete travel itinerary, full name, and date
of birth to ConsularMalta@state.gov.
The schedule of available flights out of Schiphol Airport remains fluid. These flights
may not be daily, please check directly with the airlines for further details. As of

today, KLM maintains direct service to New York-JFK, Atlanta – ATL, Chicago- ORD,
and Los Angeles – LAX. Delta maintains direct service only to Detroit and Atlanta.
The KLM reservation desk at Schiphol airport has stopped accepting cash for health
reasons. U.S. nationals planning to purchase tickets at the airport with cash should
contact us for assistance at AmsterdamUSC@state.gov.
U.S. nationals are prohibited from entering the Netherlands with the exception of
those in certain categories of travelers. A fact sheet outlining the Netherlands’
enforcement of EU travel restrictions is available at:
https://www.netherlandsandyou.nl/travel-and-residence/visas-for-thenetherlands/qas-travel-restrictions-for-the-netherlands
U.S. nationals are being permitted to transit Schiphol airport, remain airside, and
continue onward to the United States. However, passengers will not be permitted
to exit the transit area, therefore, they should have a confirmed onward flight to
the U.S. prior to commencing travel.

North
Macedonia

Romania

The Dutch government has banned flights from Spain, Italy, Austria, Hong Kong,
China, South Korea, and Iran. U.S. citizens will not be permitted to fly to
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol from any of these locations, even if attempting to
transit back to the United States.
If you are a U.S. Citizen in North Macedonia and want to be notified if commercial
flights or evacuation options to the United States become available, provide your
information to the U.S. Embassy by completing this online form. Completing this
form will enable us to compile accurate information on potential travelers. Currently
there is no scheduled flight departing North Macedonia.
On March 29, the Ministry of the Interior published Military Ordinance Number 4.
Military Ordinance 4 clarifies movements for persons over 65 years of age. Persons
over 65 can leave their homes at any time for medical treatment, but they may not
travel to scheduled treatments on public transportation, only in a car or
ambulance. Persons over 65 can walk their pets between 2000 and 2100 each
evening. Stores will prioritize access for those over 65 between 1100 and 1300
each day. The Romanian language version of Military Ordinance Number 4 is
here: https://www.mai.gov.ro/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/OM-4.pdf
The English language version of Military Ordinance Number 4 is
here: https://www.mai.gov.ro/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ordinance-4-2020EN.pdf

Russia

Effective immediately, TAROM has suspended all passenger flights to and from
Istanbul until April 30. Travelers can reschedule or request
reimbursement. Additional information is available
here: https://www.tarom.ro/en/news/passeger-information-flights-tofromistanbul
The mayor of Moscow announced a citywide self-isolation order, effective March
30, meant to slow the spread of COVID-19. Visit the website of the Mayor of

Moscow and the local government COVID-19 website for updated information. This
order mandates all individuals present in Moscow, regardless of age, self-isolate in
their place of residence until further notice.
According to the published decree, leaving one’s place of residence is permitted
only for the following:
 Seeking emergency medical care or other direct threats to life and health
 Traveling to and from work if required to do so
 Shopping at the nearest existing store or pharmacy
 Walking pets at a distance not to exceed 100 meters from one’s residence
 Taking out household garbage
The mayor of Moscow further stated compliance will be monitored systemically. A
pass system will reportedly be deployed by the Moscow City government in the
coming days. Authorities require all those outside their residences to observe
social distancing of 1.5 meters, with taxis being the only exception. Individuals
within Moscow found to be infected with COVID-19 but who display only mild
symptoms are to be treated under the supervision of doctors at home and will
receive antiviral drugs.
U.S. nationals currently located in Moscow are encouraged to follow all official
Moscow City government guidance and minimize nonessential movements through
the city. Travelers should be prepared for increased travel restrictions to be put
into effect with little or no advance notice.
U.S. nationals who are considering returning to the United States are urged to
work with airline companies to make travel arrangements while flights are still
available. All land borders remain closed to passenger transport until further
notice, and international flights into and out of the Russian Federation have
been severely curtailed or cancelled. See the Health and Travel Alert from March
29, 2020 for additional information.
Additionally, the Embassy is exploring the possibility of private charter flights
should commercial flights be suspended. Further information about these flights,
should they become necessary, will be disseminated through the Smart Traveler
Enrollment Program (STEP). Please encourage your friends and family members
abroad to register.
If you are unable to arrange a commercial flight home to the United States from
the Russian Federation and wish to register your interest in a possible charter flight
in the future, please follow the steps below. Please keep in mind that charter
flights are generally more expensive than commercial options, and each traveler is
responsible for the cost of their ticket.
1) Ensure you are enrolled in STEP and that your information is accurate and up to
date; AND
2) Send an email to MoscowCharter@state.gov with the following information for
each member of your party:

Full name:
Passport number:
Passport expiration date:
Russian visa expiration date:
Citizenship (only for Legal Permanent Residents of the U.S.):
Date of birth:
Gender:
Email address:
Phone number:
Current location in Russia:
Destination:
Earliest time you can arrive in Moscow:
Current medical issues or conditions:
U.S. nationals who need urgent assistance or who have been ordered into
quarantine should contact the U.S. Embassy in Moscow or U.S. Consulate General
Yekaterinburg at the information provided below.

Serbia

Slovenia

Please read the most recent alerts issued by U.S. Mission Russia for more
information.
The U.S. Embassy in Serbia is considering all options for assisting U.S. citizens in
Serbia. They do not know whether there will be another evacuation flight operated
by Air Serbia. If there is another flight, it may be your last chance to return to the
United States until commercial flights start operating again. If the Embassy learns
of a flight, it will likely be at very short notice. The Embassy encourages all U.S.
nationals or Legal Permanent Residents to register their interest in a possible
evacuation flight by filling out this form now. The Embassy must have a separate
form for each member of your family/group. Currently, the Embassy does not
have any information about a flight.
U.S. nationals are encouraged to enroll in our Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(STEP) to receive Alerts, and check our Embassy COVID-19 webpage for updated
information as it is released.
There is no cross-border public transportation (trains and buses). It is still possible
to cross certain land borders in a personal car, or take a taxi to the border, cross on
foot, and take a taxi on the other side.
Entering Slovenia:
 From Austria: Entry into Slovenia from Austria is limited to 13 control
points. Non-Slovenian citizens and non-Slovenian residents will be
screened for high temperatures and symptoms. Those with symptoms will
need a health certificate (negative COVID test) not older than three
days.
 From Croatia: There are currently no special restrictions.
 From Hungary: The border is closed to passenger traffic.
 From Italy: Non-Slovenian citizens and non-Slovenian residents will be
screened for high temperatures and symptoms. Those with symptoms will
need a negative COVID test not older than three days, in English, Italian, or
Slovene to enter.

Spain

Exiting Slovenia:
 To Austria: Border crossing is limited to major crossing points with limited
hours. Foreign nationals transiting by car or flying out of Vienna can enter
with without a negative COVID test. Those without onward travel out of
Austria, need certification of a negative COVID-19 test, which must not be
older than four days. (Note: this test is only available in Slovenia for those
with symptoms.) Private U.S. nationals can take a Slovenian taxi to the
Austrian border, and then switch to a waiting Austrian taxi on the other
side of the border.
 To Hungary: The border is completely closed to foreign national
passengers. Two borders remain open for cargo traffic: Dolga Vas
and Pince.
 To Italy: Travelers from Slovenia to Italy must inform the Italian National
Health Center, have a doctor’s certificate not older than 3 days and selfquarantine for 14 days before onward travel even if they show no
symptoms. Entry is restricted to four major border
crossings (Vrtojba, Skofike, Fernetici and Krvavi Potok).
The Council of Ministers held an extraordinary session March 29 to approve a
measure prohibiting all workers in non-essential sectors from going to work
through April 9. The decree permits affected businesses to remain open today
solely for the purpose of conducting an orderly shutdown. Spain’s Minister of
Transportation also urged transportation services to reduce their service hours.
Workers affected by these new restrictions (e.g., construction workers) will
continue being paid as normal and their employers will be entitled to gradually
recuperate their lost hours once the State of Alarm ends.
Authorized activities cover food sectors, pharmaceuticals, transportation and the
distribution of essential services and products, from energy to
telecommunications. Specifically, the following sectors are considered providers of
essential services, according to the initial State of Alarm decree: banking,
foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, veterinarians, opticians, hygiene products,
the press, fuel, tobacco sellers, IT and telecommunications vendors, pet food,
internet vendors, and dry cleaners. Only companies that supply or distribute these
products and services will be authorized to continue operating, under the new
restrictions.

Sweden

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

Telework for non-essential industries remains permissible, and the government
began actively promoting this option since the imposition of the State of Alarm.
On March 27, Prime Minister Löfven announced the Swedish government would
prohibit public gatherings over 50 people. The measure was based on
recommendations from the PHA. The Director General of the PHA Johan Carlson
told press he hoped private functions would also follow the new restrictions,
although private events were not included in the regulations. While individuals
breaching the ban face fines or prison sentences, Löfven encouraged the public to
use common sense because “we cannot legislate and ban everything.”
As of March 29, Swiss trains (SBB/CFF/FFS) no longer run to or from Italy, in
accordance with an order from Italian authorities.

Direct flights: There is only one remaining direct flight from Switzerland to the
United States in operation, the Zurich to Newark route operated by Swiss
International Air Lines. This flight is currently scheduled 3 times a week,
Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday, however this may change it any time and without
prior notice. The flight can be booked directly through Swiss or most travel
arrangers.
Transit flights: Many countries have closed their national borders. Travelers flying
to the U.S. by transiting through a third country should work directly with the
airline to confirm that they are allowed to transit.

Turkey

Ukraine

As of March 29, all passengers on domestic flights in Turkey are required to submit
an travel permit obtained from the Travel Permit Council. Please consult the
Turkish Airlines website for current requirements and available domestic routes.
Local authorities may put in place additional COVID-19 restrictions. According to
the Turkish Ministry of Interior, over a dozen towns and villages have been placed
under quarantine.
The final direct flight to the United States departed on March 27. No further flights
to the United States are scheduled at this time. The Embassy will maintain a list of
U.S. nationals who are considering leaving Ukraine for the United States. Please
enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP), in addition, provide your
name and contact information to email address KyivUSCitizen@state.gov so they
can contact you as soon as they have any further updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport.
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and
email address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you
may have, such as medical issues.
 Your travel plans and whether or not you are requesting financial assistance
from the U.S. Government (please be aware that financial assistance is a loan
and must be repaid).

United Kingdom

Ukrainian government officials announced that all passenger air travel in Ukraine,
including ongoing repatriation flights, will be suspended after March 27. General
Quarantine procedures in Ukraine have been extended through April 24. Additional
information on COVID-19 in Ukraine is available at the Embassy’s webpage.
UK immigration will temporarily waive the overseas requirement for foreign
nationals applying for or changing long-term visa categories if they are present in

the UK but are unable to depart due to COVID-19. All respective visa requirements
and applications fees are unchanged and processing delays should be expected.
Tier 4 student visa holders are also permitted to undertake distance learning
courses without impacting or mandating sponsorship withdrawal. This
arrangement is valid through May 31, 2020. Workers in the UK on visa Tiers 2 and 5
are similarly not subject to sponsor reporting requirements if working from home
as a direct result of COVID-19.
The UK government is granting visa extensions for most foreign national visa
holders through May 31, 2020. Extensions will be granted for those who are unable
to depart the United Kingdom as a direct result of COVID-19. You MUST contact the
Coronavirus Immigration Team if your leave to remain in the UK expires between
January 24 and May 30, 2020. For information on how to contact the Coronavirus
Immigration Team, please visit Advice for UK Visa Applicants and Temporary UK
Residents.
OSAC Update #24
March 27, 2020
Thank you for your patience as we worked to draft and finalize the results of the benchmarking survey.
A tremendous thanks to those that contributed their time and insight to this survey (over 120
respondents), which we know wasn’t the shortest survey in the world. So, thank you!
The survey results/report can be found on our website here:
https://www.osac.gov/Content/Report/4e720dc1-cac3-43f1-b5c9-183f045b6f72
Please see below for today’s updates. If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the
United States, please have them to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(https://step.state.gov/step/) so the Embassies/Consulates on the ground know you are in the country,
and can inform you of any available flights. Please note that if you registered before and put a trip end
date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop receiving important safety and security
messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system
at https://step.state.gov/step/
For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of embassy
websites for country-specific COVID-19 information.
Going forward, we will re-assess the information that we are providing to you on this forum and so,
updates may not look the same as the ones we’ve been sending out, and they may even stop or be
intermittent. If you have questions about locations that are not included here or ones included below,
please let us know.
If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in updates, please also let us know.
Albania

Air Albania is the only commercial airline currently operating in the country and is
reducing its service to two flights per week to Istanbul, effective March 29. There

is no other airline currently operating in Albania and there is no information about
how long the Air Albania flight will continue to operate.
Flight connections in Istanbul to the United States are extremely limited. Turkish
Airlines currently only operates flights from Istanbul to Chicago and Washington,
D.C. It has suspended its flight from Istanbul to New York as of March 27. Sameday connections from Istanbul to the United States are not available. All
passengers from Tirana must spend at least one night in Istanbul before boarding a
connecting flight to Chicago or Washington, D.C.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

The contact information for Air Albania is +355 4 224 6000
or https://www.airalbania.com.al. You can also book tickets for this flight and
onward travel to the United States through Turkish Airlines at + 90 212 463 63 63.
The Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina has implemented enhanced screening
and quarantine measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Bosnia has barred
admission to foreign nationals who do not have residency in BiH. All who enter
the country are subject to a 14-day quarantine, either at the port of entry or in
self-isolation.
The government of BiH has implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID19. The Sarajevo airport will close to commercial passenger travel at 0600 on
Monday, March 30, 2020 and the last scheduled commercial flight departed BiH
on March 27, 2020. Schools and universities are closed until further notice,
sporting events, festivals, large gatherings have been banned. A curfew is in place
throughout the country with persons under 18 and those over 65 years of age on a
24-hour curfew.

Bulgaria

State local government actions: Spots for public gatherings – malls, restaurants,
museums, and other non-essential public spaces – have been ordered
closed. Grocery stores, pharmacies, and related businesses remain open. Taxi
drivers are limited to one passenger and both must wear masks. The entity-level
governments of the Federation and the Republika Srpska have implemented
measures to limit the spread of COVID-19. Visit the webpages of the Republika
Srpska and the Federation of BiH’s Crisis Staff Headquarters for updated
information.
To assist U.S. citizens considering departure from Bulgaria, the U.S. Embassy in
Sofia will share information we receive from airlines regarding flights currently
operating from Sofia airport. Please be advised that this information is subject to
change at short notice.
Flights on Friday, March 27, 2020
 Wizz air – London – 6:00am
 Bulgaria air – Amsterdam – 07:00am
 Bulgaria air – Zurich – 08:40am
 Wizz air – Budapest – 09:05am
 Bulgaria air – Berlin – 11:50am
 Wizz air – London – 11:55am
 Wizz air – Frankfurt – 12:55am








Croatia

Wizz air – Eindhoven – 14:35
Wizz Air – Geneva – 14:45
Bulgaria air – Moscow – 16:00
Bulgaria air – Vienna/ Brussels – 17:4
Wizz air – London – 20:00
Wizz air – Nuremberg – 20:30

Flights on Saturday, March 28, 2020
 Wizz air – London – 06:00am
 Bulgaria air – Frankfurt – 06:00am
 Wizz air – Nice – 06:00am
 Wizz air – Dortmund – 06:30am
 Bulgaria air – Amsterdam – 07:00am
 Wizz air – Basel – 07:00am
 Bulgaria air – Paris – 07:00am
 Wizz air – Budapest – 13:00
 Wizz air – Munich – 13:25
 British Airways – London –14:10
 Bulgaria air – London – 14:25
Only Zagreb airport is currently offering international flights. Dubrovnik and Split
airports are closed until further notice.
Turkish Airlines has suspended all flights in Croatia from March 27 – April 17,
2020. Air Emirates has suspended all flights through April 8, and Austrian Airlines
has suspended all flights through April 19.
As of March 26, 2020, the following airlines are still offering routes from Zagreb to
the United States.

Czech Republic



Air France



American Airlines



KLM



Croatian Airlines



Qatar Airlines

Flights from the Czech Republic to the United States may cease at any moment.
Several flights, including British Airways, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, and Aer Lingus,
are still departing today from the Vaclav Havel International Airport in Prague. If
you need to return to the United States, you must depart now or be prepared to
remain in the Czech Republic for an indefinite period of time. For flight numbers
and times, visit https://www.prg.aero/en/flight-information#/odlety and contact
the airlines, travel agents, or the airport. Please understand that the Embassy is
unable to guarantee seats or assist with booking tickets on commercial flights for
private U.S. nationals. Please be prepared to stay overnight, and make own lodging
arrangements, at connecting points and upon arriving to the United States.

Denmark

Estonia

Note that flights from Europe are only being permitted to fly into 13 specific
airports in the United States, as detailed on the Department of Homeland
Security’s website, so you will need to plan your travel route accordingly.
The Embassy understand how difficult the current situation is for those trying to
get home to the United States. The U.S. Embassy in Prague is actively exploring all
options to assist U.S. citizens in the Czech Republic, and we will provide additional
updates as soon as possible.
Commercial Flights to U.S. Still Available: The U.S. Embassy in Copenhagen is
tracking flight availability closely in an effort to provide U.S. citizens in the Kingdom
of Denmark accurate, timely information. As of March 27, there are at least seven
daily, commercial flight options from Copenhagen to European hubs with onward
connections to the United States. There are seats available on daily flights
departing from Denmark.
Schengen Visa Overstays: Danish authorities announced new procedures for
foreign citizens who have overstayed their authorized period of stay in Denmark
due to COVID-19 related travel disruptions. Effective March 23, when a foreign
citizen is departing Denmark the Danish Border Police will assess the reason for the
overstay (if applicable). If the Danish authorities determine the overstay was the
result of COVID-19 they will issue a letter to the person confirming that the date of
departure from Denmark has been postponed by 60 days. This determination will
only be made at the time of departure from Denmark. You should not go to a
Danish police station seeking an assessment and/or letter in advance of your
departure date. Full information can be found on the Danish Immigration Services
website.
An extremely limited number of flights are presently operating to major European
transit hubs from Tallinn. The Embassy encourages anyone interested in departing
Estonia for the United States to look at the contact information for airlines at
Tallinn Airport available here, and to write to acstallinn@state.gov if you have any
trouble.
Currently, Lufthansa flies from Tallinn to Frankfurt three times per week, which
arrives in Germany after all onward flights for the United States have already
departed. According to German authorities, travelers via Frankfurt will need to
stay in the airport transfer zone until their onward flight the next day.
As of March 25, the government has instituted new social distancing measures for
all residents of Estonia. No more than two people are legally allowed to gather
inside or outside, except for families and those performing public duties. All
people need to maintain two meters of distance from one another in public
spaces. All shopping centers, with the exception of supermarkets and pharmacies,
will close March 27.
Finland, Russia, and Latvia have all moved to restrict entry into their countries for
anyone other than citizens and residents. The Finnish Border Guard has indicated
Americans with residency in Estonia or another EU country can enter Helsinki by
ferry from Tallinn, and transfer out of the country at Helsinki Airport. Americans

France
Georgia
Germany

Iceland

Italy

without residency in Estonia or another E.U. member state likely will not have this
option.
All non-essential public services in France remain closed. Open-air markets were
recently added to this list.
No updates.
Direct flights from Munich to the United States will end on Saturday, March 28,
2020 until further notice. There are still direct flights to the United States from
Frankfurt and through connections in Amsterdam, Paris, or London. All U.S. citizens
should have a travel plan that does not rely on the U.S. government for assistance.
For U.S. citizens who have chosen to remain in Germany, the German government
is sharing up-to-date information in English regarding the coronavirus, EU travel
restrictions and border controls, and official statements which can be found on
this website under the “Information” tab.
U.S. nationals currently in Iceland are advised to return to the U.S. as soon as
possible. One commercial flight per day is still available. Please contact your airline
for more information. https://www.icelandair.com/support/covid-19/safe-travels/.
U.S. nationals with travel plans to Iceland in March or April must postpone their
visits. Iceland is participating in the EU travel ban along with other Schengen states,
and travelers from outside the Schengen area are no longer granted access into the
country. All travelers entering Iceland, including Icelandic citizens and residents,
must self-quarantine for 14 days.
Direct flights to the United States are available through Alitalia, which currently has
one direct flight per day. Book flights directly through Alitalia
at https://www.alitalia.com/en_us.
Travelers should also be prepared for additional travel restrictions to be put into
effect with little or no advance notice. Please review your airline’s current policies
and procedures prior to arrival at the airport. Travelers connecting to international
flights from Rome/FCO should be prepared for flight schedules that may require an
overnight at the airport. Travelers should contact their airline directly to ask any
questions in advance of their flight.

Kosovo

Latvia

The Italian government’s March 22, 2020 decree provides that travelers transiting
between their present location in Italy and their point of departure in-country must
provide justification and documentation to authorities, if requested. Visit the
website of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for additional information on
Italian government decrees and measures.
On March 27, at least one family of American citizens with tickets to Dusseldorf
were denied boarding at Pristina International Airport because of tightening transit
restrictions in Germany. If future commercial flights become available, we will
publish known transit restrictions on this page. Those restrictions vary by country
and are changing daily.
The Latvian Minister of Health Ilze Viņķele, approved an order to limit health care
services in both private and public medical facilities from March 27, 2020. The goal
of limiting theses services is to protect both patients and medical personnel from
potential infection of COVID-19.

Lithuania

According to the Ministry of Health website, only the following services will be
provided from March 27:
 Family doctor consultation and assistance;
 Emergency medical and emergency care (including examinations and
consultations)
 Vaccinations;
 Health services for pregnant women, oncology patients, HIV/AIDS patients,
tuberculosis patients, trauma patients and Green Corridor patients;
 Home health care services;
 Services to ensure continuity of therapy - chemotherapy, biological, organ
replacement therapy, radiation therapy, day-care in hematology, methadone
replacement therapy, as well as assistance to patients in need of continuation
or completion of in-patient emergency treatment;
 Specialist consultations for patients with chronic illnesses (remotely possible);
 Oncological, life-saving as well as operations the cancellation of which may
lead to disability;
 Dental services in acute and urgent cases;
 Outpatient councils (without patient involvement);
 Counseling for patients with contagious skin diseases and sexually transmitted
diseases;
 Acute and sub-acute rehabilitation services for persons who may be at risk of
disability and / or incapacity for work, including those for whom the delay in
rehabilitation services is associated with significant impairment of dysfunction.
U.S. Embassy Vilnius has suspended routine consular services. For emergency
American Citizens Services, including emergency passports, please write or call
(consec@state.gov; +370-5-266-5600 during working hours 10-12, 14-16 Monday
through Friday). If you have an emergency outside of working hours, please call
+370-5-266-5500.
Travel out of Lithuania will continue to be a challenge. If you have been in country
less than 14 days, you may be subject to a travel hold until your self-isolation
period has been completed. This does not apply to transit travelers.
Private Charter flights are available but subject to demand. One example is Kidy
Tour, who is operating a Vilnius to London Stansted flight (+370 5 207
8070, info@kidytour.lt). They are considering two flights on March 29 and 31.
Please contact them directly.
The Embassy is maintaining a list of people looking for charter flights.
Please contact them by email at consec@state.gov if you are interested. As future
flights become available, they will inform interested citizens.

Luxembourg

For commercial travel, the only flight available out of Vilnius is Belavia to Minsk.
There are follow on flights from Minsk to Western European cities. The ferries are
operating out of Klaipeda to Sweden and Germany.
According to current information, the last scheduled flight on United Airlines direct
to the United States from Belgium will be on March 28. Daily direct flights to the
United States are available in Paris (Air France), and Frankfurt (United and Delta).

Other flight options are available from Paris and Frankfurt on a less frequent basis.
Flight availability is subject to further restrictions. Please visit the Embassy’s
website with the latest instructions on the necessary documents to cross the
Luxembourg-France and Luxembourg-Germany borders.

Malta

U.S. citizens in Luxembourg who normally live in the United States should arrange
for immediate return home or be prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite
period. You should have a plan to depart from Luxembourg that does not rely on
U.S. government assistance. If you are considering returning to the United States,
you are urged to work with your airlines to make travel arrangements while flights
are still available. If your travel has been disrupted, please contact your airline –
the U.S. Embassy cannot make individual flight arrangements on your behalf.
As of March 27, 2020, U.S. Embassy Malta has suspended non-emergency U.S.
citizen and visa services. U.S. citizens in Malta who require assistance should
contact the Embassy using the contact information at the end of this Health Alert.
Beginning March 28, all persons age 65 or older, pregnant women, those who are
insulin dependent, on biological medication, have received chemotherapy in the
past six months, have had a transplant or HIV treatment, are on dialysis, have been
treated for respiratory
disease in the past year, have had cardiac problems in the past six months, and
those who take oral steroids are ordered to stay home except to attend medical
appointments. Person living with those age 65 or older will need to find alternative
accommodation or put themselves in isolation as well.

Moldova

Public gatherings of five or more people are banned, and people must leave a
distance of at least two meters space between each other.
The U.S. Embassy in Chisinau is trying to facilitate the travel of U.S. nationals to
Bucharest via charter bus. The bus will leave at approximately 17:00 on Monday,
March 30, 2020 from Chisinau to the Bucharest airport. Please contact us
immediately by email (Chisinau-CA@state.gov) if you are a U.S. citizen interested in
overland transit to Bucharest. We will confirm details with interested passengers
closer to departure.
The Romanian Government closed the border with Moldova to foreign citizens. The
land border with Ukraine is also closed. U.S. nationals have limited overland
options to depart Moldova until these restrictions are lifted.
Please note that individuals are responsible for making their own travel
arrangements from Bucharest (e.g., to the U.S. via onward commercial air flights).
The airport in Bucharest, Romania continues to operate with limited options to
return to the United States via Amsterdam on KLM Royal Dutch Airlines. It is
unclear how long these options will be viable. All U.S. citizens seeking to leave
Moldova via commercial air from Romania should consider utilizing this route while
still available. Currently KLM has flights scheduled to depart Bucharest on March
31, April 3, and April 5 that would allow connections to the United States.

Netherlands

Restrictions announced March 23 will dictate the cancellation of traditional
Memorial Day ceremonies at Margraten's Netherlands American Cemetery and
Memorial. The Faces of Margraten event scheduled for early May has also been
cancelled.
All schools, restaurants, bars, cafés, gyms, hair and nail salons, and sporting clubs
remain closed through April 6. Most restaurants have been allowed to re-open for
delivery and take-away service only.
KLM will further reduce service to the United States. Effective March 29, KLM will
fly from Schiphol to four U.S. destinations: New York-JFK (once daily), Atlanta
(three/week), Los Angeles (three/week), and Chicago-O'Hare (twice weekly).
United will end service to Newark after the March 28 flight. Delta continues to
operate daily flights to Atlanta and Detroit.

North
Macedonia

The Ministry of Interior (MOI) informed press March 26 that over the previous 24
hours, 368 individuals were ordered into self-quarantine and 82 signed selfisolation statements. The ministry reported police found one individual in violation
of self-isolation. In addition, in cooperation with other institutions, police
monitored 222 catering facilities and found that three were not complying with
government measures. Police also found 66 individuals in violation of the 9:00pm
to 5:00am curfew, and detained 37 of them according to the ministry.
U.S. Citizens in North Macedonia who wish to be notified if commercial flights or
evacuation options to the U.S. become available should provide their information
to the United States Embassy by completing this online form. Completing this form
will enable us to compile accurate information on potential travelers. Currently
there is no scheduled flight departing North Macedonia.
The Government of North Macedonia has closed all airports in North Macedonia to
limit the spread of COVID-19. Land borders with all neighboring countries,
including Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Kosovo, and Serbia, are currently closed. The

Romania

Government of North Macedonia has not announced an anticipated date for reopening the airports or borders.
U.S. nationals who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work
with their airlines to make travel arrangements as soon as possible, while flights
are still available. British Airways has announced that it plans to schedule several
flights from Bucharest to London for the week of March 29 to April 4. The
Lufthansa Group (Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines, and Swiss Air) announced that they
have suspended flights until April 19 into and out of Bucharest OTP Airport. KLM
will suspend flights between Bucharest and Amsterdam between March 28 and
May 3. TAROM announced the suspension of all domestic flights for 14 days.
Currently, TAROM is still scheduled to fly to Istanbul and Amsterdam. Turkish
Airlines will suspend service between Bucharest and Istanbul following their flight
on March 27 but will continue service from Istanbul to New York and Washington.
Additionally, regional airports in Cluj and Timisoara are reporting cancellations and
possible closures.
Please check with the airlines as the schedules change with very little notice. Many
travelers worldwide have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited
flight availability. If your travel has been disrupted, please contact your airline.

Serbia

Spain

U.S. national resident in Romania must adhere to the required guidelines in
Military Ordinance 3, which went into effect on Wednesday, March 25, at noon. An
English translation of the ordinance is available here. U.S. nationals who need to
leave their home for one of the excepted reasons should fill out and prepare the
attached Self Declaration form, and keep it with them at all times.
The U.S. Embassy in Serbia assisted 64 U.S. nationals and Legal Permanent
Residents to travel to Los Angeles on March 26. That flight was operated by Air
Serbia and funded by the Government of Serbia, whom we thank for the
opportunity. The Embassy received word of the flight only 16 hours before takeoff, and immediately shared the information through Smart Traveler Enrollment
Program (STEP), our website, and all our social media platforms.
The U.S. Embassy in Serbia is considering all options for assisting U.S. nationals in
Serbia. In the event we learn of another flight departing for the United States, it will
likely be at short notice. The Embassy requests that U.S. nationals or Legal
Permanent Residents register their interest in a possible evacuation flight by filling
out this form now. They must have a separate form for each member of your
family/group. Currently, they do not have any information about a flight. U.S.
nationals are encouraged to enroll in our Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(STEP) to receive Alerts, and check our Embassy COVID-19 webpage for updated
information as it is released.
U.S. Embassy Madrid and U.S. Consulate General Barcelona are providing
emergency services only to U.S. citizens. The five consular agencies are providing
emergency services to U.S. nationals only by email and phone. Until further notice,
the agencies will not provide in-person service. U.S. nationals in Spain who require
assistance should email the Embassy at askACS@state.gov or the Consulate
General in Barcelona at BarcelonaACS@state.gov before going to either location in

person. Please wear gloves and a mask if you have an appointment for in-person
service at the Embassy or Consulate General. The Embassy’s in-person service
hours are Wednesday and Friday from 10:00am – 4:00pm. The Consulate General’s
in-person service hours are Monday through Friday from 10:00am – 4:00pm.

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

Madrid stopped using the Chinese provided COVID-19 test kits after a test
suggested they only have a 30 percent accuracy level.
Flights to the United States from Switzerland
Direct flights: There is only one remaining direct flight from Switzerland to the
United States in operation, the Zurich to Newark route operated by Swiss
International Air Lines. This flight is currently scheduled 3 times a week,
Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday, however this may change it any time and without
prior notice. The flight can be booked directly through Swiss or most travel
arrangers.
Transit flights: Many countries have closed their national borders. Travelers flying
to the U.S. by transiting through a third country should work directly with the
airline to confirm that they are allowed to transit.

Turkey

Ukraine

The Department of State does not endorse any private company and assumes no
responsibility or liability for services provided by private companies.
Turkish Airlines is further revising flight schedules to the United States, including
opting to maintain flights to Chicago ORD rather than to New York JFK. Please
consult the Turkish Airlines website for current routes.
The final direct flight to the United States departed on March 27. No further flights
to the United States are scheduled at this time. The. Embassy will maintain a list of
U.S. nationals who are considering leaving Ukraine for the United States. Please
enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP), in addition, provide your
name and contact information to email address KyivUSCitizen@state.gov so the
Embassy can contact you as soon as they have any further updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport
 Information the Embassy can use to contact you now – a current phone
number and email address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you
may have, such as medical issues.
o Your travel plans and whether or not you are requesting financial
assistance from the U.S. Government (please be aware that financial
assistance is a loan and must be repaid).
Ukrainian government officials announced that all passenger air travel in Ukraine,
including ongoing repatriation flights, will be suspended after March 27. General

United Kingdom

Quarantine procedures in Ukraine have been extended through April 24. Additional
information on COVID-19 in Ukraine is available at the Embassy’s webpage.
Information Regarding Hotel Availability in the United Kingdom:
Most hotels in the UK have closed until further notice, per UK government
guidance issued on March 23. Those hotels that remain open are permitted only to
provide lodging to specific categories of guests, including non-UK residents who are
unable to travel to their home countries. Transit hotels have been affected as
well. At Heathrow International Airport only one transit hotel in Terminal 3
confirmed it was still operating as of March 26. The most up-to-date guidance can
be found on the UK COVID-19 website.
As many hotels say they are awaiting further clarification from the government,
travelers are urged to reach out to specific hotels directly by phone to ensure they
are still operating and accepting guests.

OSAC Update #23
March 26, 2020
We are still working on the survey results, and will post it online and send it out to the group when it is
final. In the meanwhile, please see below for today’s updates. If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave
to come back to the United States, please have them to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(https://step.state.gov/step/) so the Embassies/Consulates on the ground know you are in the country,
and can inform you of any available flights. Please note that if you registered before and put a trip end
date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop receiving important safety and security
messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system
at https://step.state.gov/step/
For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of embassy
websites for country-specific COVID-19 information.
If you have questions about locations that are not included here or ones included below, please let us
know. If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in our updates, please also let us know
and we’ll try to incorporate it in our updates.
Albania





If you are a U.S. national in Albania and want to return to the United States, we
urge you to immediately contact Air Albania and depart the country on the
next available flight. Seat availability is limited and there is no information
about how long this flight will continue to operate. You can contact Air Albania
at +355 4 224 6000 or https://www.airalbania.com.al. You can also book
tickets for this flight and onward travel to the United States through Turkish
Airlines at +90 212 463 63 63.
If you choose to stay in Albania, we urge you to shelter-in-place, follow the
Government of Albania’s instructions on social distancing, which you can find
on our Embassy webpage on COVID-19, and be prepared to stay in the country
for an indefinite period of time.



Azerbaijan

Belgium

Bulgaria

The only commercial flight operating is the daily Air Albania flight to Istanbul.
Beginning next week, the flight will only operate twice a week. The airport is
open for humanitarian, repatriation, and cargo flights.
 All land borders remain closed, with exceptions for commercial vehicles. Durres
port, Albania’s largest, remains open for commercial shipments.
On Tuesday, March 31, 2020 Ambassador Litzenberger will hold a virtual town hall
for American citizens in Azerbaijan to discuss the outbreak of COVID-19 on and
how the U.S. Embassy can help its citizens. Please submit questions in advance by
sending a message through our Facebook page, or by email to BakuACS@state.gov.
The Government of Azerbaijan has instituted additional steps to decrease the risk
of COVID-19 transmission among the public. These include a restriction on travel
between the area consisting of Baku, Sumgayit, and the Absheron Peninsula and
other regions of Azerbaijan. Persons aged 65 and over are not allowed to leave
their homes, and the public is restricted from gathering in groups of ten persons or
more. Click here for more details.
Federal authorities have reinforced quarantine requirements for any passengers
still coming through Brussels’ Zaventem Airport. As of March 25, arriving
passengers receive a letter detailing the social distance rules now in place and
asking them to self-quarantine for two weeks. Relatives or acquaintances picking
up passengers must now wait outside the terminal – only passengers are allowed
into the building – and are subject to the same quarantine recommendation.
Passengers coming from Spain or Italy must now go through a separate gate,
normally dedicated to non-Schengen countries. Most persons arriving at the
airport are repatriating Belgian citizens; foreigners without valid reason to enter
the country are generally refused entry.
To assist U.S. citizens considering departure from Bulgaria, the U.S. Embassy in
Sofia will share information we receive from airlines regarding flights currently
operating from Sofia airport. Please be advised that this information is subject to
change at short notice.
Flights on March 26, 2020
Wizz Air – London – 06:00am.
Wizz Air – Dortmund -06:30am.
Bulgaria Air – Amsterdam - 07:00am.
Turkish airlines – Istanbul – 09:50 am.
Wizz Air – London – 11:55am.
Wizz Air – Budapest – 13:00
Aeroflot – Moscow – 13:05 .
Wizz Air – Eindhoven - 14:50 .
Wizz Air – Copenhagen – 15:05
British Airways – London – 18:45.
Tarom – Bucharest – 19:45.
Wizz Air – London – 20:00.
Flights on March 27, 2020
Wizz Air - London 6:00
Bulgaria Air - Amsterdam 07:00
Bulgaria Air - Zurich 08:40

Wizz Air - Budapest - 09:05
Bulgaria Air - Berlin 11:50
Wizz Air - London 11:55
Wizz Air - Frankfurt 12:55
Wizz Air - Eindhoven 14:35
Wizz Air - Zheneva 14:45
Bulgaria Air - Moscow 16:00
Bulgaria Air - Vienna/ Brussels 17:45
Bulgaria Air - Varna 20:00
Wizz Air - London 20:00
Wizz Air - Nuernberg 20:30
You may also monitor flight status on the Sofia Airport flight departures page.
Croatia
Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia
Finland

France

There are very few remaining commercial flights out of Prague and flights may
cease at any moment, without notice. If you need to return to the United States,
you must depart now or be prepared to remain in the Czech Republic for an
indefinite period of time.
On March 24, the Czech government extended the State of Emergency and
quarantine until April 1. Please reference the website of the Government of the
Czech Republic and the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as the Embassy
website https://cz.usembassy.gov/ or additional information on these new
measures.
The U.S. Embassy in Copenhagen is tracking flight availability closely in an effort to
provide U.S. citizens in the Kingdom of Denmark accurate, timely information. As of
March 26, there are at least seven daily, commercial flight options from
Copenhagen to European hubs with onward connections to the United
States. There are seats available on daily flights departing from Denmark.
No new updates.
Finnair has advised the Embassy that it will operate an extra flight to the United
States tomorrow. U.S. nationals can book a flight to Miami on Mar 27th directly
from www.finnair.com. At present, international commercial flights continue to
depart Helsinki-Vantaa airport through various air carriers. U.S. nationals seeking
to depart Finland should work with their chosen airlines to arrange travel.
On March 25, the Government of Finland announced movement restrictions on
entry to and departure from the Uusimaa region. These restrictions will be in effect
for the period of March 27 to April 19. The official announcement may be viewed
on the Government of Finland’s website.
Anyone walking or traveling within France must carry a newly dated
attestation. This form was updated on March 24 and is available here. This is a
serious measure by French authorities. The fine for unauthorized travel is between
135 to 375 euros with an increase to 1,500 euros for repeat offenses.
The French Minister of Interior (MOI) and French police have issued warnings
regarding fake police checkpoints and individuals impersonating police officers
attempting to fraudulently collect a “fine” for not possessing a travel

attestation documents or for improper documentation. French police always write
a report and requirement to pay a fine is sent to your home of record. Do not pay
any “fine” on the scene.
Georgia
Georgia

The municipalities of Bolnisi and Marneuli – approximately one hour south of Tbilisi
– remain under lockdown as of March 26, after an individual who had reportedly
been in direct contact with 90 others during a memorial service, and in indirect
contact with hundreds, tested positive for COVID-19 on March 22. The Georgian
Defense Forces are enforcing the quarantine by providing medical personnel and
military police to assist civilian police at checkpoints.
They are serving this role as part of their Defense Support to Civil Authorities
function, not/not martial law.

Germany

De facto authorities in the Russian-occupied Georgian territories of Abkhazia and
South Ossetia continue to claim there are no confirmed reports of COVID-19. On
March 24, de facto "acting president” of Abkhazia Valeriy Bganba announced a
decree to protect the population from COVID-19 effective from March 25 to April
7. The measures include bans on mass events, the closing of schools and public
transport, and a recommendation that private businesses not raise prices on food,
medicines, or personal protective equipment. On March 26, the de facto Abkhaz
"ministry of health and social security" designated the Gudauta Central Republican
Hospital, which has an infectious diseases section with 70 beds, as the receiving
point for potential patients with COVID-19. Media reported that Abkhazia has only
22 ventilators and there is a nine-month delay to acquire more.
Bavarian Minister President Soeder announced a Bavaria-wide restriction on
movement, similar to Austria’s restrictions, on March 20. The new
restrictions, announced for March 21 through April 3, are in effect 24/7. Outdoor
movement is limited to home to work, grocery shopping, medical (appointments,
pharmacy, etc.), and exercise/ dog walking within family units. Group outings are
forbidden. Restaurants are take-away and delivery only. Hair salons and other
non-essential stores and service providers were instructed to close. Police are
authorized to issue fines up to 25,000 euros for individuals in violation of the
restrictions.
Direct flights to the United States from Munich will cease operations beginning
March 28. After the 28th, flights will remain available to the United States from
Frankfurt and select other European hubs
Poland has extended its border closure with Germany until 11 April. The exception
given to Poles who work in Germany will end on Friday and after then returning
Poles will have to enter a two-week quarantine. Many Poles work in sectors in
Germany including the health services.
Targeted disinformation about the Coronavirus crisis which could threaten public
order and safety is worrying the German security authorities. The BKA,
Verfassungsschutz and other agencies are looking at the Russian broadcaster RT

Ireland

Kosovo

Lithuania

Deutsch according to the Federal Interior Ministry on Tuesday. A spokesperson
stated that targeted false information can cause uncertainty. As an example, he
gave the false statement that the washing of hands does not help against the virus.
The German authorities already had RT Deutsch in their attentions for
disinformation before the Coronavirus. A government spokesman appealed to the
public not to panic due to distortions, speculation and fake news which are
circulating. Bild has been told by the Verfassungsschutz that its priority is to see
how far the Corona crisis was being used. RT Deutsch has broadcast reports about
Corona in which German government measures were criticized as creating panic
and being used to bring about more control over the population. Precautionary
measures were denounced and the epidemic questioned as a whole. On 20 March,
a report was published called ‘The epidemic that never was’ which attracted
65,000 clicks on the RT You Tube channel.
The European Centre for Disease Control (ECDC) warned that Ireland lacks
sufficient capacity to handle a surge in critically ill COVID-19 patients and its health
care system could be quickly overwhelmed.

There are two flights scheduled to depart Pristina International Airport tomorrow,
March 27, to Dusseldorf (Germany) and Zurich (Switzerland). Unfortunately, the
Embassy’s efforts to reserve a group of seats failed; it appears they were prebooked before the flight schedule was released. They are monitoring for
cancellations and will update the Embassy’s COVID-19 page if something becomes
available. In the meantime, if you wish to depart you can contact the airlines
directly and see if they have anything available. The Embassy is asking the airlines
to offer us the opportunity to reserve seats if they schedule additional flights.
CHAIR: www.airprishtina.com (kontakt@airprishtina.com), +383 38 222 099
The Government of Lithuania (GOL) has extended the nation-wide quarantine to
April 13, 2020. The transit period for citizens of other countries to return home has

been extended. Visit the GOL COVID-19 website (Ministry of Foreign Affairs
webpage) for updated information.
American travelers in Lithuania, who may be coming up on 90 days in the Schengen
area, will have relief from return decisions or administrative liability for illegal
overstay. The Government of Lithuania Migration Department has issued
permission to remain without fines up to the end of the quarantine period. The
Migration Department request that all foreign nationals that will have this issue to
inform them by email to info@migracija.gov.lt. The email should include
information in excel format (table). Please select the link named “table”, fill out the
information, save it in a file and attach to the email. In the comment section of the
table, please indicate what actions you have taken to depart the Schengen zone.
Charter flight X9521: On March 27, there is a flight to London Stansted (STN)
departing Vilnius at 1720 (arrival at 1800). The cost is 275 Euros. If you are
interested to book onto this flight, please contact Kidy Tour directly today on +370
5 207 8070, info@kidytour.lt. It is still possible to transit through London to
onward destinations.
Belavia’s next flight from Vilnius to Minsk is scheduled for March 27, later flights
are also on schedule:
 March 27: B2804 departs Vilnius at 19:40, arrives Minsk at 21:15
 March 28: B2804 departs Vilnius at 17:40, arrives Minsk at 19:15
 March 29: B2804 departs Vilnius at 20:40, arrives Minsk at 21:15
 March 31: B2802 departs Vilnius at 09:25, arrives Minsk at 10:00
Future scheduling:
 Scandinavian Airlines are planning to resume flights from Vilnius to Stockholm
and Copenhagen on April 14.
 Air Baltic is planning to resume flights from Vilnius on April 15.
 Turkish Airlines are planning to resume flights from Vilnius to Istanbul on April
17.
 Lufthansa is planning to resume flights from Vilnius to Frankfurt on April 20.
 LOT is planning to resume flights from Vilnius to Warsaw on April 20.
 Norwegian is planning to resume flights from Vilnius in the beginning of May.
 Wizzair is planning to resume flights from Vilnius to multiple destinations in the
beginning of May.
 Ryanair has flights on schedule starting from the beginning of May, but per
recent announcement from Ryanair CEO, flights will most likely resume at the
beginning of June.
 Finnair is planning to resume flights from Vilnius on July 1.
Kaunas Airport
 Wizzair is planning to resume flights from Kaunas to multiple destinations in
the beginning of May.
 LOT is planning to resume flights from Kaunas to Warsaw on April 20.
 Ryanair will most likely resume flights from Kaunas in the beginning of June.

Palanga Airport
 Air Baltic is planning to resume flights from Palanga to Riga on April 15.
 Norwegian is planning to resume flights from Palanga to Oslo in the beginning
of May.
 Ryanair will most likely resume flights from Palanga in the beginning of June.
 LOT is planning to resume flights from Palanga to Warsaw on July 1.

Luxembourg

Malta

Klaipeda - Ferries
DFDS ferry (https://www.dfds.com/en/) is scheduled to operate the following
service on March 26:
 DFDS ferry Klaipeda – Kiel, departing Klaipeda at 22:00
 DFDS ferry Klaipeda –Karlshamn, departing Klaipeda at 21:01 (fully booked
until April 2)
Daily direct flights to the United States are available in Paris (Air France), and
Frankfurt (United and Delta). Other flight options are available from Paris and
Frankfurt on a less frequent basis. Flight availability is subject to further
restrictions. Please visit our website with the latest instructions on the necessary
documents to cross the Luxembourg-France and Luxembourg-Germany borders.
U.S. nationals in Luxembourg who normally live in the United States should arrange
for immediate return home or be prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite
period. You should have a plan to depart from Luxembourg that does not rely on
U.S. government assistance.
Malta airport suspended all inbound flights as of 11:59pm on March 20. Air Malta
suspended all commercial flights departing after 11:59pm on March 20, until
further notice, except for a limited number of “lifeline flights” as detailed below.
On March 23, Air Malta began a “lifeline schedule” to facilitate outbound travel for
stranded individuals to return to their country of origin. The “lifeline schedule” will
operate from Malta to London, Amsterdam, and Frankfurt. The schedule can be
changed subject to demand. Selected flights from the outbound only schedule will
be available for individuals to book online on www.airmalta.com or through a
travel agent.

North
Macedonia

U.S. nationals in Malta who want to return to the United States should make
arrangements to depart the country through the Air Malta “lifeline schedule.”
Interested individuals will also need to book a same-day commercial connecting
flight from the transit point to the United States. If you plan to utilize Air Malta’s
“lifeline schedule,” please email your complete travel itinerary, full name, and date
of birth to ConsularMalta@state.gov in order for our office to notify the Maltese
authorities.
The Government of North Macedonia has implemented an expanded nationwide
curfew to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Beginning March 28, 2020, on Saturdays
and Sundays the curfew is in effect from 4 p.m. to 5 a.m. On Mondays through
Fridays the curfew is in effect from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m.

Additionally, individuals over age 67 are permitted to be outside their homes or
places of temporary residence between the hours of 5 a.m. and 11 a.m. only.
Individuals under age 18 are permitted to be outside their homes or places of
temporary residence between the hours of 12 p.m. and 9 p.m. on weekdays and 12
p.m. and 4 p.m. on weekends.
There are limited exceptions to the curfew, including for people in need of
emergency medical assistance and essential employees.
Access to transportation, including taxis, is limited during the curfew.

Norway

The Government of North Macedonia also has restricted public transportation to
and from the city of Kumanovo, as well as within Kumanovo.
Norway’s international airports remain open but have few international
departures. Norway’s borders remain closed to foreign visitors who do not have
Norwegian work or residency permits.
The Government of Norway (GON) extended until April 13 significant measures
closing schools and restaurants in order to promote social distancing.

Poland

Romania

Russia

The Norwegian Parliament passed an Emergency Powers Act March 24 to give the
GON power to quickly implement new measures to contain the virus without
needing Parliamentary approval.
Poland has extended its border closure with Germany until 11 April. The exception
given to Poles who work in Germany will end on Friday and after then returning
Poles will have to enter a two-week quarantine. Many Poles work in sectors in
Germany including the health services.
The Lufthansa Group (Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines, and Swiss Air) announced that
they have suspended flights until April 19 into and out of Bucharest OTP Airport.
KLM will suspend flights between Bucharest and Amsterdam between March 28
and May 3.
TAROM announced the suspension of all domestic flights for 14 days. TAROM has
also suspended flights to Germany and to the United Kingdom starting Thursday,
March 26 for 14 days. Currently. TAROM is still scheduled to fly to Istanbul and
Amsterdam. Turkish Airlines will suspend service between Bucharest and Istanbul
following their flight on March 27 but will continue service from Istanbul to New
York and Washington. Please check with the airlines as the schedules change with
very little notice.
There is a nationwide non-working period from March 28 to April 5, excluding
certain categories of essential personnel.
Prime Minister Mishustin issued an order March 26 ostensibly suspending all flights
to or from Russia except for those repatriating Russian citizens from abroad
effective at midnight (March 27). International flights had previously been severely
reduced, but Aeroflot has still been operating a twice-daily flight from Moscow to
New York as well as to several other European destinations (with onward flights

potentially available to the United States). The text of this order explicitly applies
to both scheduled and chartered flights, though it also provides an express means
for the Russian government to allow selected flights.

Serbia

AFP reports Russia uses "soft power" to bolster its image during the pandemic,
including by spreading disinformation. Russia has massively advertised assistance
to Italy, in part to highlight the perceived inappropriateness of the EU’s sanctions
against Russia, according to Alexeï Malachenko, a Russian political commentator
quoted in the AFP piece. It also notes Russia is presenting itself as maintaining
solidarity, such as by offering aid to the United States. Yet it also pushes out
articles criticizing the West’s handling of the crisis. Russia also claims its own
sanitary situation is under control to project a positive image internationally. Social
media and pro-Kremlin outlets assert a fast Russian victory against COVID-19 would
demonstrate the superiority of authoritarian regimes to democracies during
crises. However, many Russians doubt their own government’s statistics. The AFP
article notes Russia persistently denies accusations of spreading disinformation
about the virus. Malachenko believed “respect for Russia will increase” should the
pandemic, and European divisions, continue.
All airports in Serbia are closed for international traffic. All commercial flights to
and from Serbia are suspended indefinitely. The American Citizen Services office
maintains a list of U.S. nationals unable to return to the USA due to the flight
suspension. If this situation applies to you, please
email: BelgradeACS@state.gov. Please be sure to register at STEP.state.gov for
important travel and safety updates, or contact them
at BelgradeACS@state.gov. U.S. nationals registered in Smart Traveler Enrollment
Program: your registration automatically expires based on the dates you entered.
You will not receive updates after that date. If you’re still in Serbia, please update
your account.
All border crossings (air, land, or river) are closed for travelers. Cargo and
diplomatic travel is allowed.

Slovenia

Spain

Government of Serbia declared state of emergency with widespread travel
restrictions and curfews.
 From Austria: Entry into Slovenia from Austria is limited to 13 control points.
Non-Slovenian citizens and non-Slovenian residents will be screened for high
temperatures and symptoms. Those with symptoms will need a health
certificate (negative COVID test) not older than three days. Accredited
diplomats will be treated as residents when driving diplomatic-plated vehicles
and in possession of a valid MFA-issued diplomatic ID card.
 From Croatia: There are currently no special restrictions.
 From Hungary: The border is closed to passenger traffic.
 From Italy: Non-Slovenian citizens and non-Slovenian residents will be
screened for high temperatures and symptoms. Those with symptoms will
need a health certificate (negative COVID test) not older than three days, in
English, Italian, or Slovene to enter.
Spain extended its state of emergency until Midnight on April 11 as its fatalities
surpassed those in China.

Switzerland &
Lichtenstein

We continue to receive information about additional travel restrictions. The
Turkish government has suspended all passenger flights to/from Spain. U.S. citizens
who have been in Spain in the last 14 days will not be allowed to transit Istanbul
for a connecting flight to the United States. For more information, see:
https://tr.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/.
Flights to the United States from Switzerland
Direct flights: There is only one remaining direct flight from Switzerland to the
United States in operation, the Zurich to Newark route operated by Swiss
International Air Lines. This flight is currently scheduled 3 times a week,
Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday, however this may change it any time and without
prior notice. The flight can be booked directly through Swiss or most travel
arrangers.
Transit flights: Many countries have closed their national borders. Travelers flying
to the U.S. by transiting through a third country should work directly with the
airline to confirm that they are allowed to transit.
As of March 26, the Swiss entry ban now applies to all countries except
Liechtenstein. It also applied to air and land entry points. Any foreign nationals
who wish to enter Switzerland and do not hold a valid residence or work permit
will be refused entry.
The border control authority will not allow you to enter Switzerland unless you
meet as least one of the following requirements:
a) You are a Swiss citizen.
b) You hold a travel document and a residence permit, i.e. a Swiss residence
permit (permits L / B / C / Ci), a cross-border permit (G permit), a visa D issued
by Switzerland or a visa C issued by Switzerland for the purpose of attending
professional consultations as a health sector specialist or for making an official
visit of vital importance or an assurance of resident permit.
c) You have rights under the Agreement on Free Movement of Persons, have a
work-related reason for entering Switzerland and have official documentation
to confirm this (Meldebestätigung / attestation d’annonce).
d) You are transporting goods for commercial purposes and have a delivery order
for your merchandise.
e) Immediate Transit: You are simply travelling directly through Switzerland to
another country that you are permitted to enter.
f) You need to enter Switzerland because of a serious emergency, for example in
the event of the death of a close family member.
g) You are a specialist in the healthcare sector and need to enter Switzerland for
important professional reasons.
h) You must be able to prove that you meet the abovementioned requirements.
The border control authority will assess whether a situation is an emergency in
terms of letter f.
Source: Swiss Migration Office SEM

Many Swiss border crossing have been closed. If you do meet one of the
exceptions and do need to cross the border please be prepared for significant
delays.
For a list of open Swiss border-crossings please visit the website of the Swiss
Federal Customs Administration
U.S. Mission employees are advised to avoid crossing the border into France due to
extended delays and screening. Travelers into France must complete this
attestation. (PDF 31KB)
Because of the Coronavirus my flight was cancelled and I cannot leave or enter
Switzerland – what do I have to do?

Turkey

Ukraine

On March 25, Switzerland implemented new export licensing regulations limiting
the export of the following products: protective goggles, face shields, masks (with
and without filter), protective clothing, and protective gloves. The new export
licensing procedure has no defined end date.
U.S. nationals who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work
with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
Travelers should be prepared for the possibility of additional travel or transit
restrictions to be implemented with little or no advance notice.
On March 25, the Government of Turkey announced the removal of several import
duties as a means to mitigate the impact of COVID-19. According to the Official
Gazette, a 13 percent customs duty on the imports of ventilators and oxygen
concentrators is now lifted. In addition, disposable medical masks are excluded
from the list of items subject to an additional 20 percent customs duty, and the
customs tax for disposable masks has been set to zero. Import duties on ethyl
alcohol, which is used for the production of colognes and disinfectants, were lifted
as well.
On March 25, the Ukrainian Minister of Internal Affairs indicated that all
commercial air travel in Ukraine, including ongoing repatriation flights, will be
suspended after March 27. General quarantine procedures in Ukraine have been
extended through April 24. Additional information on COVID-19 in Ukraine is
available at the Embassy’s webpage.
Ukrainian International Airlines still has seats available on its direct flight from Kyiv
Boryspil Airport to New York City-JFK airport on Friday, March 27. If you need to
leave Ukraine now, or anticipate you will need to depart in the near future, you
should strongly consider booking this flight. This may be your last opportunity for
the foreseeable future. Please
monitor https://www.flyuia.com/ua/en/information/fly-home for ticket
availability.
The Embassy is compiling a list of U.S. nationals who will not or could not book this
flight but are considering leaving Ukraine for the United States. Please enroll in
STEP and provide your name and contact information to the email

address: KyivUSCitizen@state.gov so we can contact you as soon as we have any
further updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and
email address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you
may have, such as medical issues.
 Your travel plans and whether or not you are requesting financial assistance
from the U.S. Government (please be aware that financial assistance is a loan
and must be repaid).

United Kingdom

Ukrainian President Zelensky says Ukraine to close country's borders, including for
Ukrainian nationals, starting March 27 due to COVID-19 coronavirus.
Information Regarding Flights to the United States
Commercial flights are still available from multiple UK airports connecting to
London Heathrow for direct flights to the United States. Trains from Scotland to
London are also still available. Please check the airport and rail websites for the
latest information:
 London Heathrow
 Belfast City Airport
 Aberdeen Airport
 Edinburgh Airport
 Glasgow Airport
 Scotrail
 National Rail
Boris Johnson has pushed back against calls by Priti Patel for border closures to
prevent people from coronavirus hotspot countries coming to Britain.

OSAC Update #22
March 25, 2020
A gentle reminder that if you haven’t taken the survey already, it closes at the end of the day today,
and we would really appreciate your input!
https://www.research.net/r/COVID19EURMarch23
We will release the report by end of day tomorrow, March 26. Thank you again for your time and input!

Please see below for today’s updates. If you have questions about locations that are not included here
or ones included below, please let us know. If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in
our updates, please also let us know and we’ll try to incorporate it in our updates.
European locations (that we know of so far) allowing U.S. citizens to transit through to reach the United
States: Estonia, France, and Lithuania. This can change without any prior notice.
Albania

The U.S. Embassy urges you to arrange for immediate return to the United States,
unless you are prepared to remain in Albania for an indefinite period. All land
borders are closed and there is currently only one daily flight departing Albania,
operated by Air Albania. There is no available information about how long the
flight will continue to operate. The Air Albania flight departs Tirana for Istanbul,
where you can connect to flights destined for the United States.
If you plan to depart Albania, the U.S. Embassy urges you to immediately contact
Air Albania to purchase a ticket. Seating availability is limited. U.S. citizens can
contact Air Albania at +355 4 224 6000 or https://www.airalbania.com.al.

Azerbaijan

Belarus

Belgium

When traveling to the airport, you may take a taxi between 5:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
under the Government or Albania’s current driving restrictions. Green Taxi
continues to operate and can transfer passengers in Tirana to the airport. You can
contact Green Taxi at +355 69 800 2000 to make a reservation at least 24 hours in
advance. Be prepared to show copies of your airline ticket or flight itineraries at
police check-points en route to the airport. Please note, only the driver and
individuals with airline tickets may be in the vehicles – no guests are permitted.
The Azerbaijani Cabinet of Ministers announced the “temporary closure” of the
Azerbaijan-Iran border would continue until April 20.
In a March 24 statement, the State Migration Service announced foreigners “who
cannot leave Azerbaijan for obvious reasons” can make a one-time online payment
to extend their migration status in Azerbaijan. 30- and 60-day extensions cost 15
AZN and 30 AZN, respectively. The guideline applies to foreigners whose legal stay
in Azerbaijan will expire by April 30.
National carrier Belavia continues to operate direct flights to Amsterdam, Brussels,
London, Paris, Frankfurt, Istanbul, and several other European cities with
connecting flights. Etihad’s service to Abu Dhabi continues, and Aeroflot is flying to
Moscow.
Blaming personnel shortages due to illness, the Belgian neighborhood of Uccle sent
a notice to residents on March 25 warning of reductions in recycling pickups. On
March 24, hair salons were forced to close by decree. The Belgian Council of
Ministers voted to amend Article 1.1 of the ministerial decree of March 23
establishing restrictions in response to the COVID-19 crisis. The amendment
removes an exception that allowed salons to operate and they will now be forced
to close.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria

Croatia

Bosnia has barred admission to foreign nationals who do not have residency in
BiH. Visit the website of the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina for
additional information on these measures.
To assist U.S. citizens considering departure from Bulgaria, the U.S. Embassy in
Sofia will share information we receive from airlines regarding flights currently
operating from Sofia airport. Please be advised that this information is subject to
change at short notice.
Flights on March 25, 2020
Wizz Air – London – 06:00am.
Bulgaria Air – Amsterdam - 07:00am.
Turkish Airlines – Istanbul – 09:50 am.
Bulgaria Air – Berlin – 10:25 am.
Bulgaria Air – London - 14:25.
Flights on March 26, 2020
Wizz Air – London – 06:00am.
Wizz Air – Dortmund -06:30am.
Bulgaria Air – Amsterdam - 07:00am.
Turkish airlines – Istanbul – 09:50 am.
Wizz Air – London – 11:55am.
Wizz Air – Budapest – 13:00
Aeroflot – Moscow – 13:05.
Wizz Air – Eindhoven - 14:50.
Wizz Air – Copenhagen – 15:05
British Airways – London – 18:45.
Tarom – Bucharest – 19:45.
Wizz Air – London – 20:00.
You may also monitor flight status on the Sofia Airport flight departures page.
Due to the ongoing coronavirus situation and its accompanying travel restrictions,
air travel options between Bulgaria and the United States have been decreasing
over the past week. Many travelers in Bulgaria have reported unexpected flight
cancellations and limited flight availability.
Intercity travel is restricted with exceptions for employees of essential services,
transport of essential goods, movement of the media, and commuting to essential
employment that cannot be done from home. Media reported that the Zagreb
Civil Protection organization issued 591 permits (out of 999 requests) for people to
leave their place of residence for critical family reasons.
There were no reported changes to the previously reported self-isolation or
quarantine requirements for international travelers arriving in Croatia.
Aviation Considerations:




Air Emirates suspended commercial flight operations to Croatia effective
March 25 – April 8.
Austrian Airlines extended its cessation of flight operations until April 19.
Croatian Airlines continued to reduce operations, suspending daily flights to
Zurich and cancelling one of three daily flights to Frankfurt.



Czech Republic

Finland

France

Germany

Turkish Airlines announced it will suspend its Zagreb – Istanbul route effective
March 27 – April 17.
 Russian airline Aeroflot suspended regular flights from Moscow to Zagreb.
 Dubrovnik airport remains closed until further notice after several airport
employees tested positive for COVID-19.
 Routes from Zagreb to CONUS through Amsterdam, Brussels, Doha, Frankfurt,
London, Munich, and Paris continue to operate, but on a reduced schedule.
On March 24, the Czech government extended the State of Emergency and
quarantine until April 1, 2020. Please reference the website of the Government of
the Czech Republic and the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as the
Embassy’s website https://cz.usembassy.gov/, for additional information on these
new measures.
At present, international commercial flights continue to depart Helsinki-Vantaa
airport and Mariehamn airport. U.S. citizens seeking to depart Finland should work
with the airlines to arrange travel.
Flights to the U.S. are available through Air France. Currently, there is one direct
flight per day. Book flights directly through Air France
at https://www.airfrance.fr/en. Flight availability is subject to further restrictions.
U.S. citizens who wish to depart France to do so immediately or be prepared to
remain abroad for an indefinite period.
Number of cases and deaths:

Brandenburg reportedly called on Berliners to refrain from traveling to
Brandenburg; Mecklenburg Vorpommern is checking its Brandenburg border and
prohibiting vehicles with Brandenburg and Berlin license plates from entering.
It has been reported that burglaries have fallen, and there have been fewer traffic
violations. Crimes in public areas such as pick-pocketing, assaults and street
robberies have fallen. Internet crime has risen with more fake shops being
reported and some criminals have been knocking on doors pretending to be health

Hungary

Ireland

officials to gain access to apartments. So far, there has not been a noticeable
change in domestic violence, but it expected it will rise the longer people are
confined in their homes.
Budapest’s Liszt Ferenc airport remains open, however only Hungarian citizens and
permanent resident card holders of the European Economic Area (EU member
states, Switzerland, and Norway), other permanent resident card holders who have
close Hungarian relatives, and diplomats with resident cards are able to enter
Hungary. Per the airport authority, foreign citizens who are turned away by the
authorities must wait in the designated transit area until departure.
For departing passengers with cancelled flights, travelers should check carrier
schedules for the latest updates and work directly with the carrier or travel agent
to arrange or reschedule travel.
As of March 26, Aer Lingus will be the only carrier flying to the United States from
Ireland, with limited service from Dublin to Boston, Chicago, and New York. Visit
the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs’ website for additional information on these
new measures.
Taoiseach Leo Varadkar has said social gatherings should be restricted to no more
than four people in the attempt to combat the coronavirus pandemic. Speaking at
a Government briefing in Dublin, he said restrictions already in place such as school
closures have been extended until April 19th. Mr. Varadkar said all non-essential
retail should close, and that people should work from home unless absolutely
essential.
Mr. Varadkar said all cafes and restaurants should limit supply to takeaway only.
Among other measures announced by Mr. Varadkar are that all theatres, clubs,
bingo halls, are to shut, and that all sporting events, even those behind closed
doors, should be cancelled.
He said people should only go to the shops for essential supplies, for medical or
dental appointments, to care for others or to take physical exercise;
He also said non-essential indoor visits to other people’s homes should be avoided.
“No unnecessary travel should take place within the country or overseas.
Mr. Varadkar said private hospitals “will act effectively as public hospitals” for the
duration of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Netherlands

Visit the Irish government COVID-19 website for updated information.
All schools, restaurants, bars, cafés, gyms, hair and nail salons, and sporting clubs
remain closed through April 6. Most restaurants have been allowed to re-open for
delivery and take-away service only.
KLM will further reduce service to the United States. Effective March 29, KLM will
fly from Schiphol to four U.S. destinations: New York-JFK (once daily), Atlanta
(three/week), Los Angeles (three/week), and Chicago-O'Hare (twice weekly).

United will end service to Newark after the March 28 flight.

North
Macedonia

Delta continues to operate daily flights to Atlanta and Detroit.
 Flight suspensions remain in effect for China (including Hong Kong), Iran,
Italy, Spain, Austria, and South Korea.
 A fact sheet outlining the Netherlands' enforcement of EU travel
restrictions is available at: https://www.netherlandsandyou.nl/latestnews/news/2020/03/18/q-and-a-for-entry-into-the-netherlands-travelban.
Minister of Interior (MOI) Nakje Chulev told press March 24 police were monitoring
1,105 individuals in mandated self-quarantine and 8,709 individuals under selfisolation. Chulev stated numbers were particularly growing in Skopje, and noted
MOI pressed 113 criminal charges for violating self-quarantine orders or selfisolation over the past 24 hours. A total of 133 citizens violated curfew throughout
the country, out of which 44 persons were in Skopje.
Additionally, in a March 24 television interview, Chulev stated the entry and exit of
travelers at North Macedonia’s borders had ground to a halt. He explained that
with government's decision to condition exit with signing a declaration that one
would not return for a period of three months and restrictions for movement upon
entry, as well as closed airports, the number of registered passengers entering and
exiting North Macedonia was essentially reduced to humanitarian convoys
organized by the state only. Ninety-nine percent of border crossings pertain to
truck drivers,” stated Chulev.

Romania

The government decided March 24 to prohibit entry and exit to and from
Kumanovo by public bus and rail passenger transport. This decision enters in force
on March 25, and the government is considering amending restrictive hours of
movement during the weekend in Kumanovo.
The Romanian Minister of Interior announced Military Ordinance 3, which takes
effect March 25 at Noon local time. Under this ordinance, citizens 65 and older are
only allowed to leave home between 1100 and 1300 and even then, their activities
are restricted to shopping, medical assistance, caring for a minor or elder and
individual walk. President Iohannis announced that the restrictions under Military
Ordinance 2 regarding restrictions of movement with exceptions including for
necessary work, provision of goods, and medical care, are obligations as of today.
Employees will need to show declaration with basic details and reason for travel.
(Can show electronic version). All commercial flights to and from Germany and
France are suspended for 14 days, effective March 25, at 2300 Bucharest time.
Exception are the cargo transports, humanitarian, technical, and mail transports.
For more information see https://www.mai.gov.ro/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/Ordonanta-militara-nr.-3-din-24.03.2020.pdf.
For English translation, please see https://www.mai.gov.ro/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/ordinance-3-EN-1.pdf.

Russia

The Kremlin has announced President Putin will make a COVID-related
announcement at 3 p.m. Moscow time March 25. He also reportedly instructed
Russian troops to check their readiness to fight the virus.
This week, Rosaviyatsia (the Russian government agency that oversees civil
aviation) announced the suspension of international passenger flights from Russia,
with the exception of 1) regular flights between Moscow and the capitals and
major cities of most countries in the world; and 2) charter flights evacuating
foreigners from Russia and repatriating Russians. (A list of operating flights can be
found here: https://www.favt.ru/novosti-novosti/?id=6260)

Serbia

Russian legislators have proposed fines or prison terms of up to seven years for
violations of coronavirus quarantine rules that lead to deaths.
The U.S. Embassy in Serbia is considering all options for assisting U.S. nationals in
Serbia. U.S. nationals are encouraged to enroll in Smart Traveler Enrollment
Program (STEP) to receive Alerts, and check the Embassy COVID-19 webpage for
updated information, as it is released.
Ambassador Godfrey will host a Virtual Town Hall on Facebook today at 2:00
p.m. for U.S. nationals to share updates on the outbreak of COVID-19 in Serbia. The
Virtual Town Hall will be available for viewing after it ends as well.

Slovenia

Spain

The government of Serbia has implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID19. All airports and borders remain closed, except for cargo. A curfew is in place
nationwide from 5:00pm through 5:00am. All public transportation remains
suspended, taxis and private vehicles are still permitted. All restaurants, cafes, and
shopping malls are closed, though take-out and delivery are still
permitted. Supermarkets and pharmacies remain open, though with reduced hours
to accommodate the curfew. Recreational parks and sports facilities are closed. No
more than five people are allowed to assemble in a closed space. People age 65
and older (70 and older in rural areas) are prohibited from leaving their homes.
Travelers should be prepared for further restrictions to be put into effect with little
or no advance notice. Visit the website of the Government of Serbia for additional
information on these new measures.
The U.S. Embassy is not currently evacuating U.S. citizens from Slovenia. For those
U.S. citizens in Slovenia who normally live in the United States and are seeking to
depart, you can take advantage of remaining flights from Vienna and
Zagreb. Others with resources in Slovenia may choose to remain in country. If you
are currently seeking to leave Slovenia urgently and have been unable to take
advantage of flights in neighboring countries, please email the Consular Section so
that we can alert you if we become aware of additional flights from Ljubljana.
As of 25 March, Slovenia has confirmed 528 cases of COVID-19 within its borders,
including five deaths. The Slovenian government is primarily testing those with
acute symptoms.
The Spanish Congress will vote today on a 15-day extension of the State of Alarm,
which would keep the nationwide lockdown in place through April 11. Spanish
security forces have actively been enforcing the State of Alarm since its declaration

on March 14, issuing more than 102,000 violations and detaining 929 individuals
for failure to comply with restrictions, according to the Minister of Interior.
The Spanish government modified a previous decree that closed all hotels March
26, and issued a list of hotels allowed to stay open in order to provide lodging to
essential workers, including those that work in the transport of goods
and passengers, healthcare, ship crews, ports, airports, road and rail, agricultural
and fishery products, rescue and maritime security, telecommunications networks,
data processing centers, and energy and water supply.
Again, U.S. nationals who wish to depart Spain should do so now. Options to
return to the United States from Spain using commercial carriers, via direct flights
or flights with layovers in third countries, are extremely limited. We understand
U.S. nationals will not be allowed to transit the airports in Germany or the
Netherlands on connecting flights to the United States. This includes the airports in
Frankfurt and Amsterdam. U.S. nationals in third countries may not be allowed to
transit Spain on connecting flights to the United States.
U.S. nationals already in Spain should be allowed to travel to an airport to depart
the country, but may not be allowed to travel to the airport in a personal vehicle;
local authorities may direct you to take a taxi or public transportation to the
airport. We expect commercial flights to the United States from Madrid to end this
week. Flights from Barcelona to the United States do not appear to be available.
Flights within Spain are regularly canceled. You may need to take a train, bus, taxi,
rideshare, or rent a car in order to catch an international flight departing Madrid.
Aside from the exceptions mentioned above, we expect the majority of hotels,
hostels, and other similar accommodation to close this week. If you are staying at a
rented apartment, please discuss your options for extending your stay with the
owner. For a list of accommodation expected to remain open, sorted by region, see
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2020-4027.
U.S. nationals who are residents of Spain, and/or have access to long-term
accommodation and the financial means to remain in Spain for an extended
period, should consider deferring travel at this time. Spanish authorities will not
count the days spent in Spain during the State of Alarm against the 90-day limit for
those who wish to remain. For more information see:
http://prensa.mitramiss.gob.es/WebPrensa/noticias/inmigracionemigracion/detall
e/3751.
Spain’s COVID-19 daily death toll increased to 738 cases, an increase of 27 percent
since yesterday (March 24). Of the 21,872 COVID-19 cases with information about
age, patients 60 and older represent 48 percent of all confirmed cases but continue
to account for more than 95 percent of deaths, according to data from Spain’s
Ministry of Health. Of the 21,872 cases with information about age and gender,
men represent 51 percent of cases, 59.5 percent of hospitalizations, 71 percent of
ICU cases, and 64 percent of deaths.

Switzerland &
Lichtenstein

Hospital beds in Madrid are full as of March 25, but the region’s Ministry of Health
is making additional space available in three more hotels for patients recovering
from COVID-19 who do not require hospital-level care. These hotels will be added
to the eight already being converted for medical use and the temporary hospital at
the Madrid convention center.
Swiss authorities are now categorizing the condition in Switzerland as a
“extraordinary situation” under the Swiss Epidemics Act. The number of cases is
increasing rapidly. The entire population is affected and is urgently called upon to
stay at home.
Gatherings of more than 5 people are prohibited
Gatherings in public spaces of more than 5 people are prohibited. This includes
public spaces such as public squares, park, playgrounds, walking paths, etc. If five
or fewer people meet, they must maintain a distance of 2 meters from one
another. Anyone not complying with this rule will be fined.
Ban on all public and private events:
Swiss Authorities have banned public and private events. This also includes
sporting
events and club activities. All establishments open to the public will be closed. The
ban does not apply to stores /business that provide products/service deemed
essential (e.g. grocery stores, pharmacies, banks). For a full list visit the website of
the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health.

Turkey

Hospitals, clinics, medical and dental practices may not conduct non-urgent
procedures and treatments. A failure to adhere to the enacted bans is punishable
by a custodial sentence of up to three years or by a fine.
Schools Closed:
Classroom teaching is banned at schools, universities and other training and
educational institutions. The ban will apply until 19 April 2020.
Public Transport significantly reduced:
Basic public transport will be guaranteed, however train and bus services across Sw
itzerland have been reduced significantly. If you have to take public transport
please check the online schedule on www.sbb.ch.
Flights to the United States from Switzerland
There is only one remaining direct flight from Switzerland to the United States in
operation, the Zurich to Newark route operated by Swiss International Air
Lines. The Department of State does not endorse any private company and
assumes no responsibility or liability for services provided by private companies.
Many countries have closed their national borders, which in most cases also
applies to airline passengers in transit to the United States. Please work directly
with the airline.
On March 24, Turkey's Sanliurfa Governorate issued a statement announcing
Turkey's COVID-19 prevention measures in northern Syria. According to the
statement, Turkey has limited passages into Tal Abyad and Rasulayn from Turkey as
part of its overall measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19. However, Turkish
teams are working inside the region, conducting disinfection activities from the
customs gate to all public service buildings in coordination with the Sanliurfa

Ukraine

Governorate Syria Support and Coordination Center (SUDKOM). Local people
reportedly are also taking part in the works, as assigned by the Tal Abyad
and Rasulayn Local Councils.
Ukrainian International Airlines still has seats available on its direct flight from KBP
to New York City-JFK airport on Friday, March 27. If you need to leave Ukraine, you
should strongly consider booking this flight. This is the second flight this week and
may be your last opportunity for a while. Please
monitor https://www.flyuia.com/ua/en/information/fly-home for ticket
availability.
Catering has been suspended at KBP and only water will be provided on this
flight. Passengers should bring food with them to the airport. The Embassy is
unable to assist travelers with transportation to the airport and U.S. nationals will
need to secure private transportation such as a taxi or private car.
The Embassy is compiling a list of U.S. nationals who will not or could not book this
flight but are considering leaving Ukraine for the United States. Please enroll in
STEP and provide your name and contact information to our email
address: KyivUSCitizen@state.gov so the Embassy can contact you as soon as they
have any further updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and
email address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you
may have, such as medical issues.

United Kingdom

In the United States, passengers may be subject to CDC screening, health
observation, and monitoring requirements upon reentry to the United States. For
additional questions, visit the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID19 Information for Travel page.
On March 23, Prime Minister Boris Johnson outlined strict new measures to tackle
the spread of coronavirus. The new measures include the closure of shops selling
non-essential goods, libraries, playgrounds, outdoor gyms, and places of
worship. People are not allowed to gather outside their homes in groups more
than two, and social events, including weddings, are banned. The police will be
granted powers to issue fines and disperse people. Visit the UK COVID-19
website for updated information.
The Prime Minister advised that people should leave home only for the following
reasons:
·
Shopping for basic necessities

·
·
·

One form of exercise a day
Any medical need/care for a vulnerable person
Travelling to and from work, only if absolutely necessary.

New laws will give police the power to fine those caught outside their homes in
groups of more than two – with unlimited financial penalties if the case reaches
court. But officers are set to avoid a hardline approach and instead “persuade to
follow restrictions. Hundreds of thousands of people are continuing to travel to
work with the blessing of the Government, as Downing Street said construction
work could carry on despite the restrictions on movement announced by the Prime
Minister on Monday.
London City Airport in UK temporarily closes until at least end of April due to
COVID-19 coronavirus.
The UK parliament will suspend sitting for at least four weeks.
OSAC Update #21
March 24, 2020
If you haven’t already, we would really appreciate it if you took the most recent OSAC survey on private
sector operations in Europe after Global Level 4 Health Advisory. It can be found here:
https://www.research.net/r/COVID19EURMarch23
This survey will be closed at COB (Eastern time) Wednesday, March 25, and the report will
be released by COB (Eastern time), Thursday, March 26 on OSAC.gov.
We really appreciate of your contributions and time, as we know that these are time consuming surveys.
The result, however, is an aggregate of information that is invaluable for everyone!
Please see below for today’s updates. If you have questions about locations that are not included here
or ones included below, please let us know. If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in
our updates, please also let us know and we’ll try to incorporate it in our updates.
European locations (that we know of so far) allowing U.S. citizens to transit through to reach the United
States: Estonia, France, Lithuania, and Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport.
Albania





Effective March 23, the only commercial flight operating is the daily Air Albania
flight to Istanbul. The airport is open for humanitarian, repatriation, and cargo
flights.
All land borders are closed, with exceptions for commercial vehicles. Durres port,
Albania’s largest, remains open for commercial shipments.
Effective March 23, the Government of Albania restricted all movements in the
country except for a window from 5:00am to 1:00pm. All movement is prohibited
outside of those windows, including both vehicular traffic and pedestrian

movement. Exceptions are made for healthcare workers and for the transport of
food items, supplies, and medicine.
 Grocery stores and banks are only permitted to open from 5:00am to 1:00pm.
 Educational institutions remain closed until April 3.
 All restaurants, bars, and stores except for grocery stores and pharmacies remain
closed.
 Public transportation remains closed.
Immediate closure of cafes, restaurants, construction works, and some factories for at
least one week as part of efforts to stem the spread of COVID-19. There would also be
exceptions for food delivery services, and food production facilities and grocery stores
could continue to operate as usual. A full list of permitted operations is expected to be
published shortly.

Armenia

The only commercial flights scheduled at Yerevan’s Zvartnots International Airport for
March 24 are to and from Moscow and Mineralnye Vody in Russia.

Austria






Belgium

An Aircompany Armenia flight between Yerevan and Tbilisi is operating on an ondemand basis. SkyUp plans to operate flights to and from Kyiv on March 25 and April
6.
 U.S. citizens remaining in Austria should be prepared to shelter in place for the
duration of travel restrictions. The duration is unknown. Whether to depart
Austria or remain is a personal decision based upon each individual’s
circumstances.
 The Austrian Government has requested that individuals maintain limited social
interactions and comply with the following measures:
 Public gatherings of more than five people are forbidden.
 Do not leave your home except for essential duties, such as:
o Procurement of groceries and necessary supplies.
o To assist others who are unable to leave their homes.
o To perform essential work or assist with COVID-19 response.
o For walks with co-habitants in groups no larger than five.
People found in violation of these regulations may be fined by local police. U.S.
nationals in Austria are encouraged to abide by local regulations and heed instructions
from Austrian authorities.
All restaurants, bars, cafes and non-essential businesses are closed. Groceries,
pharmacies, and other essential shops remain open, but with limited hours. Essential
shops/services include grocery stores, pharmacies, banks, postal services, pet stores,
gas stations, medical facilities and public transportation.
According to current information, United Airlines is operating the only direct flight to
the United States from Belgium – a daily nonstop between Brussels and Newark. The
last scheduled service will be on Saturday, March 28. After that, commercial flights on
a variety of carriers are expected to continue out of London, United Kingdom,
Frankfurt, Germany, and Amsterdam, Netherlands, although many travelers have
reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited flight availability. Travelers
should be prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance
notice.

Citizens are required to stay at home in order to avoid contact outside their immediate
family, except for essential travel, such as for food and medical needs, as well as for
physical activity. Visit the local government COVID-19 website https://www.infocoronavirus.be/ and http://www.crisiscentrum.be/ for updated information.
Bosnia and
On March 17, 2020, the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina released a
Herzegovina Notice regarding the potential for COVID-19 in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The language
of the Notice is available on its website.
The Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina has implemented enhanced screening and
quarantine measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Travelers should be prepared
for travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance notice. U.S. citizens
who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work with their
airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available. Bosnia has barred
admission to travelers who have recently visited China, South Korea, Japan, Italy, Iran,
France, Romania, Germany, Austria, Spain, Switzerland, and Belgium. Visit the website
of the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovinafor additional information on
these measures.

Bulgaria

The government of BiH has implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID19. Schools and universities are closed until further notice, sporting events, festivals,
large gatherings have been banned. A curfew is in place throughout the country with
persons under 18 and those over 65 years of age on a 24-hour curfew. In the
Federation, all persons are restricted between 1800 and 0500 through March 30. In
the Republika Srpska the curfew is from 2000 until 0500 through March 31. The
entity-level governments of the Federation and the Republika Srpska have
implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID-19. Visit the webpages of
the Republika Srpska and the Federation of BiH’s Crisis Staff Headquarters for updated
information.
Due to the ongoing coronavirus situation and its accompanying travel restrictions, air
travel options between Bulgaria and the United States have been decreasing over the
past week. Many travelers in Bulgaria have reported unexpected flight cancellations
and limited flight availability.
The government had banned the export of protective equipment and disinfectants in
line with EU restrictions and ordered one million COVID-19 quick test kits. Greek
authorities have closed the border with Bulgaria to non-commercial traffic following
the imposition of a national lockdown, and the line of trucks waiting to cross into
Turkey is 30 miles long.

Croatia

The prosecutor’s office said that pre-trial proceedings had been launched against 120
people for violating quarantine.
Zagreb Airport currently remains open, but this is subject to change without
notice. U.S. nationals who are considering returning to the United States are urged to
work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
While there are no current plans to evacuate U.S. nationals at this time, please email
U.S. Embassy Zagreb, if you are outside of the City of Zagreb and trying to return to the
United States. In your email, include the following information:










Denmark

Estonia

Full name
U.S. passport number
Date of birth
Gender
Email address
Phone number
A photograph of the biographical information page of your passport
Any travel restrictions (quarantine or self-isolation orders)
Visit the COVID-19 website of Croatian Government for information on measures to
limit the spread of COVID-19, or contact the COVID-19 call center by dialing 113 from a
Croatian phone.
Denmark extended its restrictions on gatherings and retail businesses and its closure
of schools and government office through April 13.
Authorities continued to impose strict restrictions on travel out of the capital, Nuuk, to
other parts of Greenland – in one case, declining to permit a 23-year-old woman from
attending the funeral for her father, who died suddenly (non-COVID-19 related), in
Ilulissat. Chief Medical Officer Dr. Henrik Hansen told press March 23 that there must
be two weeks without new infections before authorities consider changing these
travel restrictions.
Foreigners are allowed to transit Estonia on their way home only if they do not show
symptoms of COVID-19. If you were allowed to enter the country for transit purposes,
you do not have to follow the isolation rules.
From 17 March, there is a temporary restriction on border crossing for foreign
nationals who do not hold an Estonian residence permit or right of residence. Estonian
citizens and residents, including holders of an alien’s passport, can enter Estonia but
need to stay in self-isolation for 14 consecutive days at their place of residence. Please
be aware of possible delays at border crossings. Health checks are done at border
crossing points to detect symptoms of the coronavirus. You may also be asked to fill in
a form upon entering the country, presenting information about your journey, who
you travel with, potential contacts with infectious individuals, and whether you have
displayed symptoms of viral disease in the past days. You can find the form and
additional information on the website of the Police and Border Guard Board.
International cargo (also food and medical supplies transport) can enter the country,
as can persons providing essential services (such as fuel). You do not have to follow the
isolation rules. For further information, please contact Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Communications.
Beginning Friday, March 27, there will potentially be no flights to major European
transit hubs out of Tallinn Airport indefinitely. The U.S. Embassy reiterates the State
Department’s Level Four Global Health Advisory, stating “U.S. citizens who live in the
United States should arrange for immediate return to the United States, unless they
are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite period.”
Contact information for air carriers operating out of Tallinn airport is available here.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs FAQs: https://vm.ee/en/coronavirus-2019-ncov

France

Kosovo

State of emergency explained: https://www.valitsus.ee/en/emergency-situationestonia
Estonia Health Board’s COVID-19 Information Page:
https://www.terviseamet.ee/en/covid19
 Flights to the U.S. are available through Air France. Currently, there is one direct
flight per day. Book flights directly through Air France
at https://www.airfrance.fr/en. Flight availability is subject to further restrictions.
U.S. citizens who wish to depart France to do so immediately or be prepared to
remain abroad for an indefinite period.
According to local authorities there are no commercial flights departing Pristina
International Airport this week, 23-27 March. Please enroll in the Smart Traveler
Enrollment Program (STEP) to receive Alerts and updates and make it easier to locate
you in an emergency. We also encourage you to monitor the U.S. Embassy Alerts and
Messages page for updated information.
Please view this brief video message by the Consular Chief regarding the current
situation: https://xk.usembassy.gov/

On March 16, the United States Embassy in Pristina reduced staffing and operations
and cancelled routine American Citizen Services (ACS) appointments. Emergency
consular services for U.S. citizens will continue to be available. To apply for an
emergency passport, or if you have any other urgent matter, please
contact PristinaACS@state.gov.
Luxembourg  Despite the announcement by the GoL that no passenger flights would be leaving
Luxembourg airport as of close of business March 23, the following flights are
operating today based on available information:
o KLM to Amsterdam (1 flight) and Ryanair flights to Budapest, Porto,
Lisbon, Toulouse and London Stansted. All future flights are cancelled per
announcement by Ryanair and Minister Bausch.
o TGV train from Luxembourg to Paris is no longer operating as of March 20.
o Regional train to Metz still operating, but on a reduced frequency.
o TGV train from Metz to Paris still operating, but on a reduced frequency.
Netherlands  All gatherings have been banned through the end of May. Any group of more than
three people who do not maintain the prescribed 1.5-meter separation
requirement, and who are not from the same family, will face fines up to 400
euros. Mayors may close public areas, such as parks and beaches. Anyone with a
fever must stay at home along with all members of that household.
 KLM will further reduce service to the United States. Effective March 29, KLM will
fly from Schiphol to four U.S. destinations: New York-JFK (once daily), Atlanta
(three/week), Los Angeles (three/week), and Chicago-O'Hare (twice weekly).
 United may end service to Newark as early as March 25.
 Delta continues to operate daily flights to Atlanta and Detroit.
 Schiphol remains an option for American citizen travelers attempting to return to
the United States.
 Schiphol Airport has contracted operations into a “core” by closing five of the
seven departure piers and two of the three departure halls. Air France/KLM said

North
Macedonia

Portugal

March 18 that it would keep “almost all” of its aircraft grounded for the next two
months, expecting a 70-90 percent drop in passenger traffic. Martin Air, a
subsidiary of KLM, has increased cargo flights to New York.
 Enforcement of the EU travel restrictions at Schiphol Airport began Thursday,
March 19 at 1800 local time (1300 EDT). A fact sheet is available
at: https://www.netherlandsandyou.nl/latest-news/news/2020/03/18/q-and-afor-entry-into-the-netherlands-travel-ban.
 Passengers arriving at Schiphol Airport are not subject to screening.
 American, TUI Nederland, and Norwegian have cancelled all U.S.-bound flights.
The Government of North Macedonia has implemented restrictions on movement to
reduce the spread of COVID-19.
 Individuals over age 67 are permitted to be outside their homes or places of
temporary residence between the hours of 5:00am and 11:00am only.
 Individuals under age 18 are permitted to be outside their homes or places of
temporary residence between the hours of 12:00pm and 9:00pm only.
 Everyone in North Macedonia is restricted from movement outside their homes or
places of temporary residency during the hours of 9:00pm to 5:00am, with limited
exceptions.
 People in need of emergency medical assistance are exempted. The Government of
North Macedonia has also exempted law enforcement, military, firefighters, medical
personnel, and other essential employees from the curfew. Access to transportation,
including taxis, may be limited during the curfew.
Additional restrictions on movement may be implemented with little notice.
 Portugal’s TAP Airlines is still operating direct flights from Lisbon to Newark,
Boston, and Miami, although they have cut flights back to two flights weekly to
each location. TAP Airlines announced that this limited schedule would continue
from March 23 to April 19. There are still seats available, although in some cases
limited, on these flights, although in many cases they are business class only.
 United Airlines discontinued the last remaining direct flight from Lisbon to the
United States (to Newark) effective March 23. United Airlines suggests that
passengers in Portugal consider connecting through either Frankfurt or London
both flying to Newark; KLM also offers connecting flights back to the United
States. Seats are available on these flights, although in many cases they are
business class only.

Romania

Russia

Slovenia

Geographic Location of COVID-19 Cases as of March 24, 2020 – Source: DGS
Report https://covid19.min-saude.pt/
The government of Romania has closed its border to all non-Romanian citizens except
as part of a well-defined transit itinerary, with some exceptions, including for
diplomats. Travelers should be prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect
with little or no advance notice. Flights have been significantly reduced. Currently,
there is one daily KLM flight to Amsterdam and one daily Turkish Air flight to Istanbul.
Lufthansa, British Airways and RyanAir have suspended service. However, Lufthansa
has scheduled one “repatriation” flight from Bucharest to Frankfurt for Wednesday,
March 25. Wizz Air and TAROM are still providing international routes with no
announced cancellations. U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United
States are urged to work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights
are still available.
 Aeroflot announced that it will reduce flight frequency until May to numerous
destinations, including New York City. The specific reductions have not yet been
announced, though Aeroflot typically offers one or two direct flights to New York
City per day.
 There is no cross-border public transportation (trains and buses). It is still possible
to cross certain land borders in a personal car or in a taxi.
 It is still possible to enter Slovenia from Croatia and Austria. (The Hungarian border
is closed to foreign travelers.)
 From Italy: Non-Slovene citizens and non-Slovene residents will be screened for
high temperatures and symptoms. Those with symptoms will need a health

Spain

certificate (negative COVID test) not older than three days, in English, Italian, or
Slovene to enter.
 Vienna International Airport (VIE) is the recommended route for travel back to the
United States.
 To Austria: Border crossing is limited to major crossing points (with limited
hours, mainly from 0500 to between 9:00pm and 11:00pm). Foreign nationals,
including U.S. nationals, transiting by car or flying out of Vienna can enter without
a negative COVID test. Those without onward travel out of Austria,
including diplomats, need certification of a negative COVID-19 test, which must
not be older than four days. (Note: this test is only available in Slovenia for those
with symptoms.) U.S. nationals take a Slovenian taxi to the Austrian border, and
then switch to a waiting Austrian taxi on the other side of the border.
 To Croatia: Travelers from Slovenia must self-quarantine for 14 days in Croatia
before onward travel. Travelers are encouraged to use the border crossings
at Bregana and Macelj.
 To Hungary: The border is completely closed to foreign national passengers.
(Cargo only). Only two borders remain open for traffic: Dolga Vas and Pince.
 To Italy: Travelers from Slovenia to Italy must inform the Italian National Health
Center, have a doctor’s certificate not older than 3 days and self-quarantine for 14
days before onward travel even if they show no symptoms. Entry is restricted
to four major border crossings (Vrtojba, Skofike, Fernetici and Krvavi Potok). All
are open 24/7 except Krvavi Potok which closes at 2300.
Spain’s Council of Ministers today approved the 15-day extension of the State of
Alarm, which would prolong the nationwide lockdown through April 11. The Congress
will vote on the measure on March 25. Spanish security forces have actively been
enforcing the State of Alarm since its declaration on March 14, charging more than
50,000 individuals with violations and detaining 477 individuals for failure to comply
with restrictions, according to press reporting, with related fines ranging from 100 to
600,000 euros. Madrid’s mayor announced today that police will begin to issue fines
for individuals driving or walking to work without documentation from their workplace
accrediting them.
Spain’s Ministry of Transportation today announced mandatory reductions in
passenger transport services of at least 70 percent for both public and private service
providers. Exceptions are made for commuter rail services, which are to be reduced
by 20 percent for peak hours and 50 percent for off-peak hours.
Iberia, Spain’s flagship airline, is currently the only provider of direct flights from Spain
(via Madrid) to the United States. Direct flights are not available from Barcelona to the
United States. Iberia canceled all of its direct flights scheduled for today from Madrid
to the United States without notice. Iberia has stated that it will cease direct
commercial air service between Spain and the United States on April 1. There remain
very limited indirect air routes to the United States from other Spanish cities; however,
increasing travel restrictions and last-minute cancellations make these options
unreliable. U.S. nationals are facing difficulties returning to the United States via flights
with connections in other Schengen airports as a result of travel restrictions in the

European Schengen zone. U.S. nationals are now barred from transiting Germany to
the United States.
Hotels are directed to close on March 26. U.S. nationals may face difficulty in securing
these accommodations if that’s what they’re using to stay in Spain.
According to data from Spain’s Ministry of Health, individuals age 60 and older
represent 48 percent of all confirmed cases in Spain but more than 95 percent of
deaths. (Note: Nearly 24 percent of Madrid’s population is over 60, according to
Spanish data, which helps explain the relatively high prevalence of cases and deaths in
Madrid specifically. End note.)

Ukraine

COVID-19 cases in Spain by age. Source: Ministry of Health analysis of 18,959 cases.
Ukrainian International Airlines (UIA) has announced a second direct flight from Kyiv
Boryspil Airport (KBP) to New York City JFK airport on March 27 from in addition to
the flight on March 25. If you need to leave Ukraine, you should strongly consider
booking one of these flights. It may be your last opportunity for a while. Please
monitor https://www.flyuia.com/ua/en/information/fly-home for ticket availability.
Catering has been suspended at KBP and only water will be provided on this
flight. Passengers should bring food with them to the airport. The Embassy is unable to
assist travelers with transportation to the airport and U.S. citizens will need to secure
private transportation such as a taxi or private car.
We are compiling a list of U.S. citizens who will not or could not book these flights but
are considering leaving Ukraine for the United States. Please enroll in STEP and provide
your name and contact information to our email address: KyivUSCitizen@state.gov so
we can contact you as soon as we have any further updates.
Your email message should include the following information:


Your full name as spelled in your passport



Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and email
address.



Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)

United
Kingdom



Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.



Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you may
have, such as medical issues.

In the United States, passengers may be subject to CDC screening, health observation,
and monitoring requirements upon reentry to the United States. For additional
questions, visit the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID-19 Information
for Travel page.
 Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced strict new measures Monday night to
close all but "essential" businesses and keep people largely confined to their
homes.
 The only reason people are permitted to leave their homes now is to get essential
supplies and exercise — but they've been urged to use food delivery services, and
are permitted only one workout per day outside their homes, either alone or with
other members of the same household.
 The police have the power to fine people for violating the rules and to disperse
gatherings of more than two people.
 London mayor said, “We must stop all non-essential use of public transport now.”
 The Guardian has a good website with regular updates on the COVID-19 situation
in the United Kingdom.

OSAC Update #20
March 23, 2020
OSAC just released a third COVID-19 Europe survey, focusing on private sector posture after the State
Department's Global Level 4 Health Advisory. This is a continuation of our efforts to provide you with
the most updated peer response to the evolving situation related to COVID-19 in Europe.
The objective of these surveys is continue to provide an on-the-ground, anonymized, and aggregated
snapshot of the impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on OSAC members, and to then share those
results with the community for the benefit of all. Your input will be held with confidence and will not be
for attributed to you or your organization. The last time everyone responded, we had over 90
responses, enabling us to provide everyone with great data that can be used to make informed
decisions. We really appreciate your time and input!
This survey will be closed at COB (Eastern time) Wednesday, March 25, and the report will
be released by COB (Eastern time), Thursday, March 26 on OSAC.gov.


Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/COVID19EURMarch23

We really appreciate of your contributions and time, as we know that these are time consuming surveys.
The result, however, is an aggregate of information that is invaluable for everyone.

Please see below for today’s updates. If you have questions about locations that are not included here
or ones included below, please let us know. If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in
our updates, please also let us know and we’ll try to incorporate it in our updates.
European locations (that we know of so far) allowing U.S. citizens to transit through to reach the United
States: France, Lithuania, and Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport.
Continuing with our disinformation discussion, please see attached for a great overview of the current
trends and insights into disinformation activities related to COVID-19. We have included an overview of
this report in this email after the tables with today’s updates.

Albania
Armenia

Albania suspended commercial flights to and from the country, allowing only Air
Albania to fly to Turkey for humanitarian flights.
The state of emergency commission introduced new measures over the weekend to
restrict certain kinds of economic activity and close businesses as a move to stop the
spread of COVID-19. The prime minister mentioned the possibility of a curfew but
stopped short of calling for one.
All malls, bars, clubs, music venues, casinos, and bookmaker offices would be closed in
accordance with the state of emergency declaration. Exceptions would be made for
stores engaged in the retail trade of food, beverages, and tobacco.
The government has introduced a new restriction prohibiting the arrival of U.S. citizens
in Armenia, as well as those who have been present in the United States in the past 14
days. The measure applies to a number of other countries and their nationals as well.

Austria
Azerbaijan
Bulgaria

List of countries whose nationals would be prohibited from entering Armenia: the
United States, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the Republic of Korea, Romania,
Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and the UK. Citizens of
other countries who have traveled to the above-mentioned countries in the past 14
days are also banned from entering Armenia.
There is ongoing availability of five daily flights from Austria to the United States
connecting through Dublin, Frankfurt, or Amsterdam.
Azerbaijan declares special quarantine March 24 to April 20 due to COVID-19
coronavirus, placing Baku and surrounding region on lockdown.
On March 20, the Government of Bulgaria issued additional counter-epidemic
measures throughout Bulgaria effective from 00:00 hours on March 21 (midnight
March 20):


Prohibition of visits to any parks, city gardens, sports and city playgrounds and
establishments located in indoor and outdoor public spaces.






Croatia

Czech
Republic

Estonia

The Ministry of Interior will establish checkpoints at the entry/exit roads of the
regional centers (larger cities), to include Sofia, and will check purpose of travel for
persons attempting to enter these centers.
Individuals will be allowed to pass through checkpoints if the travel is required to
perform work in the city, due to health reasons for the traveler or their relatives,
or to return to their permanent address. Certification of travel via an official notice
from an employer or with an official document (a medical document, or
identification) will be required.
Individuals under 60 years of age are prohibited from going to food/grocery stores
and pharmacies in the morning between 08:30 and 10:30 each day.

The order advised that these measures are in force indefinitely until explicitly
repealed. Authorities will establish checkpoints and will enforce travel restrictions on
main roads by midnight on March 23.
An earthquake measuring 5.4 on the Richter scale hit Croatia’s capital at 6:24am on
March 22, followed by two weaker earthquakes and more than 40 aftershocks during
the next 24 hours. The epicenter was six miles north of the city center, where most
damage occurred. Media reported 27 people were injured, of whom 18 were
hospitalized. Approximately 250 buildings and other structures were damaged, and at
least 26 vehicles destroyed by fallen debris. The government provided temporary
shelters for those whose residences were uninhabitable, while military and civil
protection service staff removed debris and assessed the damage.
Croatian leaders urged people to practice social distancing, respect self-isolation
measures, and follow the Civil Protection Headquarters’ guidance. The Interior
Ministry imposed a new set of measures to limit movement and congregation of
people, including:
 A ban on intercity travel
 Suspension of all public transportation except for taxis
 Temporary closing of all public parks, playgrounds, and sport facilities
 Limited opening hours of grocery stores.
The earthquake complicated efforts to slow the spread of the coronavirus, since
thousands of people left their homes and congregated in streets and parks.
The head of the Czech Coronavirus emergency committee has stated in a TV interview
that it is intended that the country’s borders with Germany will be closed for at least
six months. It is stated foreigners can leave but not come in. Exceptions will be made
for truck drivers and commuters who work in the border regions.
Beginning Friday, March 27, there will potentially be no flights to major European
transit hubs out of Tallinn Airport indefinitely. The U.S. Embassy reiterates the State
Department’s Level Four Global Health Advisory, stating “U.S. citizens who live in the
United States should arrange for immediate return to the United States, unless they
are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite period.” Contact information for air
carriers operating out of Tallinn airport is available here. Finland, Russia,
and Latvia have all moved to restrict entry into their countries for anyone other than
citizens and residents. The Finnish Border Guard has indicated Americans with
residency in Estonia or another EU country can enter Helsinki by ferry from Tallinn,
and transfer out of the country at Helsinki Airport.

France

President Macron announced March 23 that upcoming religious holidays including
Easter, Passover, and Ramadan, all beginning before the end of April, would be
celebrated "without gatherings" to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. The
announcement is consistent with existing French government bans on gatherings, and
followed an audio conference with religious and moral leaders. Religious leaders have
not yet expressed any opposition to the restrictions.
Over the weekend of March 21-22, ten mayors imposed curfews, starting between
8:00 and 11:00pm. until 5:00 or 6:00 am, on their towns and cities, including Cannes,
Nice, Montpellier, Perpignan, Colombes, Béziers, Arras, Mulhouse, and Menton.
Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo said, “We need to go towards a much more severe
confinement.” For the moment, a number of Parisian open-air markets gathering
crowds of people remain open, but Hidalgo announced that if health measures are not
respected there, they will be closed.
Paris Police Prefecture announced in a March 23 statement that the ban on gatherings
and walks along the Seine River, the Invalides, and the Champs de Mars will continue
in an effort to curb the spread of the coronavirus. According to the Police Prefecture,
although the ban had initially been ordered through March 22, it will now last until all
government-imposed lockdown measures are lifted.
To prevent a potential health and security crisis in France’s overpopulated prisons,
Justice Minister Nicole Belloubet opened the door during a March 20 TV press
interview to the possible early release of certain prison inmates: those with imminent
release dates (within 30 days) and those with concerning health problems. While there
have been calls from NGOs to commute the sentences of certain inmates to avoid a
potential dangerous health crisis, Belloubet rejected the idea, assuring there would be
“no amnesty as we must preserve the safety of our society.” Despite Belloubet’s March
19 announcement of “exceptional measures” to prevent potential riots in the prison
following her announcement that family visits would be suspended during the
nationwide lockdown, reports of violent incidents in some 30 prisons continued over
the weekend, with some requiring special forces intervention.
National train operator SNCF will offer free passage to all hospital workers provided
they can show justification. It will operate at 15 to 20 percent capacity this week.
Eurostar and Thalys, which run high-speed rail to the UK and Belgium, respectively,
reduced operations to 20 percent of their normal capacity. Operators expect further
reductions as the government continues to restrict movement.
As of March 17 for 30 days, passport holders of countries outside the European Union
and the Schengen Area are no longer authorized to enter France. These travelers
would also be prohibited from transiting through France to an onward destination that
is located in the Schengen Area. Exempted are travelers with connecting flights
through France with an onward destination outside of the Schengen Area, since they
would remain in the international zone and technically not make entry into
Schengen. Also exempted are U.S. citizens who reside in France.

The French Government has implemented the EU mandate of closing entry into the
bloc but continues to allow repatriation flights out of France and for non-EU citizens to
depart. Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris has reduced runway capacity by two
runways, but minimal commercial and private aviation traffic continue to operate. Orly
Airport has closed all but one terminal for minimal operations.
Air France-KLM will cancel approximately 90 percent of its flights starting on March 23.
Air France’s subsidiaries Transavia and Hop! will cancel all their flights in the coming
days.
Since the March 17 launch of French COVID-19 confinement measures, law
enforcement officials have issued 91,824 fines for violations. French police and
gendarmes conducted a total of 1,738,907 controls in the first five days of the
lockdown, senior officials said in a March 22 press conference. Police have also begun
using drones and helicopters in some regions to help enforce confinement measures.
The current fine is 135 euros ($145) for first-time offenders and will increase for repeat
offenders: 1,500 euros ($1,606) for a second offense, and up to 3,700 euros ($3,748)
and six months in prison for more than four repeated offenses in a month.
Both houses of Parliament passed a reconciled Health State of Emergency bill on
March 22 in a meeting with seven National Assembly MPs and seven Senators. The
bill authorizes executive decrees from the Prime Minister and the Minister of Health to
restrict or ban freedom of movement, requisition equipment and people, and control
product prices, subject to parliamentary review and judicial recourse. It also
establishes a new scientific committee to advise the government on all COVID-related
issues. Per the bill, there will be a May 27 decision on whether to hold run-off
municipal elections in June, with a deadline to submit party lists for that election on
June 2.

Georgia

Following an emergency request filed by two doctors’ unions, the State Council,
France’s highest administrative court, rejected March 22 calls for the government to
adopt “total confinement” measures for the population. The Council did, however,
support revisiting some of the current measures, notably the dispensation to travel
limited distances for the purpose of physical exercise, and gave the government 48
hours to clarify the restrictions. Macron told religious and moral authorities today
there would be “no total confinement,” saying it would do more harm than good and
would disrupt essential supply chains.
On March 21, Georgia declared a state of emergency, allowing the government to take
additional steps to minimize the risk of infection during the outbreak of COVID-19.
What the State of Emergency Means:



All retail outlets in the country will be closed except for pharmacy chains, grocery
stores, gas stations, banking outlets, and post offices.
Gatherings of more than ten people are prohibited. Police will fine or detain a
person who violates self-isolation or quarantine.








Violations of the state of emergency provisions will be considered a crime and
carry fines or the possibility of imprisonment.
The government will restrict air, land, and sea movement into Georgia, except for
cargo. Public services will be subject to delays.
The Government has the right to use private sector infrastructure or facilitates
(e.g. private hospitals) for isolation, quarantine, or health care purposes; restrict,
use, or task any private sector capacity; regulate the price of food staples and
medicine; revise legislation on education to reflect the current situation; and
mobilize residents with specialized medical education.
Courts have the right to conduct hearings virtually.
Law enforcement has the right to use force to enforce these regulations.

Currently, the State of Emergency does not entail curfews or full quarantine. Full
details are posted on the Government of Georgia’s webpage (currently only in
Georgian).
Embassy Operations: The Embassy will continue to provide citizenship and other
services for U.S. citizens, including passports, on an emergency basis. All Embassy
personnel and dependents have been instructed to limit their movements to the
essential businesses which remain open (groceries, etc.) and stay in their homes to the
extent possible. U.S. government personnel are prohibited from conducting official or
personal travel outside of Tbilisi city limits.

Germany

The Embassy is closely monitoring the situation regarding the severely limited
availability of commercial flights for U.S. citizens who are trying to depart Georgia and
return to the United States. They are exploring all options to address the current travel
disruptions. Please monitor the “Alerts and Messages” page on the Embassy’s website
for updates on this issue.
 Some airlines continue to operate but do so on a greatly reduced schedule.
 Transportation links to international destinations, including the United States, are
becoming increasingly limited. Travelers should be prepared for the possibility that
air carriers may further reduce or eliminate currently available commercial flight
options with little advance notice.
 State level police are enforcing restrictions on public gathering and closure of nonessential businesses.
 The gathering in public of more than 2 people with the exception of families and
those from the same households is banned. In public, a minimum distance of 1.5m
is to be observed between individuals. Groups of partying people are
unacceptable.
 Going to work, shopping, taking children to emergency care, attending essential
appointments, individual outdoor sport remain valid reasons to leave the home.
 Gastronomic institutions are to close unless providing takeaway or delivery of
food.
 Hairdressers, tattooists, and masseurs are to close.

The measures are to be implemented for at least the next two weeks. Most states
issued more detailed instructions afterwards outlining how the ban will be
implemented in their own state boundaries.
In Berlin, specifically, the Senate agreed on the measures and issued instructions
stating that citizens must remain in their home from today with the following
exceptions (please note that the exact wording has varied slightly in the press and in all
cases should be verified with the German-language rules as displayed in the link
below):
 Professional or voluntary work.
 Visits to doctors, psychotherapists and physiotherapists, donating blood.
 Purchases of essential items.
 Visits to spouses and life partners and the exercise of child custody and access
rights
 Taking children to school or other people to care institutions.
 Visiting old and sick people. However, restrictions apply to visits to hospitals and
nursing homes.
 The accompaniment of people in need and minors
 The accompaniment of the dying and funerals in the closest family or friends.
 Leaving Berlin and returning. However, this is only permitted in a direct way to and
from the apartment.
 Outdoor sports and exercise – with family members or with one another person.
However, “without any other group formation”
 Caring for and caring for animals
 The management of horticultural or agricultural areas.
 Attending events or meetings that are still permitted, for example court hearings.
 Participation in exams.
 Urgent appointments with authorities, courts, bailiffs, lawyers and notaries.
 For official, public prosecutor’s or police subpoenas.
 Visiting churches, mosques, synagogues and houses of other worldview
communities for “individual silent retreat”.
The measures will be enforced by the police and the carrying of photo-ID and proof of
address is necessary. In public a minimum distance of 1.5m between individuals is to
be maintained wherever possible. The full rules in German can be found below:
https://www.berlin.de/corona/massnahmen/verordnung/

Greece














Starting at 6:00am local time on March 23, people in Greece are only allowed
outside their homes for eight reasons:
o Travel to and from work;
o Going to the pharmacy or a medical appointment;
o Going to a grocery store for basic goods if delivery is not available;
o Going to the bank if an online transaction is not possible;
o Helping another sick person;
o Attending an event such as a wedding or funeral in accordance with the
limit of no gatherings larger than 10 people;
o Exercising or walking a pet either individually or with only one other
person;
o Moving back to one’s permanent residence (i.e. moving from Athens to a
home in a smaller town in Greece).
Upon going outside, each person should have their ID or passport with them, along
with a document proving their need to circulate. Employers should provide a
document to employees with work details, and people should fill out a document
for trips not related to work upon each time leaving the house. In lieu of a
document for trips not related to work, people can also text 13033. Violators can
be fined €150.
The Ministry of Health announced that all air and land connections to Turkey and
the United Kingdom will be suspended from 6:00am local time on March 23 until
April 15.
There are still no restrictions on vehicle traffic, although each car can have no
more than one driver and one passenger. This restriction applies to taxis as well.
The Ministry of Civil Protection banned the sailing of private boats and yachts from
March 21 onward.
Only permanent residents of islands are allowed to travel on ferries from March 21
onward. Passengers must carry tax returns to prove residence on the island.
Supermarkets will only allow one person inside per 15 square meters from March
23 onward, tightening the previous rule of one person per 10 square meters.
Pharmacies in Attica will limit hours from 9:00am to 5:00pm, Monday through
Friday, starting March 23.
The Hellenic Police is conducting spot checks of passengers arriving from abroad to
ensure they are complying with the mandatory 14-day quarantine.

The number of arrests rose from 194 on March 20 to 250 on March 23 for operating
businesses that have been ordered to stay closed. An Orthodox priest was arrested on
March 21 for holding mass on March 20 in a church on Cythera island. He was released
after being asked to follow measures by the Church of Greece, which include a ban on
holding mass. The Hellenic Police announced they would increase inspections of
businesses ordered to stay closed and on people going outside to stay at least six feet
away from others.

Hungary

Ireland

Italy
Kosovo

Aegean Airlines suspend all international flights from March 26 to April 30, with
exception of weekly flights to Belgium, due to COVID-19 coronavirus
U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United States should work with their
airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available. In case commercial
transportation options cease to be available, the Embassy is compiling a list of persons
seeking to leave Hungary. Please enroll in STEP and provide your name and contact
information to our email address: HungaryUSCitizen@state.gov so the Embassy can
contact you as soon as we have any updates.
Your email message should include the following information:
 Your full name as spelled in your passport
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and email
address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you may
have, such as medical issues.
Ireland is still deciding whether to join the European Union’s March 17 decision to
close its borders to travelers from outside the Schengen area for 30 days, but will need
to coordinate its decision with the UK as it will impact their common travel area
agreement.
Ireland-based Ryanair announced March 18 it will ground most, if not all, of its flights
by March 24 due to COVID-19-related travel restrictions. A published statement said
all but a “very small number of flights to maintain essential connectivity, mostly
between the UK and Ireland” would be canceled.
Italian Prime Minister Conte announces closure of all non-essential businesses in Italy
amid COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak
The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Public Administration (MIAPA) decided that:



Starting Sunday, March 22, all parks in all municipalities in Kosovo will remain
closed during the day (8:00am-8:00pm).
Businesses that are operational to put signs at the entrance to remind customers
to keep a one-meter distance from other individuals and has completely banned
restaurant take-out services including coffee.

Lithuania

Malta

Pristina Municipality limited vehicle movement toward the popular Germia/Grmija
park (Pristina’s largest public greenspace) March 21-22, allowing only residents’
vehicles from neighborhoods near the park to pass through.
On March 14, the Lithuanian government announced a quarantine for the whole
country. The quarantine, currently effective March 16-30, is expected to be extended,
according to Prime Minister Skvernelis and Minister of Health Veryga. Additionally, the
transit period allowing foreigners returning to their country of residence to transit
through the territory of Lithuania has been extended to midnight on March 26. This
is the second extension, with the original date of expiry being March 19, and the first
extension being March 23.
On March 19, Health Minister Veryga signed a new decision, according to which people
in parks and other public spaces are only allowed in small groups of no more than five,
and children of no more than one family may play together on the playground. Signs
have also been placed in parks across Vilnius discouraging families from playing on
playground equipment at all.
All bars (excluding take-away), restaurants (excluding deliveries), gymnasiums, clubs,
cinemas, tombola halls, schools, childcare centers, universities, and all non-essential
shops remain closed until further notice. Shops selling food or medicine, pet shops,
banks, post offices and transport services will continue to operate as usual.
On March 17, the Maltese aviation authority announced the Malta airport will suspend
all inbound flights as of March 20 11:59 pm. Air Malta announced it will suspend all
commercial flights departing after 11:59 pm on March 20, until further notice, except
for a limited number of “lifeline flights” as detailed below.
Beginning March 23, Air Malta will begin a “lifeline schedule” to facilitate outbound
travel for stranded individuals to return to their country of origin. The “lifeline
schedule” will operate from Malta to London, Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfurt,
and Vienna. The schedule can be changed subject to demand. Selected flights from the
outbound only schedule will be available for individuals to book online on
www.airmalta.com or through a travel agent.

Moldova

U.S. citizens in Malta who want to return to the United States should make
arrangements to depart the country through the Air Malta “lifeline schedule.”
Interested individuals will need to book a commercial connecting flight from the transit
point to the United States. If you plan to utilize Air Malta’s “lifeline schedule,” please
email your complete travel itinerary, full name, and date of birth to
ConsularMalta@state.gov in order for our office to notify the Maltese authorities.
Moldova suspended all air traffic until April 1 at the earliest. The airport in Bucharest,
Romania continues to operate with limited options to return to the United States via
non-Schengen routes on Tarom or Turkish Airlines through Istanbul. All U.S. citizens
seeking to leave Moldova via commercial air travel should utilize this route while it
remains open. Romania has indicated that foreigners not coming from countries with
over 500 confirmed COVID-19 cases in the last 14 days and not showing symptoms
should be allowed entry. The U.S. Embassy in Chisinau is not planning to organize a

charter flight at this time, but we are exploring options to charter a bus to Bucharest.
Please contact us immediately by email at Chisinau-CA@state.gov if you are a U.S.
citizen interested in overland transit to Bucharest.
Netherlands  The Invictus Games have been postponed until next year.
 The Formula One Dutch Grand Prix, scheduled for May 1-3, has been postponed.
 King’s Day celebrations, set for April 27, have been cancelled.
 The Eurovision song contest, scheduled to take place in Rotterdam in May, has
been cancelled.
 All schools, restaurants, bars, cafés, gyms, and sporting clubs remain closed
through April 6. Most restaurants have been allowed to re-open for delivery and
take-away service only.
 The railways are running fewer trains, roughly 35 percent of normal seating
capacity.
 "Transit passengers wishing to travel via the Netherlands to a third country" are
exempt from EU travel restrictions as implemented by the Netherlands at
Schiphol Airport. Thus, Schiphol remains an option for American citizen travelers
attempting to return to the United States.
 Authorities suspended all flights from Spain for two weeks, effective 8:00pm local
time March 21; an exception exists for repatriation flights. Flight suspensions
remain in effect for China, Iran, Italy, and South Korea.
 Schiphol Airport has contracted operations into a “core” by closing five of the
seven departure piers and two of the three departure halls. Air France/KLM said
March 18 that it would keep “almost all” of its aircraft grounded for the next two
months, expecting a 70-90 percent drop in passenger traffic. Martin Air, a
subsidiary of KLM, has increased cargo flights to New York.
 Enforcement of the EU travel restrictions at Schiphol Airport began Thursday,
March 19 at 6:00pm local time (1:00pm EDT). A fact sheet is available
at: https://www.netherlandsandyou.nl/latest-news/news/2020/03/18/q-and-afor-entry-into-the-netherlands-travel-ban.
 Passengers arriving at Schiphol Airport are not subject to screening.
 KLM maintains direct service to: New York-JFK, Atlanta, Washington-Dulles,
Chicago-O’Hare, Miami, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Frequency of these flights
varies and may change with little advance notice.
 Delta will fly once per day only to Detroit and Atlanta.
 United has announced it will maintain a once-daily to Newark.
 American, TUI Nederland, and Norwegian have cancelled all U.S.-bound flights.
North
On March 21, the Government of North Macedonia announced that it will implement a
Macedonia nationwide curfew to reduce the spread of COVID-19. The curfew will begin at 9:00pm.
on Sunday March 22 and will be in effect daily from 9:00pm until 6:00am. The
government has not announced an anticipated date for lifting the curfew. Visit the
websites of the Government of North Macedonia or Ministry of Health for additional
information on this new measure.
In addition to health care workers, Ministry of Interior (MOI) officials, and Army
personnel, companies that have daily obligations, such as food processing, would issue
permits to their employees, allowing movement during curfew hours, running from
9:00pm through 6:00am. Specifically, according to Minister of Interior, the
government’s Coordination Headquarters, together with the Ministry of Interior, the

Ministry of Information Society and Administration (MISA), and the Ministry of
Transport and Communications are preparing a list of entities that due to the
specificity of their activity will be allowed movement during curfew hours.

Poland

Romania

MISA told press March 22 it would issue work permits to journalists and media
professionals to work after 21:00. Upon request, licenses would be issued to all media
registered in the AAVMU Register (Print Media Register/Television Register/Radio
Register), as well as all online media from the Media Ethics Council Register of North
Macedonia and the Association of Journalists (Professional Online Media Registry).
U.S. Mission to Poland is assisting LOT Polish Airlines with verifying eligibility for U.S.
Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents who wish to return to the United States on
charter flights offered by LOT. Currently, seats are available on flights from Warsaw
to Chicago on Wednesday, March 25. This is not a U.S. government operated or
funded flight. Availability and cancellations are controlled by LOT. At this time, this is
the only direct way to travel between Poland and the United States. The U.S.
government is not evacuating U.S. citizens from Poland. In order to book on the
upcoming LOT flights, you MUST send an email
to WarsawUSCitizen@state.gov (please note that this email address has been updated
since our previous instructions). This email should include the following information
for EACH traveler who will be flying (even small children):
 Your full name as spelled in your passport
 Information we can use to contact you now – a current phone number and email
address.
 Your date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY)
 Your passport number, and its date of issuance and expiration. If it is not a U.S.
passport, please note the country that issued it. Please also note any non-U.S.
citizen immediate family members traveling with you.
 Please note your current location (city and country) and any special needs you may
have, such as medical issues.
Once they have received this information, they will contact LOT Polish Airlines and a
representative from LOT will contact you with instructions for how to book your
tickets. LOT will reach out directly, possibly as late as the day of the flight. Please
monitor your phone for this telephone call. By providing this information, you give
your consent to the Embassy providing it to travel service providers for the purpose of
facilitating your return to the United States.
The Romanian Minister of Interior Marcel Vela announced Military Ordinance 2, which
takes effect March 22 at 10:00pm. local time. Retail establishments, with the exception
of pharmacies, establishments that sell food or veterinary products, and cleaning
services are closed. A curfew is in place between 10:00pm. and 6:00am. Individuals are
to limit movement from their homes, except for work that cannot be performed
remotely, to obtain essential goods and healthcare that cannot be postponed, to care
for children and the elderly, and for short trips near home for physical activity.
Gatherings larger than three people have been banned
Non-Romanian citizens are prohibited from entering the country after the ordinance
takes effect except as part of a well-defined transit itinerary, with some exceptions,

Serbia

Spain

including for diplomats. Transit corridors to maintain freight will also be allowed. Visit
here for additional information on these new measures.
 All airports in Serbia are closed to international commercial air traffic.
All road, rail, and water border crossings are closed, with the exception of cargo.
 All public transport is suspended, taxis and private vehicles are still permitted.
 All restaurants, cafes, and shopping malls are closed, though take-out and delivery
are still permitted. Supermarkets, pharmacies, and individual shops remain open.
 Recreational parks and sports facilities are closed.
 A curfew is in place nationwide every night from 5:00 p.m. through 5:00 a.m., the
curfew may increase in coming days.
 No more than five people are allowed to assemble in a closed space.
 People age 65 and older (age 70 and older in rural areas) are prohibited from
leaving their homes at all.
 Travelers should be prepared for further restrictions to be put into effect with little
or no advance notice.
 Visit the website of the Government of Serbia for additional information on these
new measures.
The current countrywide State of Alarm that severely restricts the movement of
people and goods, as well as most commercial activity, very likely will be extended
through April 12 (pending a March 25 vote by Congress). U.S. citizens who live in the
United States should arrange for immediate return to the United States, unless they
are prepared to remain in Spain for an indefinite period.
Spain restricted non-essential flights for 30 days; EU residents are exempt.
The government has centralized control of the national production of medical devices
in order to guarantee equity in the health system and to ensure medical materials are
available where they are needed most. Under the State of Alarm declared in Spain on
March 14, the Guardia Civil has the authority to seize industrial activity necessary to
fight COVID-19, and, for example, seized 150,000 surgical masks from a factory in
Jaen. There were also press reports of the Guardia Civil seizing masks, protective
glasses, and gloves in different cities and at airports that were ready for export.
Spanish officials stress that Spain has not yet reached the peak of its curve, cautioning
that hard days are still ahead and urging the Spanish public to continue abiding by
restrictions on movement.
At midnight today (March 23), Spanish restrictions on non-essential travel from third
countries took effect and will apply for an initial duration of 30 days. Exceptions are
made for cross-border workers, healthcare professionals, transportation of goods,
diplomatic and consular personnel, representatives of international and humanitarian
organizations, and force majeure. Third country nationals with a long-term visa for a
Schengen country will be allowed to enter. Exceptions are also made for transiting
Spain’s borders with Andorra and Gibraltar, but the land borders between Morocco
and Ceuta and Melilla have been closed.

Under the Spanish implementation of the EU Travel Order on March 23, U.S. citizens in
third countries will not be allowed to transit Spain on connecting flights to the United
States.

Turkey

Ukraine

United
Kingdom

U.S. citizens already in Spain are permitted to travel to the airport to depart the
country, but local authorities in some regions have directed citizens to take a taxi or
public transportation to the airport rather than a private vehicle. U.S. citizens may
need to take a train, bus, taxi, or rideshare to reach the airport in order to catch an
international flight, as domestic flights within Spain are regularly cancelled. Hotels,
hostels, and other accommodation are expected to close this week.
The Government of Turkey has suspended flights and barred admission to travelers
who have recently transited through or visited the following 68 countries: Algeria,
Angola, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Belgium, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, Colombia,
Cote d'Ivoire, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Guatemala,
Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kosovo, Kuwait,
Latvia, Lebanon, Mainland China, Mauritania, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro,
Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, Niger, North Macedonia, Norway, Oman, Panama, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tunisia, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United
Kingdom and Uzbekistan. (Note: there are exceptions made for Turkish citizens and
legal residents of Turkey.) Visit the Turkish Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure website and the Turkish Directorate General of Civil Aviation website for
additional information on these new measures.
In addition, Turkish Airlines has cancelled passenger flights to/from other
locations. For an updated list of cancelled flights visit the Turkish Airline Turkish
Airlines website.
Ukrainian International Airlines (UIA) is operating a direct flight from Kyiv to New York
City JFK airport on March 25 from Kyiv Boryspil Airport (KBP). At this time, this is the
only direct way to travel between Ukraine and the United States. If you need to leave
Ukraine, you should strongly consider booking this flight.
U.S. citizens interested in departing on this flight must book directly with UIA. Tickets
are currently on sale through https://www.flyuia.com/ua/en/information/fly-home.
This is not a U.S. government-operated or -funded flight. The Embassy is liaising with
UIA to provide travel information for interested U.S. citizens. U.S. citizens who are
unable to purchase tickets should contact the Embassy via email at kyivacs@state.gov.
On March 23, UK Prime Minister Johnson issues nationwide "stay at home" order due
to COVID-19 coronavirus
U.S. government personnel are being advised to telework, whenever possible. In
accordance with guidance from local authorities, staff reporting to the U.S. Embassy
are strongly advised to avoid non-essential travel on public transportation (for the
latest information, please go to Transport for London and the Department of
Transport websites).

The government of the United Kingdom has implemented measures to limit the spread
of the coronavirus. Schools and universities are closed until further notice, sporting
events, festivals, large gatherings of people have been banned. Visit the UK COVID-19
website for updated information.
Overall, please be aware of COVID-19 related cybercrime risk:
 Remain vigilant for scams related to COVID-19.
 Be aware that malicious actors may send emails with attachments or links to fraudulent websites to
trick victims into revealing sensitive information or donating to fraudulent charities or causes.
 Exercise caution in handling any email with a COVID-19 related subject line, attachment, or
hyperlink, and be wary of social media pleas, texts, or calls related to COVID-19.
 Refer to official websites for authoritative information.
EEAS SPECIAL REPORT: DISINFORMATION ON THE CORONAVIRUS – SHORT ASSESSMENT OF THE
INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT
(Source: https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-report-disinformation-on-the-coronavirus-shortassessment-of-the-information-environment/)

With the outbreak of COVID-19, we have seen the proliferation of significant quantities of news, myths,
and disinformation about it – coming from various sources both within and outside of the European
Union. The World Health Organisation has stated that the outbreak of and response to COVID-19 has
been accompanied by a massive “infodemic”, which the WHO describes as an over-abundance of
information – some accurate and some not – rendering it difficult to find trustworthy sources of
information and reliable guidance.
Today, the information environment around the coronavirus is characterised by an immense amount of
content from different sources and on different media. Governments and health authorities are trying to
provide authoritative information about COVID-19 and social media platforms are looking for effective
ways to promote this content, while simultaneously demoting or removing unreliable content. At the

same time, we are witnessing a substantive amount of both misinformation and disinformation
spreading on- and offline. While misinformation involves the unintentional spread of false information,
disinformation campaigns entail the intentional production and/or dissemination of verifiably false
content, spread either for political or financial reasons.
Overview of currently trending false narratives:
 The coronavirus is a biological weapon deployed alternatively by China, the US, the UK or even
Russia (with the aim of destroying the EU and NATO)
 The coronavirus did not break out in Wuhan, China – the US is concealing its true origin, which is in
fact the US or US-owned laboratories across the world
 The outbreak has been caused by migrants and migrants are spreading the virus in the EU
 The coronavirus is linked to 5G (e.g., Wuhan as a 5G testing ground)
 The EU has failed to handle the crisis – the EU is a disaster for Europe
 The EU is not ready to provide urgent support to its Member States – instead, they have to rely on
external support (e.g., Italy), with China mentioned most often as the source of such assistance
 China is coming to rescue the EU as Brussels abandons EU Member States
 Schengen no longer exists – Europeans are in quarantine, but migrants can move freely
 The coronavirus is a hoax, it does not exist
 The EU could impose mass vaccinations
 Cures: claims that natural remedies exist to cure the virus, which are often combined with antivaccination narratives
 Miscellaneous conspiracy theories: historical predictions about the pandemic, plagues hitting the
planet, secret “Deep State” attempts to control population growth, the pandemic being caused by
chemtrails or leading to World War III
Pro-Kremlin disinformation
The coronavirus is a relentless and daily topic in pro-Kremlin media, including state-owned outlets. As of
19 March, the East StratCom Task Force has collected over 110 corona-related disinformation cases in
the public EUvsDisinfo database since 22 January 2020. These messages are characteristic of the
Kremlin’s well-established strategy of using disinformation to amplify divisions, sow distrust and chaos,
and exacerbate crisis situations and issues of public concern.
According to Buzzsumo, an online analytical tool that allows users to find out what content is popular by
topic or on any website, RT Spanish persistently remains among the top-20 most engaged with sources
online (on Twitter, Facebook and Reddit) when it comes to coronavirus-related information, ranking as
high as the 12th most popular domain
There are also notable differences in the Kremlin’s disinformation strategies vis-à-vis domestic and
international audiences:




Messages targeting domestic Russian audiences describe the virus as a form of foreign aggression,
for instance claiming that the coronavirus originates in secret US or Western laboratories and
emphasising that challenges coping with the virus mainly affect foreign and democratic countries,
while Russia is fighting the outbreak
Messages targeting international audiences (in English, Italian, Spanish and Arabic, among other
languages) follow a different approach: they focus primarily on conspiracy theories about “global
elites” deliberately weaponising or exploiting the virus for their own ends. Here the aim is to induce



distrust in national and European authorities and healthcare systems, international institutions, and
scientific experts, among others.
Narratives describing the virus as man-made is present in disinformation targeting all audiences.

Coverage related to the MENA region





In the MENA region, the outbreak has been used by authorities, terrorist organisations, and
prominent influencers to advance geopolitical agendas:
Daesh has been exploiting the trending hashtags (including ones on the coronavirus) to spread their
own messages for their own purposes.
The coronavirus has been used to foment hate speech and fuel the Sunni-Shia confrontation in the
region.
The outbreak has also been used (i) against Iran to spread anti-Iran sentiments, claiming that the
coronavirus is an aggressive attack by Iran that turned the virus into a political tool, and
(ii) from Iran, claiming that the virus may be a biological weapon from the US.

Coverage related to the Western Balkans region
False news, misinformation, and disinformation concerning COVID-19 were also observed in the
Western Balkans information environment. Narratives such as “The virus was developed in a lab to
target China and Iran” were visible in media across the region. There are several risks attached to the
spread of corona-related disinformation in the Western Balkans:
 It may be weaponised in ongoing electoral debates and to discredit opponents with conspiracy
theories, for example in the context of upcoming elections in Serbia and North Macedonia.
 It may be weaponised against migrants.
 It may be used by foreign sources to manipulate local information spaces.
Coverage related to China
Public coverage related to the coronavirus and China includes the issue ofcensorship by the Chinese
Communist Party and the aim of the party to present itself as strong and successful in face of the
pandemic. Chinese platforms YY and WeChat also seem to have automatically censored posts critical of
the Chinese government. Some of the main pro-Chinese narratives include the following:
 China and especially Xi Jinping have done an admirable job of containing the coronavirus; a
centralised state such as China’s is actually an asset in such a crisis because the processes (and
citizens) can be more thoroughly controlled.
 The West, and especially the United States, should be grateful to China for their quick reaction and
containment of the virus – the West and especially the US worked too slowly and are now in total
disarray over the virus.
 The virus did not originate in China, it stems from somewhere else (most likely the US).
 The West instrumentalised the virus in order to harm China and spread anti-Chinese sentiment, for
which it owes China and the Chinese people an apology.
Actions taken by social media platforms
Social media companies are also working on ways to tackle the spread of mis- and disinformation
around the coronavirus on their platforms. Overall, Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Microsoft have

declared that they are working with national health authorities as well as the World Health Organisation
to promote authoritative content and make it more accessible to users (such as via Google’s SOS alert).
On 16 March, Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Reddit, Twitter and YouTube issued a joint
statement announcing that they are working closely together during this time. Different platforms are
taking different steps, such as the deletion of false content, giving ad space to public health authorities,
and removing apps connected to COVID-19, e.g. from Google PlayStore. Twitter for example announced
that it will broaden its definition of “harm” to content that goes directly against advice by trusted
sources such as national health authorities, including descriptions of treatments or cures that are
harmful or ineffective. Facebook provides a collection of authenticated information from health
authorities, e.g. for community managers as well as information on tools that might help moderate
conversations in communities (such as how to block comments). Facebook also announced their
“Coronavirus (COVID-19) Information Center, featured at the top of News Feed, to provide a central
place for people to get the latest news and information as well as resources and tips to stay healthy and
support their family and community”, which includes real-time updates by health authorities. The
company also announced increased funding for the International Fact-Checking Network
(IFCN). Reddit also published information on how it aims to deal with coronavirus-related
misinformation, not only by providing expert conversations on the topic, but also potentially taking the
measure of applying “a quarantine to communities that contains hoax or misinformation content”.
Additionally, platforms seek to ban ads related to the virus or ads seeking to profit off COVID-19.
However, despite their publicly announced measures, evidence indicates thatplatforms are continuing
to host false and harmful ads that for example propagate “numerical codes” as a cure for COVID-19 or
misrepresent quarantine as the first step in imposing NATO rule over Europe. This suggests that
platforms have difficulties adhering to their own published standards and public commitments on
preventing the proliferation of dangerous coronavirus-related disinformation, despite allocating
significant resources to this task. As a result, this raises concerns that the problem is not merely the
prevalence of harmful speech online but rather a system of broken incentives which prevents internet
platforms from adequately protecting the public interest. Moreover, the scope, impact, and success of
the actions that platforms are taking is hard to assess independently, especially considering the
restrictions on privacy-compliant access to public interest data for researchers.
OSAC Update #19
March 20, 2020
Since yesterday’s update, the State Department issued a Global Level 4 Health Advisory, advising U.S.
citizens to avoid all international travel due to the global impact of COVID-19. It reiterates, “where
commercial departure option remain available, U.S. citizens who live in the United States should arrange
for immediate return to the United States, unless they are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite
period.”
A malicious website pretending to be the live map for Coronavirus COVID-19 Global Cases by Johns
Hopkins University is circulating on the internet waiting for unwitting internet users to visit the website.
Visiting the website infects the user with the AZORult trojan, an information stealing program which can
exfiltrate a variety of sensitive data. It is likely being spread via infected email attachments, malicious
online advertisements, and social engineering. Furthermore, anyone searching the internet for a
Coronavirus map could unwittingly navigate to this malicious website: “corona-virus-map[dot]com”

Many countries have closed their national borders, which in most cases also applies to airline
passengers in transit to the United States. Please work directly with the airline.
Additional country-specific information can be found on U.S. embassies’ COVID-19 information
websites. A list of these webpages can be found here. Please let us know if you have questions about
any countries not included below.
France

Germany

Commercial flights operated by Air France remain available for U.S. citizens who
wish to return to the United States. Check with the carrier directly to arrange or
reschedule travel.
Germany, along with other EU member states, is limiting entry to EU citizens and
residents. U.S. citizens who are not residents of the EU and do not fall into one
of several narrow exceptions will be denied entry to Germany. Travelers should
be prepared for the possibility that additional travel restrictions will be
implemented with little or no advance notice. The most up-to-date information
on German border and airport control measures can be found here: German MoI
– FAQ
During her address to the nation on Wednesday, Chancellor Merkel called on the
people to stick to the rules regarding Corona virus measures. However, if the
virus continues to spread unabated, curfews are possible. It has been reported
this morning that a decision on a curfew will be taken by the federal government

on Tomorrow and the press have speculated on how tough any measures may
be.
Mayor of Freiburg (Baden-Württemberg) ordered a curfew for the town,
citing Freiburg’s proximity to the borders of highly infected areas in France and
Switzerland, and citizens’ reluctance to follow social distancing
recommendations. Freiburg (population of 230,000) is the first major city in
Germany to impose a curfew. In Bavaria, three communities have imposed local
curfews.
Police President Barbara Slowik has announced that the coordination section of
the Berlin Police has been expanded to a 24/7 crisis cell which from yesterday
was to coordinate the police response to the crisis. The response includes
enforcing quarantine measures and Senate decrees. Currently around 100
officers are working on these tasks.

Georgia

Italy
Poland

Leipzig Police have warned of fake Corona testers; it involves someone calling a
person telling them that they are potential virus carriers and that someone will
come to their home to do a test. As an example, the case of a 58 year old man
from Brandis was given. He had been woken on Tuesday by a phone call and was
told he had been identified as a suspected carrier of the virus and he was to be
tested at home. He was then visited at 04:30 by two men in protective suits who
made an apparent test before leaving. In this case it appears nothing was taken,
but police suspect he had been targeted by criminals aiming to steal from him.
The Government of Georgia advises individuals to take steps to prepare to
shelter-in-place for up to 7-14 days. This includes having enough food and, if
required, prescription medication for yourself and your pets, fuel in your car,
activities and entertainment for children, as well as ensuring you have multiple
ways to stay in touch with other people. The Government of Georgia expects to
have enough stocks of foodstuffs and consumer supplies but being prepared to
stay in your home for at least one to two weeks will reduce your need to go out
in public.
Italy will extend its nationwide lockdown to April 3.
Below was on the U.S. Embassy’s website: The U.S. Mission to Poland is assisting
LOT with verifying eligibility for U.S. Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents
who wish to return to the United States on charter flights offered by LOT.
Currently, seats are available on flights from Warsaw to Miami and Chicago on
Saturday, March 21. These are not U.S. government operated or funded flights.
Availability and cancellations are controlled by LOT. At this time, this is the only
direct way to travel between Poland and the United States. The U.S. government
is not evacuating U.S. citizens from Poland. In order to book on the upcoming
LOT Polish Airlines flights, you MUST send an email to
uscitizenreturn@state.gov. This email should include the following information
for EACH traveler who will be flying (even small children):
Full Name:
Date of Birth:
Passport number:
Contact phone number: (one phone number per family)

Once we have received this information, we will contact LOT Polish Airlines and a
representative from LOT will contact you with instructions for how to book your
tickets. Please monitor your phone for this telephone call. By providing this
information to us, you give your consent to our providing it to travel service
providers for the purpose of facilitating your return to the United States.

Portugal

Russia
Serbia

Spain

Switzerland

At this time, KLM is offering a Krakow-Amsterdam-Atlanta service. Visit their
web page at KLM.com to book these flights directly.
Portugal declared a State of Emergency on March 18, an elevated state that
authorizes the government to compel citizens to comply with mitigation
measures, the first time this measure has been invoked under Portugal’s current
constitution.
Travel via the border with Spain is restricted with exceptions for commerce,
diplomatic personnel, and other limited exemptions.
Azur Airlines suspend flights starting March 22 until April 20 due to COVID-19
coronavirus.
As of March 20, all airports in Serbia are closed to international commercial air
traffic. All road, rail, and water border crossings are closed, with the exception
of cargo. Intercity bus and rail service is suspended. A curfew is in place
nationwide every night from 8:00 p.m. through 5:00 a.m., the curfew may
increase in coming days. People age 65 and older (age 70 and older in rural
areas) are prohibited from leaving their homes at all. Travelers should be
prepared for further restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance
notice. Visit the website of the Government of Serbia for additional information
on these new measures.
On March 20, the Government of Spain ordered the closure of all hotels, hostels,
and similar establishments before March 26. The U.S. government cannot
provide housing to U.S. citizens in Spain. Options to return to the United States
from Spain using commercial carriers, via direct flights or flights with layovers in
third countries, are extremely limited but remain available. We cannot predict
how long commercial flights will remain available. U.S. citizens who wish to
depart Spain should do so now. The Department of State advises U.S. citizens to
avoid all international travel due to the global impact of COVID-19. U.S. citizens
who live in the United States should arrange for immediate return to the United
States, unless they are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite period.
There is only one remaining direct flight from Switzerland to the United States
in operation, the Zurich to Newark route operated by Swiss International
Airlines. (The Department of State does not endorse any private company and
assumes no responsibility or liability for services provided by private companies.)
Public transportation within Switzerland and Lichtenstein has been reduce
significantly, but some trains and buses continue to operate.
For the latest on local conditions and restrictions visit our
website: https://ch.usembassy.gov/covid-19-info/

Turkey

On March 18, Turkey halted passenger crossings at land and sea borders with
Greece and Bulgaria.
On March 19, the Government of Turkey added all archaeological sites and
museums to its list of closed institutions.

Ukraine

United Kingdom

For a complete list of closures, as well as countries from which Turkey has
banned entry and for which Turkey requires quarantine measures, see Embassy
webpage on COVID-19 for more information.
Ukraine International Airlines has opened ticket sales for several charter flights to
Amsterdam, Brussels, Berlin, Paris, London, and Dubai on March 19, 20, and
21. You can purchase tickets only on the airline’s website
at https://www.flyuia.com/. Please note that, due to the various travel
restrictions being implemented by countries in Europe in response to COVID-19,
you may need to have an additional ticket to an onward destination as you may
not be permitted to enter that country unless you can show that you are only
transiting.
Some U.S. airlines are still operating flights to the United States from these
destinations. Visit the Department of State’s COVID19 Country Specific
Information page for additional information and resources about measures
being implemented in your country of transit.
The Government will be given sweeping powers to detain people to be tested
for Covid-19, then forced to isolate for 14 days or face a £1,000 fine.
Speaking on the day that Transport for London announced the closure of up to
40 Tube stations, London’s Mayor, Sadiq Khan said: “It’s critical that we see far
fewer Londoners using our transport network than is currently the case.” But
Downing Street insisted this was not a “lockdown” and flatly denied suggestions
circulating in Whitehall that one measure could include only allowing one person
in a household to leave their home at any time. The prime minister and Mr Khan
are still deciding how — or when — to move to the next step of closing pubs,
restaurants and some shops. It is expected that supermarkets and pharmacies
would be excluded.
There would be no night Tube and bus services will also be reduced.
20,000 military personnel reportedly on standby, and dozens of underground
train stations closed. The PM added there were no plans to use the armed forces
to maintain law and order, though the government put military reservists on
formal notification.

OSAC Update #18
March 19, 2020
We would like to start off today's update by highlighting the message sent yesterday: many Embassy
alerts have included the language, U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United States are
urged to work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available. Also, if

you have travelers stuck in a given country, your best POC will be American Citizen Services (ACS). ACS is
presently inundated with a high volume of inquiries from travelers currently impacted by the
widespread flight cancelations, so please excuse any delay in response. ACS (globally) is monitoring the
situation closely and working on solutions for U.S. citizens abroad. Ensure all travelers make contact
with the local ACS at the Embassy or Consulate nearest to them. If you need help finding that contact
information, we would be happy to help. Inevitably with the constantly changing information, we may
have missed something. Please let reach out to us if we can answer any questions, and we will try our
best to help.
U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents will be permitted to return to the United States from the
United Kingdom, Ireland, and other Schengen countries. The Department of Homeland Security has
issued instructions requiring U.S. passengers that have been in France, the Schengen region, the United
Kingdom, and Ireland to travel through select airports where the U.S. Government has implemented
enhanced screening procedures. See the DHS website for further details.
Please see below for today's updates, including some great resources to track flight restrictions.


Big picture data on how global flight capacity is
changing. https://www.visualcapitalist.com/global-flight-capacity-coronavirus/



A ERC member shared: Fragomen is updating a list of entry and exit ban, which can be
accessed here; you can also sign up for their daily updates.
This is a good article talking about April international flights, with some snippets below:
o With most cuts either already in place or coming in the next few weeks, the global reach
of U.S. airlines will be smaller in April than in any time in recent history. American
Airlines will fly just three long-haul routes in April. Delta Air Lines will ground more than
two-thirds of the carrier for several months, and United Airlines has lopped off 85% of
international capacity.
 These are the remaining long-haul routes to Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe and far
South America that U.S. carriers were scheduled to fly in April as of 3:30 p.m. ET
Wednesday.
 American
o Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) – London Heathrow (LHR) and Tokyo
Narita (NRT)
o Miami (MIA) – London Heathrow
 Delta
o Atlanta (ATL) – Amsterdam (AMS), Lagos (LOS), London
Heathrow, Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG), Rio de Janeiro (GIG),
Sanitago de Chile (SCL, resumes April 1), São Paulo Guarulhos
(GRU), and Tokyo Haneda (HND)
o Detroit (DTW) – Amsterdam, Seoul Incheon (ICN), and Tokyo
Haneda
o Honolulu (HNL) – Nagoya (NGO), Osaka Kansai (KIX), and Tokyo
Haneda
o Los Angeles (LAX) – Sydney (SYD, resumes April 11), and Tokyo
Haneda



o
o





Minneapolis/St. Paul – Tokyo Haneda
New York John F. Kennedy (JFK) – Dakar (DSS), Lagos, London
Heathrow, and São Paulo Guarulhos
o Seattle Tacoma (SEA) – Seoul Incheon and Tokyo Haneda
 Hawaiian
o Honolulu (HNL) – Fukuoka (FUK), Osaka Kansai, Tokyo Haneda
and Tokyo Narita
 United
o Houston Intercontinental (IAH) – São Paulo Guarulhos
o Newark Liberty (EWR) – Brussels (BRU), Delhi (DEL), Frankfurt
(FRA), London Heathrow, Mumbai (BOM), Tel Aviv (TLV), and
Tokyo Narita
o San Francisco (SFO) – Melbourne (MEL), Osaka Kansai,
Singapore (SIN), Sydney, Tokyo Haneda and Tokyo Narita
o Washington Dulles (IAD) – London Heathrow
The European Union accused Russia of spreading disinformation on Coronavirus, the AFP
reported. The European Union's East External Action Service (EEAS) StratCom office said, "The
overarching aim of Kremlin disinformation is to aggravate the public health crisis in Western
countries … in line with the Kremlin's broader strategy of attempting to subvert European
societies." These fast moving disinformation narratives have spread throughout popular social
media platforms in Europe and the United States.
France: U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United States are strongly urged to
work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available. As of March
17, 2020, all European Union external borders, including those of France, are closed. U.S.
citizens may still depart France to return to the United States, but travel across the Schengen
area’s internal borders will be significantly restricted.
o On March 16, 2020, the Government of France announced measures to minimize
contact and travel. A containment system has been put into effect throughout France. If
necessary, travel is permitted in the following cases:
 Between home and work when telework is not possible;
 To make essential purchases in authorized local shops;
 For health reasons;
 To care for children or help vulnerable people; or
 Brief movements near or around one’s residence for individual exercise or pet
care.
 Travel to the airport is also permitted. If you must travel for one of these
reasons, you must carry an attestation (the form with an English translation is
available on our U.S. Embassy COVID-19 webpage).
o March 17 was the first full day of lockdown prohibiting non-essential travel, and French
police handed out 4,095 fines nation-wide, Interior Minister Castaner said in a press
interview. The March 17 fine of 35 euros ($38) jumped to 135 euros ($147) on March
18. The aim is to dissuade people from leaving their homes unnecessarily as this is the
best step to help save lives. Castaner said overall, people were respecting the rules, but
“a minority were behaving in a dangerous way.”
o As of March 17 for 30 days, passport holders of countries outside the European Union
and the Schengen Area are no longer authorized to enter France. These travelers would
also be prohibited from transiting through France to an onward destination that is
located in the Schengen Area. Exempted are travelers with connecting flights through






France with an onward destination outside of the Schengen Area, since they would
remain in the international zone and technically not make entry into Schengen. Also
exempted are U.S. citizens who reside in France.
o The government presented a March 18 draft bill to parliament to authorize a "state of
health emergency" across France and its overseas territories. The legislation, likely to be
approved by parliament by March 20, would give Prime Minister Philippe and Health
Minister Veran the ability to take “exceptional measures” by decree for a period of 12
days. The 12-day period can only be extended by another act of parliament. The
legislation broadly allows the government to take necessary measures to curb freedom
of movement and assembly, and requisition items needed to combat COVID-19. Any
requisitions would be compensated, non-compliant companies would face penalties of
six months imprisonment and a 10,000 euro fine ($10,942). The bill also authorizes the
Ministries of Finance and Labor to take needed measures over the next three months to
ensure maintenance of essential services and financial support to French citizens and
companies.
Germany: Germany now prohibits EU nationals from entering Germany for professional
reasons, outside of health care or other critical fields.
United Kingdom: On March 18, the UK government announced that all English schools will close
on Friday (March 20) afternoon until further notice. A "small number" of children of key
workers, and vulnerable children, will still attend. Scotland, Northern Ireland, and Wales have
already made announcements.
o While the Government of the United Kingdom (UK) has not ordered the closure of public
spaces, on March 17, they advised persons to avoid bars, restaurants, and non-essential
commerce until further notice. The UK Department of Health and Social Care advises
persons use the 111 online coronavirus service to find out what to do if you have
coronavirus symptoms. Only call 111 if you cannot get help online. For the latest
information and guidance from the UK government, please go to the official website
at www.gov.uk.
o For the latest information and guidance from the UK government, please go to the
official website at www.gov.uk.
o Public transportation including airlines, trains, and buses continue to operate, but
transport links within the United Kingdom and to international destinations are
increasingly limited.
o Travelers should check carrier schedules for the latest updates and work directly with
the carrier or travel agent to arrange or reschedule travel. U.S. citizens who are
considering returning to the United States are urged to work with their airlines to make
travel arrangements while flights are still available.
o Schools across the UK will close on March 20. In London, up to 40 subway stations will
be closed, including the Night Tube service, starting on March 20. Despite media
reports that Prime Minister (PM) Johnson might take “shielding measures,” particularly
in London, to enforce social distancing measures, Number 10 said today that there are
“zero prospects” of limits on movement, but allowed that new restrictions on pubs and
cafes were possible.
Serbia: The government of Serbia has implemented enhanced screening and quarantine measures
to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Travelers should be prepared for further travel restrictions to
be put into effect with little or no advance notice. U.S. citizens who are considering returning to
the United States are urged to work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights
are still available. As of March 18, we understand that the Air Serbia flight direct from Belgrade to










New York is still operating and has seats available. Visit the website of the Government of
Serbia for additional information on these new measures.
Denmark: Effective 10:00 a.m. on March 18, the government of Denmark has implemented new
measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. The Danish government has prohibited groups of
more than ten people gathering in any indoor or outdoor space, including in private homes. Most
businesses are closed although supermarkets and pharmacies remain open, and some restaurants
and cafes continue to serve takeaway options. These measures will remain in effect until March
30. Visit the Danish government COVID-19 website for updated information.
o Greenland Air Travel Restrictions Effective March 20: On March 17, the Greenlandic
government announced that all domestic flights, including those between Kangerlussuaq
and Copenhagen, will be suspended beginning midnight on March 20. Major ferry
services in Greenland will also close beginning March 21. After this date, the possibility of
emergency patient evacuations and limited service for other urgent travel will be
evaluated by the Greenlandic government on a case-by-case basis.
o Air Travel from Denmark: Many travelers in Denmark have reported unexpected flight
cancellations and limited flight availability. If your travel has been disrupted, please
contact your airline.
Italy: U.S. Mission Italy has suspended routine consular services. For emergency American
Citizens Services, including emergency passports, please visit our website for additional
information. U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work
with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available. Transportation
including airlines, trains, and buses continue to operate, but transport links within Italy and to
international destinations are increasingly limited. Travelers should be prepared for the
possibility of additional travel restrictions to be implemented with little or no advance notice.
o Hospitals in Italy are under severe strain. In the city of Milan and Lombardy region,
health care authorities are unable to guarantee adequate care for COVID-19 or other
emergency cases.
Bosnia and Herzegovina: The Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina has implemented enhanced
screening and quarantine measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Travelers should be
prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance notice. U.S. citizens
who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work with their airlines to make
travel arrangements while flights are still available. Bosnia has barred admission to travelers who
have recently visited China, South Korea, Japan, Italy, Iran, France, Romania, Germany, Austria,
Spain, Switzerland, and Belgium. Visit the website of the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and
Herzegovina for additional information on these measures. The Border Police and BIHAMK are
regularly updating information on border closings. The entity-level governments of the Federation
and the Republika Srpska have also implemented measures to limit the spread of COVID-19. Visit
the webpages of the Republika Srpska and the Federation of BiH’s Crisis Staff Headquarters for
updated information.
Russia: Russian officials declare state of high readiness for entire territory of Russian Federation
due to COVID-19.
Bulgaria: Bulgaria has temporarily barred admission to (non-EU) nationals, including U.S.
citizens, beginning March 20, 2020, at 12:00 a.m. and until April 17. This includes all border
crossing points with any means of transport, including aviation, maritime, rail, and road.
o The ban does not apply to: (1) healthcare professionals, health researchers and elderly
care professionals; (2) transport personnel engaged in the carriage of goods, crews of
aircraft engaged in commercial air transport and other transport personnel as
necessary; (3) diplomats, officials of international organizations, military personnel and












humanitarian workers in the performance of their duties; (4) persons traveling for
humanitarian reasons; (5) third-country nationals who hold a long-term residence
permit in an EU Member State and are transiting Bulgaria to return to their country of
residence. Visit the Ministry of Health’s website for additional information on these new
measures (Bulgarian only).
o Many travelers worldwide have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited flight
availability. If your travel has been disrupted, please contact your airline.
Malta: On March 17, the Maltese aviation authority announced the Malta airport will suspend
all inbound flights as of Friday 20th March 11:59 pm. Air Malta announced it will suspend all
commercial flights departing after 11:59 pm on Friday 20th March, until further notice.U.S.
citizens who are considering returning to the United States are strongly urged to work with their
airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
Croatia: Croatia has barred admission to all travelers except Croatian citizens returning home,
foreign citizens departing to their home countries, diplomats, law enforcement, medical
workers, controlled shipments of goods, and others on a case by case basis.
Luxembourg: In an interview, DPM and Minister for Transport Bausch stated he predicts all
passenger planes to be grounded by March 23. Bausch noted that he is in contact with his EU
transport minister colleagues in order to ensure cargo flights are maintained, as they are
essential for supplies into the country, especially in times of border closures.
Italy: Italian Prime Minister said the nationwide lockdown will continue beyond its current
deadline in late March.
Norway: Norway’s borders remain closed to foreigners without work or residency permits, but
the Norwegian Health Directorate has announced it is possible for foreigners in quarantine who
are not displaying COVID-19 symptoms to leave the country.
o The Government of Norway proposed an Emergency Powers Act that will allow it to
bypass Parliamentary approval for new measures that will allow the government to deal
swiftly with the COVID-19 crisis. The Act has majority support in the Norwegian
Parliament and is expected to pass March 19 or 20. Measures that the GON is
considering enacting by using the Act include:
 Temporarily putting aside some labor laws – such as limits on working hours or
who is allowed to perform a certain task – when there is a need to mobilize the
work force within certain sectors, i.e. shipping, petroleum or transport; moving
government employees to departments where there is a greater need, for
example transferring government employees from the Tax Directorate to the
Toll and Customs Directorate to increase border control; increasing the speed
for granting social welfare benefits to Norwegians who have been furloughed;
and ensuring court trials continue by using creative solutions such as allowing
the use of video conferencing for meetings on lesser cases.
o Over forty percent of scheduled departing international and domestic flights are
operating from Oslo’s main airport, as of March 18. International departures included
flights to Amsterdam, Doha, Frankfurt, Dubai, and London. Extraordinary measures to
hinder the spread of the virus such as the closure of schools, restaurants and bars, and
encouraging people to work from home remain in place.
o Grocery stores remain open and are well stocked and public transportation is still
running.
Hungary: As of March 19, Budapest’s airport continues to operate but has scaled down its
operations and many passenger flights have been canceled, according to the airport’s website.
One airport terminal remains closed to passenger operations.Traveling from Hungary is not

restricted. Hungarian police continue to check all arriving passengers’ documentation. A British
journalist reported on Twitter that despite European Embassies’ statements that foreigners who
had proof that they live and work in Hungary could return, he had been held for sixteen hours
before being allowed to enter Hungary.
OSAC Update #17
March 18, 2020
The State Department released a FAQ webpage, which can be found here. OSAC also has a dedicated
COVID-19 webpage, which has all of the updates that we've sent to the group, along with other OSAC
and external resources. As you know, information is constantly changing and our goal is to provide you
with as much information as possible. If you have any questions about the updates or regarding any
other locations in Europe, please let us know.
Below is our update for today.


EU Ban: Statement by President von der Leyen at the joint press conference with
President Michel, following the G7 Leaders' videoconference on COVID19: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_20_477
o EU Border Closure Exemptions: Professional travel to ensure transport of goods and
services should be enabled. In that context, the facilitation of safe movement for
transport workers for transport workers, including truck and train drivers, pilots and
aircrew, across internal and external borders, is a key factor to ensure adequate
movement of goods and essential staff.
o "Of course, there will be exemptions, for example for EU citizens coming back home, for
healthcare workers, like doctors and nurses, but also scientists working on the solution
of this health crisis we do see, and for people commuting on borders, who are working
on both sides of the border, for example – there will be exemptions.
o


o

o

o

In addition to EU members, citizens of Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, and
the United Kingdom will be exempted from the travel ban. The restriction will apply to
all foreign nationals that are not long-term residents, diplomats, healthcare workers or
cargo transportation workers.
Germany:
In an effort to contain the spread of COVID-19, governments across Europe continue to
close land and air borders, limiting the movement of individuals and transportation.
Limited international commercial flights remain available at German airports. U.S.
citizens who are considering returning to the United States are urged to depart while
flights are still available. U.S. citizens should work directly with their airlines, by phone,
online, or app, to arrange flights should they wish to depart Germany.
Germany has implemented border closures along its borders with Austria, Switzerland,
France, Luxembourg and Denmark. Deliveries of goods, as well as the crossing of
registered commuters will be allowed to continue.
Due to many recent travel restrictions Germany has advised its citizens against nonessential travels to other countries.

o
o

o

o

o



Germany has implemented the use of passenger locator cards for all individuals
entering German y by air, rail, ship, and bus.
The Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community provides the most update
date information and answers Frequently Asked Questions in English
here: German MoI - Corona-virus FAQ
Two ‘Hundertschaft’ units from the Berlin Police have been allocated to enforce the
closure of shops and bars and the restricted opening of restaurants in Berlin. Not
included in the ban on shop opening are grocery stores, bookstores, pharmacies,
drugstores, petrol stations, banks, hairdressers, newsagents as well as hardware stores
and bike shops. It has also been reported that the Berlin Senate did not approve the
closure of playgrounds which had been agreed to in federal-level talks on Monday.
These were reported to be well visited across Berlin yesterday.
A total of 309 police officers in Berlin have been affected by the virus according to
reports on Tuesday. 7 actually have the virus, 104 have been placed into quarantine,
208 into precautionary quarantine and four others have returned from risk areas but
were cleared after being tested. 31 officers from the fire services have been affected
with one having a confirmed case. 28 of the quarantined officers are from one station.
Interior Senator Geisel has stated that the police are well equipped to handle the
situation. The police’s union has criticized the lack of information provided to officers as
to how to handle the situation with the virus, however. It has also been reported that
until 11 May, police officers and certain support sections including ZOS will be able to
work 12 hour shifts. (Source)
New reports state that as a result of the virus, the BVG transport company is expecting
to cut services in Berlin with U-Bahn trains running only every 10 minutes and buses and
trams every 10 or 20 minutes. The U55 line will be suspended for now along with the 16,
18, 37 and 67 tram lines. The reduced bus/tram service is expected to begin today and
the U-Bahn is possibly to cut services from Monday. The Flixbus long distance bus
service was reported to be planning to stop all its services last night. (Source 1, Source
2, Source 3)

o

SEK police officers supported by water cannon trucks were used to take away the
ringleaders of disturbances at a refugee center in Suhl which has been placed under
quarantine. After the disturbances began on Monday when a group of refugees tried to
leave the facility, they continued yesterday as 15 to 20 ring leaders from Georgia and
the North African states barricaded themselves into the canteen and took children as
‘human shields’. Officers took the ring leaders away to a detention facility in
Arnstadt. (Source)

o

This morning it has been reported that the 40km traffic jam on the A4 Autobahn caused
yesterday by Polish border checks on the Ludwigsdorf crossing has grown to 60km. The
German Red Cross are in action to supply the travelers food and medication. (Source)

Sweden: On March 17, Sweden announced it would halt international travel into the
country after the EU agreed to close the Schengen border for 30 days, starting on March 19. The
ban applies to all foreign nationals trying to enter Sweden from a country that is not part of the
European Economic Area, or Switzerland. According to the implementing regulations, diplomats,
passengers in transit, asylum seekers, healthcare professionals, and transportation workers are
exempted from the ban. However, how each of these exceptions is applied will be left up to the

Swedish Police Authority, the agency responsible for securing the borders and ports of entry, on
a case-by-case basis.
o During a press conference on March 18, Chief Epidemiologist Anders Tegnell reiterated
the need to keep preschools and primary schools open as it was “absolutely critical” to
society and the healthcare system itself. The Civil Contingencies Agency warned of an
increased risk of cyber crime due to the large number of individuals teleworking. Media
reported Karolinska University Hospital and the Region Stockholm Hospital, two of
Sweden’s largest and most advanced hospitals, were using a NATO crisis management
model in anticipation of a spike in critical cases this weekend.
o Public transport, work places and schools are not covered by the ban. The Public Health
Agency of Sweden has determined that, for the time being, it is important that public
transport continues to operate and that those who are healthy can get to their
workplaces or schools. It is important that you stay at home if you feel unwell.
o



Prior to all events and gatherings planning to attract less than 500 people, the Public
Health Agency recommends that the organisers do a risk assessment. A model for
assessing and addressing potential risks is available here (in Swedish). Please take extra
care and precaution if you plan a seminar or event that involves people working in
healthcare services or other areas that are critically important for society. Each
organiser is responsible for the risk assessment of their own event. Event organizers
should make sure that no one with symptoms of disease is present. They should provide
information about good hand hygiene, and access to hand washing facilities for all
participants. Digital meetings, webinars or similar should be considered as alternatives
to meeting in person.

France: Public transportation including airlines, trains, and buses continue to operate,
but transport links within France and to international destinations are increasingly limited.
o Travelers should check carrier schedules for the latest updates and work directly with
the carrier or travel agent to arrange or reschedule travel.
o On March 16, 2020, the Government of France announced measures to minimize
contact and travel. A containment system will be put into effect throughout France
starting Tuesday, March 17 at 12:00 p.m., for a minimum of fifteen days. If necessary,
travel is permitted in the following cases: 1) Between home and work when telework is
not possible; 2) To make essential purchases in authorized local shops; 3) For health
reasons; 4) To care for children or help vulnerable people; and 5) Brief movements near
or around my residence for individual exercise or pet care.
o If you must travel for one of these reasons, you must carry an attestation(printable
version here). Instructions in English can be found here.Unnecessary travel may be fined
from 38 to 135 euros.

Spain: Following the EU’s closure of its borders, Spain’s foreign minister called for the
approximately two million Spanish tourists traveling abroad to return home. The Ministry of
Defense will deploy more than 2,600 members of the armed forces among 48 sites to assist with
the COVID-19 response. Military personnel will assist in reducing crowds at Madrid’s regional
train stations during rush hours and will also help with cleaning and disinfection efforts.
o The European Union (EU) has asked member states, as well as Schengen Zone members,
to close their external borders to non-citizens/non-legal residents for the next 30 days.
Spain is a member of the EU and the Schengen zone.

o

Governments across Europe also continue to close land borders to non-citizens/nonlegal residents, limiting the movement of individuals and transportation. U.S. citizens
without citizenship or legal residency in an EU or Schengen state may not be allowed to
enter the EU or Schengen zone during this time. U.S. citizens will be allowed to exit the
EU or Schengen zone.
o Very limited international commercial flights remain available at the airports in Madrid
and Barcelona. U.S. citizens are urged to work directly with their airlines, by phone,
online, or app, to arrange flights should they wish to depart Spain.
o Spanish authorities request that U.S. citizens and U.S. lawful permanent residents not go
to the airport unless they have a scheduled flight.

United Kingdom: UK Ministry of Defence plans for military assistance in the Coronavirus
emergency were delayed for updating in the light of the rapid spread of the virus but are now
ready. More than 10,000 soldiers, sailors, and airmen have been put in standby for deployment.
A significant portion will come from the Defense Medical Service and they are expected to
embed in the existing hospital system rather than set up field hospitals. Army doctors have been
recalled from military exercises abroad in preparation as well.
o UK has not yet closed its borders to foreign nationals.
o

There are open source reporting/rumors that the government is expected to announce
a lockdown, possibly before the end of the weekend, but this has not been announced
and we cannot corroborate this information. We will monitor the news and relay any
updates.

Ireland: Ireland is deciding whether to join the EU’s decision to close its borders to
travelers from outside the EU Schengen area. Ireland is not part of the Schengen area, so is not
included in the border closure. A government spokesman told RTE: "Ireland will consider
participation [in the EU travel ban] in the context of the Common Travel Area and in
consultation with the UK."

Montenegro: suspension of road and rail passenger traffic and the closure of sports
centers, swimming pools, and beauty salons. The body also urged citizens to refrain from using
public areas and introduced tighter rules on the movement of those who are suspected of being
infected and those who have been in contact with infected or potentially infected
individuals. Concurrently, Montenegrin police announced they would strictly control the
implementation of self-isolation measures by taking legal steps in the event that the rules are
violated. offer neighboring countries the use of the Montenegrin ports of Bar and Kotor for the
transit of goods and supplies while also keeping its borders open for the transit and supply of
goods.

Malta: Malta will stop all incoming passenger flights on March 21 and only allow cargo,
humanitarian, and repatriation flights.

Bulgaria: Bansko ski resort has been placed under quarantine for two weeks. This
follows an increase in COVID-19 cases in the town with three of those confirmed in the last 24
hours linked to Bansko. Two Israeli citizens who recently visited Bansko tested positive on their
return home. The remaining 200 foreign tourists still in the town will have 24 hours to
leave. We understand most of these tourists to be from the UK, Ireland, and Israel, but Post is in
contact with two American citizens who are affected. The Bulgarian government is offering
shuttle buses to Sofia airport. Tourists who fail to leave on time will be subject to the
quarantine. Under the quarantine no-one is allowed to enter or leave the town and residents
are forbidden to go out except to go to grocery stores, pharmacies, health centers, banks,

insurance institutions, and gas stations. Police have set up checkpoints on all roads into the
town.

Belgium: In a March 17 press conference, PM Sophie Wilmès announced new
restrictions to slow the spread of COVID-19. In a decision taken by the National Security Council
(NSC), beginning March 18 at noon and extending through at least April 5, the government
ordered all individuals to remain indoors with only family, except for necessary trips to grocery
stores, pharmacies, or the doctor. Travel to workplaces allowable, but limited. Social distancing
will be enforced on public transit, which remains operational. Wilmès recognized the need for
outdoor recretation, and recommended outdoor exercise with close family members, but called
on citizens to maintain spacing between individuals. The PM stressed that the government could
be forced to take additional measures. In a separate communication, Partie Socialiste Walloon
Minister-President Elio Di Rupo warned that there will be police checks to enforce the measures,
and Health Minister Maggie De Block reiterated that these are necessary measures given the
increase in patients in our hospitals.
o Many travelers in Belgium have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited
flight availability. If your travel has been disrupted, please contact your airline. U.S.
citizens who are considering returning to the United States are urged to work with their
airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
o

On 17 March 2020, Brussels Airlines officials announced the suspension of all flights
beginning on 21 March in response to the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak. The flight
suspension is expected to last until 19 April. Officials stated that the airline will begin
reducing flights that were scheduled before the ban. Brussels Airlines is the second
Lufthansa Group subsidiary to recently announce flight suspensions; Austrian Airlines
announced that it will suspend flight operations from 18-28 March.

o

Visit the local government COVID-19 website for updates: https://www.infocoronavirus.be/ and http://www.crisiscentrum.be/ for updated information.


o

o

o

Czech Republic:
March 18 – Beginning at midnight, all individuals in Prague outside of their home MUST
cover your mouth and nose with either a protective medical mask, self-made mask or
scarf . The Czech government has banned going anywhere in public without such
cover. Also, grocery stores, pharmacies and drugstores are now limited to seniors over
65 years of age between the hours of 10:00-12:00. Others (as well as the elderly) are
permitted to shop at all other opening times. People are still required to stay home
until March 24, except for going to work and carrying out essential duties.
March 18 – Beginning today, all individuals in Prague will not be permitted to enter
public buildings, stores and public transport stations without covering your mouth and
nose with either a protective medical mask, self-made mask or scarf. A fine of 20,000
CZK has been established for failure to comply with covering your mouth in enclosed
spaces. People are still required to stay home until March 24, except for going to work
and carrying out essential duties
March 17 – Effective today all riders on public transportation are required to wear a
protective face mask. In lieu of a medical mask, you can wear a self-made mask or use a
scarf to cover your nose and mouth. People should also maintain a safe distance of at
least two meters. Hotels/Accommodation services will be provided to foreigners who

have permission to work in the Czech Republic and to foreigners waiting to leave the
country. No new bookings will be made.
o March 16 – The Czech government will impose a nationwide quarantine effective March
16 at midnight until March 24 at 0600 CET. Borders will also remain closed until March
24 at 0600 local time. Under the quarantine, free movement will be prohibited EXCEPT
FOR:
 Commuting to and from work or conducting business
 Necessary trips to visit family
 Trips to medical facilities and escorting relatives to medical facilities
 Provision of necessities such as food, medicine, sanitary goods, animal feed
 Carrying out banking, postal services, and refueling of vehicles
 Those working in security, healthcare, social care, public transport, and delivery
services will be exempt from the free movement ban for those purposes.
 Receptions and parties must be canceled.
 Public transportation will continue to operate but authorities will limit the
number of people per vehicle.
 For a full list of closures, restricted countries and the latest news, please
visit: https://koronavirus.mzcr.cz/ and https://www.mzv.cz/jnp/cz/index.html.

Austria: The government has implemented quarantines in select areas of Austria. The
Austrian Government has requested that individuals maintain limited social interactions and
comply with the following (People found in violation of these regulations may be fined by local
police):
o Public gatherings of more than five people are forbidden.
o Stay home except for essential duties, such as:
o Procurement of groceries and necessary supplies.
o To assist others who are unable to leave their homes.
o To perform essential work or assist with COVID-19 response.
o For walks with co-habitants in groups no larger than five.
o All restaurants, bars, cafes and non-essential businesses are closed. Groceries,
pharmacies, and other essential shops remain open, but with limited hours. Essential
shops/services include grocery stores, pharmacies, banks, postal services, pet stores, gas
stations, medical facilities and public transportation.
o Employers should allow employees to telework whenever possible.

Turkey: Travelers should be prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect with
little or no advance notice. U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United States are
urged to work with their airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
o All passenger flights have been suspended to/from Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, China,
Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Iran, Ireland, Iraq, Italy, Kosovo, Mongolia, the
Netherlands, Norway, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, South Korea, Switzerland, Ukraine,
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom.
o Foreign citizens who were physically present in these countries in the last 14 days are
not permitted to transit or enter Turkey.
o Turkish citizens, including dual nationals, who were in these countries in the past 14
days are allowed to enter Turkey but may be subject to a quarantine requirement.
o The Government of Turkey closed its land borders with Iran and Iraq, as well as the
Dilucu and Sarp land border crossings.
o Turkish Ministry of Health officials screen travelers at airports and maritime ports, as
well as some land crossings, using thermal cameras.

o

To date, travelers do not need any specific health documentation to enter/exit Turkey.
Kosovo: On March 14, the Department of State authorized the departure from any
diplomatic or consular post worldwide of U.S. personnel and family members who have
been medically determined to be at higher risk of a poor outcome if exposed to COVID-19. The
U.S. Embassy Pristina remains open and operational.
o On March 15, the Government of Kosovo declared a public health state of emergency
that restricts many services as well as most commercial activity, including land
transportation and commercial air transportation. If you have travel concerns, please
contact either the airport or your travel agent. Both air and land travel restrictions,
within Kosovo and neighboring countries, have increased significantly since last week
and continue to change rapidly.


o

There may be several commercial flights departing Pristina International Airport
tomorrow morning. If you want to depart, please contact Eurowings, Chair, Turkish
Airlines, or airport authorities to verify and check availability. If these flights are
available, we urge all interested parties to highly consider departing at this time since
there is no way to predict what the situation will be in the future.



Russia: Russia introduces temporary restrictions on flights to and from US beginning
March 20 due to COVID-19 coronavirus.
OSAC Update #16
March 17, 2020
The EU has agreed to close EU borders with “few exceptions” for 30 days due to COVID-19. The
exceptions are most likely on good and materials being able to get through along with some
categories of people who would be exempted. More information can be found here.
U.S. Embassies and Consulates around the region have been releasing updated Alerts. Please look at
their websites for the latest information on entry/exit requirements, quarantine measures, and
other requirements.


France: The French government instituted a nationwide ban on non-essential movements to
curb viral transmission, instructed citizens to stay home and limit contact with other people as
much as possible for at least two weeks. In his speech, President Macron said gatherings among
friends and family would not be permitted and only "necessary movements" like grocery
shopping and medical visits would be allowed. He called on employers to make telework widely
available and, when not possible, to ensure employees had the necessary tools and protocols to
stay safe.
o 100,000 police officers and gendarmes would be mobilized nationwide to enforce these
restrictions beginning at noon March 17.
o When leaving their homes, individuals must carry a special Ministry of Interior
certificate declaring under which exceptional circumstance they are outside of the
home.
o The five specific exceptions are: 1) movements between the home and workplace when
teleworking is not an option; 2) movements to purchase necessary items in an
authorized establishment (i.e., grocery stores, pharmacies); 3) movements for health

reasons (i.e., medical appointments); 4) movements for imperative family reasons, to
help vulnerable persons or to care for children; and 5) brief movements in the proximity
of one’s residence for exercise or to relieve pets. Anyone found in violation of the
confinement rules could be fined up to 135 euros ($150) by police officers. Authorities
reiterated the measures were put in place to ensure people stayed home and to prevent
further spread of the virus. If you must travel for one of these reasons, you must carry
an attestation (printable version here). Instructions in English can be found here.
o









The second round of municipal elections which were scheduled to take place March 22
have postponed. Parliament will reportedly evaluate the state of the epidemic in midMay before setting a new date, which the Interior Minister said would be in June at the
latest.
o French Open postponed to September 20 due to COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak
Belgium: Belgian National Security Council expected to announce decision Tuesday evening on
imposing full lockdown due to COVID-19 coronavirus, beginning March 18 until April 5, only
grocery shopping, work, and medical visits permitted.
Portugal: On March 12, the Portuguese Government declared a State of Alert for the country of
Portugal (Please note that a “State of Alert” is not a “State of Emergency”) until at least April 9
and announced extraordinary measures to contain and mitigate the COVID-19 virus, including
the following:
o The suspension of multiple international flights.
o All air and land borders with Spain are closed to tourism and leisure travelers.
o A bar on the entry of foreign cruise ship passengers.
o The closure of public and private schools and universities.
o The prohibition on the public consumption of alcohol.
o The closure of bars, discos, and similar establishments.
o The closure of all beaches to groups of over 5 people.
o The suspension of events with more than 100 people
o Museums, theaters, pools, and other public and private institutions have been closed in
many municipalities around the country. Specific information can be found here for
Lisbon and Porto.
On March 13, the Regional Governments of the Azores and Madeira (Portuguese) announced
enhanced screening and quarantine measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. All new
arrivals to the Azores and Madeira must complete a health questionnaire, undergo a health
screening, and agree to a mandatory self-quarantine for 14 days before being admitted, no
matter the expected duration of travel on the islands. Cruise ships and yachts will not be
allowed to dock in these two regions.
Montenegro: Montenegro is still the last remaining country in Europe with no confirmed COVID19 cases so far.
o A ban on all international flights, trains, and buses into and out of Montenegro,
beginning Tuesday, March 17
o A ban on entry of foreigners into Montenegro, except for foreigners with permanent or
temporary residence in Montenegro and foreigners entering by vehicle for the purpose
of transporting goods
o The movement of goods into Montenegro, as well as in transit to other countries,
remains unhindered, but subject to special sanitary health controls

o









Compulsory 14-day self-isolation for all Montenegrin citizens, as well as for foreigners
who have permanent or temporary residence in Montenegro, coming from any country
abroad
o A ban on guest services in hotels, except for already registered guests
o Closure of all nightclubs, bars, cafes, cafeterias, and restaurants, except for take away
and delivery service
o A ban on providing shopping and catering services in shopping malls
o Closure of children's playrooms, of fitness centers, casinos, and betting clubs
o Limiting the number of customers in relation to the size of a retail outlet. Only one
customer at a time is allowed in a retail space less than ten square meters. In a retail
outlet larger than ten square meters, regardless of surface, there can be no more than
50 customers at one time.
o Limiting the number of customers who can be in a market (i.e. farmer’s/green market)
to 100
o Obligation of commercial establishments to post a notice at their entrance indicating
the maximum number of persons allowed inside at the same time and to implement
these measures by providing the space and marking a distance of at least two meters
between persons waiting to enter or checkout
o Obligation of commercial establishments to ensure the implementation of health
protection measures for their employees, as prescribed by the Institute of Public Health
of Montenegro
o Obligation for municipalities and the capital city to identify potential facilities for the
implementation of quarantine measures
Netherlands: On March 15, the Dutch government announced that all schools and preschools
are closed through April 6, but will remain open for children whose parents work in vital sectors
(i.e. healthcare, emergency services). All restaurants, cafés, bars, and clubs will also remain
closed through April 6. The Dutch government asked all citizens to maintain 5 feet distance from
others when doing necessary tasks such as grocery shopping. Public transportation including
airlines, trains, and buses continue to operate, but transport links to international destinations
are increasingly limited. Travelers should check carrier schedules for the latest updates and
work directly with the carrier or travel agent to arrange or reschedule travel.
Switzerland and Lichtenstein: the Swiss Federal Government declared the situation in
Switzerland as “extraordinary” under the Epidemiology Act and announced new measures to
limit the spread of COVID-19. A detailed list of measures is available on the Embassy’s COVID19 webpage
The Government of Lithuania has implemented measures to combat the spread of COVID19. It
has declared the country under quarantine until March 30. Entry to Lithuania is closed to all
except Lithuanian citizens, residents, and those involved in commercial and/or international
transportation of goods. In addition, all shops and local services will close with the exception of
grocery stores, pharmacies, and emergency services. More detailed information on measures
implemented by the Government of Lithuania can be found in English on the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs webpage.
Croatia: 14-Day Quarantine is required for travelers arriving from: China (Hubei Province),
Germany (Heinsberg County in North Rhine-Westphalia State); Iran, Italy, Republic of Korea
(Daegu City and Cheongdo province).
o 14-Day Self-Isolation or Quarantine is required for travelers arriving from other
European locations.
o Ferry traffic from Italy is canceled.

o
o






Croatia and the United States do not have direct flights.
Qatar Airlines, Turkish Airlines, and Air Emirates continue to operate flights originating
in Zagreb and connecting through to IAD.
o Some Zagreb-U.S. routings (IAD, MIN, JFK, and EWR) are disrupted
o Austrian Airlines suspended ZAG-VIE-IAD route.
o British Airways reduced ZAG-LHR flights to once daily, five times per week, with no
flights operating on Thursday or Saturday.
o Croatian Airlines continues to operate one daily flight to Frankfurt but announced the
cancellation of daily flights to Copenhagen, Vienna, Munich, and other regional cities.
o Lufthansa Airlines suspended all flights from Zagreb to Frankfurt until March 29 and
cancelled flights to Munich until further notice.
o All schools and universities are closed.
o Gatherings of over 100 people are banned.
o Istria region (closest to Italy) closed hotels, bars, restaurants.
Slovenia: Open at Bregana, Macelj, and Plovanija crossings only.
Hungary: Closed its border to non-citizens. All rail travel stopped
Serbia: Closed its border to non-citizens (with limited exception including “humanitarian
convoys”)
Czech Republic: On March 16, the Government of the Czech Republic enhanced the previously
declared State of Emergency and implemented a nationwide quarantine to reduce the spread of
COVID-19. The quarantine is in effect from March 16 at 0000 CET until March 24 0600
CET. International borders will also remain closed throughout this time. Free movement of
people is limited to commuting to and from work or to conduct business, necessary trips to visit
family, and trips to medical facilities or escorting relatives to medical facilities. People will also
be permitted to go out to obtain necessities such as food, medicine, and sanitary products, as
well as to utilize banking, postal services, and to refuel vehicles.
o



All foreigners without a permanent or temporary residence for more than 90 days
(primarily tourist travelers) are prohibited from entering the Czech Republic. U.S.
citizens who reside long term in the Czech Republic are allowed to leave for the United
States, as long as commercial flights are available, but will not be allowed to return to
the Czech Republic until after the State of Emergency is officially lifted.
o In addition, two towns and 19 villages in the Olomouc region in western Czech Republic
imposed enhanced quarantine restrictions for 14 days, due to a possible spike in COVID19 infections. Guarded by police, people can enter or leave only with a special
permit. Czech government offices are now only open Mondays and Wednesdays with
limited hours, with some offices and regional authorities closing to the public.
o The Czech government has implemented enhanced screening and quarantine measures
to reduce the spread of COVID-19. There are health-screening checkpoints at major
land border crossings with neighboring countries, including roads and railways, and at
airports. Travelers should be prepared for new travel restrictions to be put into effect
with little or no advance notice.
o The Czech government has closed all schools, universities, and cultural institutions,
including theaters, museums, and cinemas, for the next 30 days. All public and private
events with more than 30 people, are also banned.
Luxembourg: Prime Minister declares state of emergency in country amid COVID-19 coronavirus
outbreak.










Spain: The Interior Minister ordered land borders with France and Portugal closed as of
midnight on March 16. They will remain closed at least until March 26. Entry is permitted for
Spanish citizens, residents, diplomats, and transport workers, with other very limited
exceptions; goods are exempted. The police continue to enforce the country-wide State of
Alarm that entered into effect on Sunday, March 15, requiring everyone to remain at home
except for trips to work or to purchase food and essentials.
Moldovan parliament implements two-month state of emergency due to COVID-19
coronavirus. Moldova has suspended all air traffic until April 1, 2020, at the earliest. All
commercial flights, passenger rail, and auto traffic into and out of Moldova are suspended
during this time period. A U.S. citizen or a Legal Permanent Resident can contact the American
Citizen Services at +373 2240 8300, Chisinau-CA@state.gov, letting them know, in case there are
future flight options.
Finland increases border restrictions, imposes travel ban, limits sales of medicine amid COVID19 coronavirus outbreak
Malta: Many travelers in Malta have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited flight
availability. If your travel has been disrupted, please contact your airline.
o Persons entering Malta from any other country from March 13 onwards must spend 14
days in mandatory self-quarantine.
o Persons entering Malta after having travelled in any of the following countries at any
time from March 11 onwards must spend 14 days in mandatory self-quarantine: Spain,
Germany, France, or Switzerland.
o Persons entering Malta after having travelled in any of the following countries at any
time from February 27 onwards must spend 14 days in mandatory self-quarantine: Italy,
China (including Hong Kong), Singapore, Japan, Iran, or South Korea.
o The mandatory self-quarantine is enforced through regular police spot-checks. Those
who fail to observe the order are subject to a €3,000 fine for each instance the order is
breached.
o Asymptomatic visitors can choose to undergo mandatory self-quarantine or return to
their country of origin as soon as possible.
Turkey: On March 16 the Turkish government closed all primary, middle and high schools (public
and private); these schools will begin online/distance learning the week of March 23.
o All universities are closed for three weeks, currently scheduled to reopen on April 6.
o On March 17 the Turkish government announced the closure of theatres, cinemas,
performance centers, concert halls, wedding/engagement halls, restaurants and cafes
with music and entertainment, pubs, taverns, bars, nightclubs, coffee houses, hookah
cafes, internet cafes, recreation centers, indoor playgrounds and children’s play areas
(including those in shopping malls and restaurants), tea houses, swimming pools,
Turkish baths, saunas, spas, massage halls, and sport and fitness gyms. Visit the local
government COVID-19 website for updated information.
o Many travelers in Turkey have reported unexpected flight cancellations and limited
flight availability.
o If your travel has been disrupted, please work with your airline to rebook your travel.

OSAC Update # 15
March 16, 2020

First, please note that on March 14, the Department of State authorized the departure from any
diplomatic or consular post in the world of U.S. personnel and family members who have been medically
determined to be at higher risk of a poor outcome if exposed to COVID-19.
Please note that DHS's website has information about procedures for those arriving/returning from the
European countries at one of the designated airports:
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then continue to
enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical history, current
condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities. Passengers will then be given
written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to their final destination, and immediately
home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best practices. Once home, individuals must immediately selfquarantine in their home and monitor their health in accordance with CDC best practices. In order to
ensure compliance, local and State public health officials will contact individuals in the days and weeks
following their arrival.
DHS Factsheet: https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/13/fact-sheet-dhs-notice-arrival-restrictions-chinairan-and-schengen-countries-europe
If you think you are sick, the CDC has guidance: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-aresick/steps-when-sick.html
We finally have some clarification about those transiting through the countries included in the Europe
ban, and the restrictions do apply to transit passengers. Please check with your airlines if you have a
connecting flight through the impacted European countries.
Updates
Below is some information on enhanced screening and quarantine measures as well as border
restrictions. As some European countries close its borders and/or restrict air travel, this BBC article is a
good resource, as it outlines the various border closures. Please also visit U.S. Embassy/Consulate sites
of the countries in question for additional information about restrictions. This is also a good resource
 European Commission President von der Leyen says EU to introduce temporary non-essential
travel restriction to EU from non-EU countries for 30 days (could be extended). Diplomats,
family members of EU nationals, and long-term residents of EU, as well as health care workers
and people transporting goods as well as frontier workers who legally commute from
neighboring countries will be exempted. This will be implemented starting at Noon on March 17.
We understand that the closure would not prevent U.S. citizens from departing on flights to the
United States, as long as flights remain available.


France: The country will be placed on lockdown from midday on Tuesday (March 17) for at least
15 days. On March 14, the Government of France ordered bars, restaurants, and non-essential
commerce to close until further notice. Grocery stores, pharmacies, and banks remain open.
Only trips to supermarkets, pharmacies and places of work will be allowed and all workers have
been told to work from home where possible. President Macron has ordered citizens to stay in
their homes and only come out where it’s absolutely necessary. He has also called off the
second round of municipal elections. France will also be closing its borders, in coordination with

other EU nations. The Army will reportedly provide support to civilian infrastructure.


Italy: Public transportation including airlines, trains, and buses continue to operate, but
transport links within Italy and to international destinations are increasingly limited. Travelers
should check carrier schedules for the latest updates and work directly with the carrier or travel
agent to arrange or reschedule travel. For further information on the status of Italian regional
airports and train schedules, see www.enac.gov.it, www.trenitalia.com, and www.italotreno.it.
Travelers should be prepared for the possibility of additional travel restrictions to be
implemented with little or no advance notice.



Germany closed border crossings with Austria, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Denmark, and France.
Closures: bars, clubs, theaters, museums, cinemas, trade fairs and brothels, as well as a ban on
services of worship at churches, mosques and synagogues. A number of shops will be exempted
from the restrictions and may be allowed to open their doors on Sundays, the chancellor said.
They include supermarkets, corner stores, pharmacies, petrol stations, banks, post offices,
hairdressers, hardware stores and delivery services. Restaurants are to open their doors from six
am until 6pm. The southern state of Bavaria had already announced on Monday morning it
would implement state of emergency measures to the same effect from this Wednesday.



Switzerland closes borders with Germany, Austria, and France.



Spain to close borders to non-Spanish nationals and cross-border workers due to COVID-19
coronavirus concerns. The Spanish government announced the closure of its internal borders
with France and Portugal effective at midnight March 16/17. We understand that this will affect
road travel only, and means that only Spanish citizens will be allowed to enter Spanish territory
by road from Portugal and France. Spanish government contacts indicate that flights will still be
allowed to depart Spain.



The United Kingdom government announced more social measures to fight COVID-19
including: entire households should isolate for 14 days if one person has symptoms; work from
home where possible, especially Londoners; avoid public places - pubs, restaurants, theatre, etc,
especially Londoners; those at risk should avoid social contact from this coming weekend for
approximate 12 weeks; from tomorrow, the government will no longer support mass gatherings.
The Foreign Office has issued travel guidance advising against all but essential travel to the
whole of the U.S., following the U.S. announcement imposing restrictions on travel from the UK
and Ireland, effective from midnight March 16 EST (4am GMT March 17).



Montenegro has barred admission to foreigners, except for those with permanent or temporary
residence in Montenegro.Travelers who have arrived from countries affected by the epidemic
and determined by health officials will be subject to mandatory self-isolation.



Finland declares state of emergency due to COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak, will prepare to
close borders and restrict travel into country to Finnish nationals and residents



The Irish government announced new restrictions effective March 15 closing pubs and hotel
bars and asked people to not host “house parties,” or other social gatherings.



Austrian government leaders in public remarks called on everyone in Austria to stay home, with
just three exceptions: work that cannot be postponed, urgently needed errands (food), and
helping others. The government prohibited all meetings until further notice, and police will
enforce and levy fines to ensure gatherings have no more than 5 people. Playgrounds, sports
fields, and other public areas are closed March 16-22. Per new legislation, restaurants, bars and
most stores and shops will be closed completely March 17-22. Food shops, pharmacists, post
offices, petrol stations, and banks remain open.
o Chancellor Kurz said in speeches and interviews March 15 the government intended to
halt most air travel, including to the United States.
o The government announced it would expand the landing ban for flights from China, Iran,
Italy, South Korea to include France, Spain, and Switzerland at the end of March 16 and
the UK, Netherlands, Russia, and Ukraine on March 17. (There are exceptions for air
cargo, rescue, military, and transfer/extradition flights).
o Austrian Airlines announced March 16 it would suspend all regular flights, with the last
flight on March 19 from Chicago to Vienna.
o

o

Citizens from countries outside the European Union who have been in coronavirus hot
spots, which the Austrian Foreign Ministry currently lists as France, Iran, Italy, South
Korea, Spain, Switzerland and parts of China in the past 14 days will have to present a
medical certificate confirming a negative test result for the new coronavirus upon entry
to the country. The Austrian government also announced that all passengers, regardless
of citizenship, will also have to provide a certificate confirming a negative test result if
they’re entering Austria from Italy, Switzerland and Liechtenstein (from March 16).
The certificate, which must be dated within four days of arrival, needs to be signed by a
licensed medical practitioner and be in English, German, Italian or French.



Croatia: Travelers arriving in Croatia from specific hard-hit areas, such as Italy, Iran and China’s
Hubei province, must spend two weeks in government quarantine facilities at the expense of
the traveler, according to officials. The Croatian government also implemented health
monitoring for passengers from several countries affected by the virus like Spain, the United
States and Sweden. Travelers from these countries should self-isolate for two weeks, according
to officials, “and report their condition to the nearest epidemiologist for further instructions.”



Czech Republic: The Czech Republic, which declared a state of emergency, has banned
passengers from “high risk countries” and prohibited Czech citizens from visiting these places.
As of March 14, bus, train and boat transport from the Czech Republic to Germany and Austria
was also banned. Air travel was also partially restricted, according to officials.



Denmark: Denmark closed its borders to most foreign travelers for the next month as of March
14. “All tourists, all travel, all vacations, and all foreigners who cannot demonstrate a credible
reason to enter Denmark will be denied entrance at the Danish border,” Mette Frederiksen, the
prime minister, said at a news conference, according to Reuters.



The Moldovan Government announced that it will close the Chisinau airport effective 12:00 am
on March 17, 2020. Land borders with Romania and Ukraine are also in the process of closing.
After March 17, options for U.S. citizens to depart Moldova will be extremely limited, perhaps
impossible, until April 1, 2020 at the earliest. The U.S. Embassy is now collecting information on
U.S. citizens currently seeking to depart Moldova to return to the United States. Please notify

the Embassy immediately - contact information below or via our website – describing your
current situation and providing complete contact information.


Beginning March 17, in connection to COVID-19, the Estonian government will introduce strict
entry controls at all airports, seaports, and land borders. The new controls will allow entry into
Estonia only of Estonian citizens, residents of Estonia without Estonian citizenship, or family
members of individuals who live in Estonia. Any Estonian citizen or any other citizen is allowed
to depart the country by plane or vehicle. International cargo – including food and medical
supplies – will continue to move into Estonia. American citizens residing in Estonia do not need
to leave the country solely because of these entry restrictions.



Due to Coronavirus (COVID-19) the Slovenian government has announced that on March 16
public transportation (including inter-city train and bus service) will cease operations. Taxis for
urgent transport will remain. Cross-border bus and train services have ceased. The Ljubljana
airport is currently open, but many connecting flights from Europe to the United States have
been cancelled. The Slovenian government has advised its citizens not to travel outside of
Slovenia. The government also announced that shops will be closed with the exception of food,
pharmacies, petrol stations, banks, and post offices.



Russia bans entry of foreign nationals into country amid COVID-19 coronavirus concerns from
March 18-May 1. Russia will close its border with neighboring Belarus.



Leisure Gatherings of more than 50 banned in Moscow. Secondary schools, sports schools and
institutions of additional education will be closed in Moscow from March 21 to April 12.



Turkey closes cafes, cinemas, and restaurants amid spread of COVID-19 coronavirus.



Latvia: At midnight on March 17 (6 p.m. Eastern time), Latvia will close its borders to anyone
who is not a citizen or legal resident, according to the U.S. Embassy in Latvia. There are no
restrictions on leaving the country.



Lithuania: Lithuania declared a two-week nationwide quarantine on March 14, which includes
closing the country’s borders to all foreign nationals, the government announced. Anyone
returning from abroad will be required to self-isolate for 14 days.



Netherlands: On March 13, the Dutch government announced the suspension of flights from
“risk countries” — mainland China, Hong Kong, Iran, Italy and South Korea. The ban is in place
through at least March 27.



U.S. Peace Corps suspended all operations worldwide and announced an evacuation of
volunteers.

Aviation
 Finnair to reduce capacity by 90% from April "until situation improves" over COVID-19
coronavirus.



Norwegian Air to cancel 85% of flights and reportedly dismiss 7,300 employees (temporarily)
amid COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak. It is still operating most flights between Oslo and major
European hubs.



American Airlines announced a phased suspension of long-haul international flights starting
March 16 due to reduced demand and travel restrictions. (The Guardian)



Virgin Atlantic reportedly reducing daily capacity by 80% and will permanently end route
between London, UK and Newark Airport in New Jersey due to COVID-19 coronavirus.
Norwegian airports and seaports will no longer allow non-resident foreigners to enter the
country, starting March 16.



OSAC Update #14
March 13, 2020
We published the result of the benchmarking survey that closed today, where over 90 people
participated. It can also be found on our website: https://www.osac.gov/Content/Report/fa4132115cc6-4bf9-90dd-182ce9f37097. Thank you to all who responded – your input is tremendously valuable!
As you know the situation remains very fluid, and as we move into the weekend, please note that
Denmark will close its borders to all but Danish citizens individuals with Danish work or residency
permits, and those the Danish government determines have a critical purpose of travel (eg, someone
commissioned to provide goods or services in Denmark). The measures will be in effect until April
13. There are no travel restrictions for U.S. citizens who want to depart Denmark. The border closures
will impact a significant number of train, air, and ferry routes. The Embassy released the following
Security Alert:
Event: Effective 12:00 p.m. local time on March 14 the government of Denmark will close its borders to
all but Danish citizens, individuals with Danish work or residency permits, and those the Danish
government determines have a critical purpose of travel (eg, someone commissioned to provide goods
or services in Denmark). The measures will be in effect until April 13. There are no travel restrictions for
U.S. citizens who want to depart Denmark. The border closures will impact a significant number of train,
air, and ferry routes. It will also include a complete stop of all cruise ship traffic to Denmark until April
13. The Danish government will continue to allow the transport of goods into Denmark, including food
and medicine.
The Danish government is implementing these measures to curtail the spread of Coronavirus (COVID19). Expect significant delays at all Danish ports of entry in the coming days.
Please visit the website of the Danish National Police (in English) for detailed information on these new
measures.
Actions to Take:



Be prepared for new travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance notice.
Monitor local media for updates.






Check with your airline, train operator, or ferry operator regarding updated information about
your travel plans and/or restrictions.
Consult the CDC website for the most up-to-date information on COVID-19
Visit the Department of State COVID-19 information page for the latest information.
Visit our Embassy webpage on COVID-19 for information on conditions in Denmark.

Assistance:
U.S. Embassy Copenhagen
During business hours: +[45] 3341-7100
After business hours: +[45] 3341-7400
E-mail: CopenhagenACS@state.gov
State Department--Consular Affairs: 888-407-4747 or 202-501-4444
DenmarkCountry Specific Information


Enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) to receive security updates.



Follow us on Facebook and Twitter

It is still unclear if passengers transiting through Schengen countries in the Proclamation are considered
to have “been present in” the Schengen zone.
United Kingdom






The UK Government suspended the local government and mayoral elections for a year
following guidance from the Electoral Commission. The Prime Minister confirmed the polls will
now not take place until May 2021, amid fears they would have coincided with the peak of the
coronavirus outbreak.
As of 0900 (GMT) on March 13, there were 797 total cases in the United Kingdom
England:645, Scotland: 85, Wales: 38, N. Ireland: 29
This is a good resource for tracking COVID-19 cases in the UK:
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/f94c3c90da5b4e9f9a0b19484dd4bb1
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Cases in Scotland:

Germany

Source: FAZ.net, https://www.faz.net/-ivn-9wxq0)




Hamburg has prohibited events with over 1000 participants until April 30.
Schools in Bavaria, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, Saarland, and Schleswig-Holstein
will be closed starting on March 16; press reports NRW schools will close as of March 18.
All Bundeswehr universities have been shuttered until April 20.

Ireland






Irish public health officials confirmed 27 new COVID-19 cases March 12, the largest jump since
the outbreak in the nation, bringing the total to 70.
Two were contracted through community transmission, the rest through travel or contact with a
previously confirmed case.
All indoor mass gatherings of more than 100 people should be cancelled and all outdoor
gatherings of 500 people or more should be cancelled.
Public transport will still operate and businesses can remain open, but where possible people
should work from home and people should limit interactions as much as possible.
All people coming back from Spain and Italy from today will be asked to restrict their
movements for the next two weeks, which includes not going to work. They will be met by
environmental health workers on their return at the airport.










Schools, colleges and creches, along with museums, galleries and other public buildings are
today beginning a 19-day enforced period of closure designed to interrupt the transmission of
Covid-19.
It is likely the school closures could extend to five weeks, until the end of the Easter holidays.
Other measures such as visitor restrictions at hospitals, nursing homes and prisons, and a ban
on mass gatherings, as well as the closures are due to be reviewed before the end of the month.
The Irish Government reportedly mobilized its military to assist/support the civil authorities if
necessary. While the government did not go into the specific roles the defense forces would
play, based on what they have done with other diseases, “members will likely be involved in Aid
to the Civil Authority (ATCA) operations, which are nationwide assistance operations, similar to
that provided during events such as extreme weather or during the Pope’s visit in 2018. Aid to
the Civil Power (ATCP) Operations are security operations to assist gardaí [National Police] but
the Defence Forces has not said this is to be expected.” Some security analyst and former Irish
Defense Forces personnel assess that they may fill in any gaps in public transport, emergency
response, paramedic role, or supply chain logistics.
The Garda will provide increased street presence to reassure the public as part of the effort to
combat the spread of COVID-19, Garda Commissioner Drew Harris announced March 12. Harris
said the increased presence is also to deter organized criminals from attempting to exploit the
crisis.
Garda will increase patrols around supermarkets, pharmacists and public areas. To provide the
increased presence, Harris restricted annual leave, fast-tracked the graduation and attestation
of 325 Garda cadets, rented 210 additional vehicles, reassigned Garda instructors to policing
duties, banned foreign travel, and requested senior officers to delay any impending retirements.
No incidents of looting have reported.

Other Updates





An OSAC member shared that: “A malicious website pretending to be the live map for
Coronavirus COVID-19 Global Cases by Johns Hopkins University is circulating on the internet
waiting for unwitting internet users to visit the website (corona-virus-map[dot]com). Visiting the
website infects the user with the AZORult trojan, an information stealing program which can
exfiltrate a variety of sensitive data. It is likely being spread via infected email attachments,
malicious online advertisements, and social engineering. Furthermore, anyone searching the
internet for a Coronavirus map could unwittingly navigate to this malicious website.”
Spanish Prime Minister Sanchez declares state of emergency amid COVID-19 coronavirus
outbreak.
Boston(BOS) and Miami (MIA) airports were added to the list of airports that will be used to
funnel travelers coming back from Schengen countries in the Proclamation:
o Atlanta (ATL)
o Boston (BOS) (added March 13)
o Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW)
o Detroit (DTW)
o Newark (EWR)
o Honolulu (HNL)
o Miami (MIA) (added March 13)
o New York-JFK (JFK)
o Los Angeles (LAX)







o Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
o Seattle (SEA)
o San Francisco (SFO)
o Washington-Dulles (IAD)
Moldova: Authorities in Moldova have announced a “Red Alert” regarding the COVID-19.
Starting March 15, all flights from France and Spain will be suspended, and starting March 16,
flights from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Cyprus, UK, Poland, Portugal, Germany,
Ireland, and Romania will be suspended. Flight operators will not be allowed to embark
passengers traveling to Moldova with layover in Italy, Spain, France, Germany, China, Iran and
South Korea. The decision will remain in force until March 31, with the possibility to be
extended. Additionally, the Moldovan government decision says that some land border
crossings with Romania and Ukraine will be closed according to an “annex” that is not present
or published. Other sources have provided the following information on land border crossings –
though this has not been independently verified by the embassy.
o The Romanian government has closed two border crossings points with Moldova;
Radauti Prut and Oancea. This is confirmed by a press release from the Romanian
Embassy in Chisinau https://chisinau.mae.ro/local-news/1853.
o Local media reports cite a Ukrainian MP who circulated a list of Western UKR border
points that were shut down. The report suggests that only Palanca and TudoraStarokazachye Border crossings are open. Again, this has not been verified by official
sources or the embassy. Full decision of the Extraordinary Commission on Public Health:
https://www.gov.md/sites/default/files/hotarire_cnesp_cov_13.03.2020.pdf
Czech Republic: A state of emergency implemented by the Czech Republic that imposes a
similar 30-day travel ban for people from 15 "risk countries": China, South Korea, Iran, Italy,
Spain, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium, Great Britain,
Denmark and France. Border checks with Germany and Austria that had been suspended will
also be reinstated. As of Thursday, the Czech Republic had 94 known cases of COVID-19, the
disease caused by the coronavirus.
This is a good resource that is tracking what European countries are doing:
https://www.politico.eu/article/how-europe-is-responding-to-the-coronavirus-pandemic/

Aviation
We still don’t have clarification on whether the ban would apply to those with a connecting flight in one
of the Schengen countries included in the ban.
Source: https://kyma.com/play/entertainment/2020/03/13/europe-travel-ban-will-it-be-possible-tosneak-into-the-us-via-the-uk/




Low cost carrier Norwegian has said it’s grounding 40% of its long-haul fleet and canceling up to
25% of its short-haul flights until the end of May. The airline said all routes between London
Gatwick airport and the United States will operate “as normal.” “Our goal is to reroute as many
of our customers as possible through London during this difficult period,” says a Norwegian
spokesperson.
Delta said it will operate nearly a full schedule of flights from continental Europe to US gateways
until March 15 “to ensure eligible customers can return to the United States.” From next week
the airline said it will fly “a significantly reduced US-Europe schedule while monitoring customer
demand.” Delta’s change fees have been waived until the end of May.








United Airlines will also waive fees for travelers, until April 30. Regular scheduling will take place
until March 19, after that the airline says it expects to fly daily to Zurich, Brussels, Paris,
Amsterdam, Manchester and Edinburgh. United also expects to run regular flights to Frankfurt
and Munich, a less than daily service to Lisbon — and maintain 18 flights to and from London,
and three to Dublin.
Air France plans to continue to serve several airports that are among those approved for health
screening.
SWISS also said it was preparing a special reduced flight timetable, and will only serve Chicago
and Newark.
The Lufthansa group announced that its airlines will continue to serve US destinations from
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Belgium.
KLM said in a statement that there were plans to “examine on a daily basis whether adjustments
to the network are necessary.” The Dutch airline said it plans to “maintain the network to
destinations in the US where passengers are screened for the next two weeks as long as
possible, also to give customers the opportunity to travel home.”

Self-Quarantine


For those personnel/students returning from Europe, and are self-quarantined, the CDC has
good resources on best practices for the employee/student but also for their family members:
o https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html

OSAC Update #13
March 12, 2020
Earlier, we sent you an OSAC update and FAQ on the recent Europe travel ban. With the CDC and the
State Department designating most of Europe as Level 3, we wanted to focus on two countries with a
large U.S.-private sector presence that were not included in the ban.
List of countries with high number of confirmed cases, and the confirmed cases for the United Kingdom
and Ireland, as we are focusing on them for this update.
Country
Italy
France
Spain
Germany
United Kingdom
Ireland

Confirmed Cases (March 12)
10,075
2,284
2,277
2,078
460
43

United Kingdom


As of 9am on 12 March 2020, 29,764 people have been tested in the UK, of which 29,174
were confirmed negative and 590 were confirmed as positive. Eight patients who tested
positive for COVID-19 have died.



To date, the UK Government messaging is focused on social distancing, avoiding crowds and
self-isolating as needed.

Source: Department of Health and Social Care






The U.S. Embassy in London released, “European Travel Information Following Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Proclamation” on its website, which may be helpful.
UK Officials are carrying out enhanced monitoring of direct flights from these areas.
Passengers will be told how to report any symptoms they develop during the flight, at the
time of arrival, or after leaving the airport. For the most current advice from the UK
government please visit Travel advice: coronavirus (COVID-19).
The UK Government announced that they are moving out of contain phase and into delay,
with the UK Chief Medical Officers raising the risk to the UK from moderate to high.
Department of Health and Social Care is a great resource for all COVID-19 related
information for the UK.

Ireland






Ireland has a total of 43 confirmed cases.
Homeless and refugee support groups are warning their populations are particularly vulnerable
to contracting and spreading COVID-19 because of their overcrowded and communal living
conditions. At least 7,271 refugees are living in government centers and other accommodations
around Ireland. An additional 10,271 people are homeless, living in emergency
accommodations. Such accommodations might involve an entire family or multiple strangers
sharing a single room and communal bathrooms, support center representatives told local
media.
Ireland remains in a ''containment'' phase.
Ireland will add new coronavirus testing facilities at hospitals around the country in Cork,
Galway, Limerick, and Waterford to meet growing demand. Originally, the sole testing facility
was National Virus Reference Laboratory at University College Dublin. The number of suspected
cases tested increased from 297 to 1,784 in only one week, prompting the need for additional










facilities. Public health officials will also expand the type of patients tested to include some who
have unexplained respiratory symptoms even with no history of travel to affected areas.
Irish telecoms providers Virgin Media Ireland and Eir are assuring users their broadband
infrastructure can handle a jump in online traffic as companies send people home to remote
work to combat the spread of COVID-19. Ireland’s rural areas lack high-speed broadband and
workers will be unable to telework. Ireland’s networks previously responded successfully to
usage spikes when storms forced many workers to stay home for several days.
Ireland’s Chief Medical Officer Dr. Tony Holohan is urging private nursing homes to lift blanket
restrictions on visitors. He said restrictions might be necessary in a particular nursing home
depending on circumstances, but the current situation does not necessitate across-the-board
restrictions. He said such restrictions are harmful to residents for whom social interaction is a
key part of well-being.
Omniplex Cinemas, Ireland’s largest theater group, is implementing “social distancing” to
counter the spread of COVID-19 by leaving every second seat empty and reducing theater
capacity by 50 percent. Omniplex has more than 245 screens in 32 venues across the nation.
Dublin Comic Con Spring edition has been postponed until August.
Global tech conference Dublin Tech Summit, which attracts 10,000 attendees, has been
postponed to September.
Ireland will reportedly be closing all schools and universities until March 29th and businesses will
also be asked to close earlier in the day.

Other Updates



The COVID-19 Information site for each locations in Europe remains the best source of
information, and a consolidated list that will take you to the specific country’s site can be found
here.
OSAC’s COVID-19 resource page can be found here, which has all the latest information from us.

OSAC Update #12
March 11, 2020
In an effort to provide you with helpful information, OSAC is conducting its second COVID-19 Europe
survey. The objective of these surveys is continue to provide an on-the-ground, anonymized, and
aggregated snapshot of the impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on OSAC members, and to then
share those results with the community for the benefit of all. Your input will be held with confidence
and will not be for attributed to you or your organization. The last time everyone responded, we had
over 330 responses, enabling us to provide everyone with great data that can be used to make informed
decisions. We really appreciate your time and input!
This survey will be closed at Noon (Eastern time) Friday, March 13, and the report will be released on
OSAC.gov and released by COB, Friday, March 13.


Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/COVID19EURMarch13

Thank you all for your contributions to this survey as well as your continued partnership with OSAC.

------------------Today, there were two major news items: 1) The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID19 outbreak a “pandemic”; 2) The Washington Post reported that the White House is considering
placing all of Europe under a Level 3 travel advisory, discouraging all non-essential travel there to help
stop the spread of COVID-19. President Trump is scheduled to discuss the administration’s response to
the COVID outbreak in an address from the Oval Office at 9:00pm Eastern today, March 11. It is unclear
whether he will address travel restrictions. We currently do not have any further information about this
report.
Italy:
















There are a total of 12,462 confirmed cases, 827 deaths, and 1,045 recoveries.
Italy reportedly shut down all but essential services. Prime Minister Conte ordered all shops in
the country to close except for grocery stores/supermarkets and pharmacies until March 25.
Public transportation as well as financial and postal services will continue, but the country’s
restaurants, bars, and cafes will reportedly be shut. Food deliveries will be allowed to continue.
According to the country-wide restrictions announced on March 8, movements outside of the
home or workplace are only allowed for legitimate work reasons, shopping for food and
essentials, and medical emergencies. Italian employers are instituting teleworking where
possible.
Factories can continue operating, but only with “precautions”. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV will
temporarily close Italian factories “where necessary” and lower daily production rates at its
Italian plants to enable greater spacing for employees, the carmaker said on
Wednesday. Apple will reportedly close all 17 of its retail outlets in Italy, and Burger King will
temporarily shut its directly managed restaurants in Italy.
St. Peter’s Square and Basilica are closed to the public until April 3. Although most churches in
Rome remain open for private prayer, public access to St. Peter’s Basilica is not possible and is
being enforced by the Italian police.
As of March 11, Australia restricted entrance to travelers who had transited in Italy and other
COVID-19 affected countries.
Starting March 12, Hong Kong (HK) is imposing a 14-days quarantine (in government-run
dedicated centers) to all travelers -including citizens of HK- who have been to Italy in the 14 days
prior to arrival in Hong Kong. Starting March 9, Saudi Arabia banned entrance to peopleincluding Saudi citizens- coming from Italy, and vice versa. The following countries and
territories have denied access to people and/or flights arriving from certain affected Italian
regions (or from Italy as a whole): Angola, Bahrain, Cape Verde, Cook Islands, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Eritrea, Fiji, Georgia, Grenada, Jamaica, Jordan, Hong
Kong, Iraq, Israel, Kuwait, Madagascar, Malta, Mauritius, Palestinian Authority, Saudi Arabia
Singapore, Seychelles, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Tuvalu, and Vietnam.
Please note that if a traveler has a temperature higher than 99.5 degrees F, they will be referred
to the medical staff at the airport. If the passenger is possibly COVID-19 positive, they will be
handled within the Italian health system; if not COVID-19 positive, they will be advised to go
home/hotel or to a medical facility for treatment; and, for future travel, the passenger must
obtain a medical certificate stating that the person’s illness is not related to COVID-19.
There are also cancellations of many flights into and out of the country. This is unlikely to get
better in the short-term.
Effective March 11, American Airlines has cancelled its Philadelphia/Rome flights until April 24.





Effective March 11, Emirates Airlines has cancelled its JFK/Milan flights.
Norwegian Airlines does not have a scheduled flight March 10. Airline officials are reviewing the
situation to determine the future schedule for Rome’s Fiumicino (FCO) Airport.
A list of airlines known to have temporarily canceled or reduced scheduled flights to and from
Italy is:



























Aegean
Air Canada
Air Lingus
Air Serbia
Alitalia
American Airlines
Azerbaijan Airline
Blue Panorama
British Airways
Brussels Airlines
Bulgaria Air
Cabo Verde Airlines
Delta
Czech Airlines
EasyJet
El Al Israel Airlines
Finnair


















Iberia
Jet2
Korean Air
Kuwait Airways
LATAM Airlines Brazil
Lufthansa
Norwegian
Ryanair
Royal Air Jordanian
SAS
SwissAir
Turkish Airlines
Twin Jet
Uzbekistan Airways
Wizz Air

Austria border:
o Austrians returning from Italy will have the option to either present a health certificate
or be subject to a 14-day quarantine.
o All direct flights between Austria and the affected regions in northern Italy (including
Milan, Venice and Bologna) have been cancelled.
o The Austrian national rail company OeBB is still currently running passenger train service
to/from Italy, but it has suspended the overnight train service between Vienna and
Milan.
Switzerland:
o They are only allowing those with work permits to cross land border with Italy.
France:
o Currently no restrictions at the land border and airports.
Slovenia is reportedly closing its border with Italy; while Switzerland sealed off nine minor
crossings.
Ministry of Health Website: http://www.salute.gov.it/nuovocoronavirus
Civil Protection Website: http://www.protezionecivile.gov.it/attivita-rischi/rischiosanitario/emergenze/coronavirus
This is a really great website, that offers great maps/data from the Italian government:
http://opendatadpc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/b0c68bce2cce478eaac8
2fe38d4138b1

France:







There are a total of 2,284 confirmed cases, 48 deaths, and 12 recoveries.
New clusters were announced March 10 in Aude, southern France, and Calvados, Normandy.
In March 10 remarks to the press, Director General for Health Jerome Salomon indicated the
passage to stage 3 would occur in the coming days and that the decision would not be political
but based on an epidemiological analysis. Government spokesperson Sibeth Ndiaye said the
measures to be taken under stage 3 were still being considered but added the country would
not grind to a halt and that “proportionate responses to the crisis” are needed. In stage 3, the
virus has spread across the entire country; it is no longer confined to clusters. It is no longer
possible to trace individual cases. Stage 3 is modeled to last 8 to 12 weeks.
President Emmanuel Macron will make an official statement March 12 at 8:00 p.m. local time,
his first national address on COVID-19.
AFP comments the nationwide municipal elections will take place on Sunday under anything but
normal conditions. Yet the government has insisted that the elections, seen as an important
midterm test for President Emmanuel Macron, will go ahead. A slew of measures has been
announced to reassure voters. On Tuesday, officials unveiled “rigorous protective measures” to

limit the contagion risks, with Interior Minister Christophe Castaner insisting that “voting is not
dangerous.” Castaner today sent instructions to facilitate off-site voting, particularly for the
elderly living in retirement homes. This initiative is being contested in court.
Spain:






There are a total of 2,277 confirmed cases, 54 deaths, and 183 recoveries.
There are reports that Madrid emergency medical services are stressed and that responses are
delayed.
The Madrid region schools and universities will be closed from March 11 until March 26, 2020.
The Madrid region is also restricting visits to nursing homes only to those deemed “strictly
necessary” and has closed senior citizen day centers for one month, which may be extended.
In Basque Country, the province of Vitoria is closing all educational centers including schools and
universities for the next 15 days.


COVID-19 cases in Spain by date. Source: Ministry of Health
Germany





There are a total of 1,908 confirmed cases, 3 deaths, and 25 recoveries
Germany’s travel screening policy remains unchanged: no thermal screening for arrival or
departure; travelers with recent travel in Italy, Iran, South Korea and China need to complete
locator cards and answer a health questionnaire.
Health Minister Jens Spahn has recommended that all gatherings in Germany with more than
1,000 participants be cancelled.
Germany is not denying entry to foreign nationals based on COVID-19 policy considerations.



Germany has implemented the use of passenger locator cards for all individuals entering
Germany by air, rail, ship, and bus.

Source: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/gesellschaft/gesundheit/coronavirus/zahlen-zum-coronavirus-dieepidemie-im-ueberblick-16653240.html
Other Updates:



Due to coronavirus, the Moscow Mayor’s Office issued a decree forbidding public events with
more than 5,000 participants until April 10.
U.S. Embassy Moscow updated its COVID-19 Information page to clarify Moscow’s quarantine
policy, but here are the main points:
o Quarantines have taken place for Chinese nationals travelling to the Russian Federation
prior to the travel ban who displayed signs of illness upon arrival.
o Quarantines have also been imposed for all confirmed cases of coronavirus in Russia.
o Effective March 7, the city government of Moscow implemented enhanced screening
and quarantine measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Travelers should be
prepared for travel restrictions to be put into effect with little or no advance notice.
Visit the website of the City of Moscow government for additional information on these
new measures. As of March 10, travelers arriving to Moscow from China, Iran, South
Korea, Italy, France, Germany, and Spain are required to self-quarantine for 14 days.
o We strongly recommend that all U.S. citizen travelers subject to such quarantine and
travelling to Moscow comply with all requested quarantine measures.
o The Moscow Department of Health maintains a hotline for further information and
updates +7 495 870-45-09.
o We are not aware of any U.S. citizens currently quarantined.

o




Effective February 20, the Government of the Russian Federation banned entry of
Chinese nationals into Russia, except for transit purposes.
o Effective February 28, the Government of the Russian Federation banned all entry of
Iranian citizens into Russia.
o Effective March 1, the Government of the Russian Federation restricted entry of South
Koreans into Russia. South Koreans may only enter the Russian Federation via
Sheremetyevo International Airport in Moscow.
o There are no new requirements on entry to Russia or exit from Russia specifically for
U.S. citizens.
The U.S. Embassy Kyiv, Ukraine released a Health Alert with notice that Ukraine has
implemented enhanced screening measures.
The U.S. Embassy Nicosia, Cyprus released a Health Alert with notice that Cyprus has
implemented enhanced screening and quarantine measures.

OSAC Update #11
March 10, 2020
We will begin today’s update in Italy by including additional information about the countrywide COVID19 restrictions in Italy. After Italy, France (1,784), Spain (1,646), and Germany (1,457) continue to be the
top three countries with confirmed COVID-19 cases.
Every country in the European Union now has a confirmed COVID-19 case.
Image Source: https://www.thelocal.es/20200302/map-the-provinces-of-spain-most-affected-bycoronavirus
Italy



The Italian government has stated the new countrywide decree does not prevent travelers
from departing Italy.
On March 9, the Italian government released a decree, which:
 Prohibits movement in public places except for justifiable work reasons (commuting,
public and commercial transport is allowed), basic necessities (i.e., food shopping), and
health emergencies.
 Cancels sporting events and public gatherings as well as closes schools, universities, and
recreational facilities through April 3.
 All public exams, except those related to the health care sector, are suspended. Masses,
weddings, and funerals are also prohibited.
 With limited exceptions regarding access to hospitals, health care/long-term care for
relatives and visitors also is suspended.
 All businesses and shops must ensure a one-meter social distance between clients.
 The Italian government has announced that law enforcement authorities would
establish checkpoints at airports and train stations to collect “self-declaration forms”
(attached PDF) from travelers specifying the purpose of their movement and their
destination. Italian officials have also noted that checkpoints may be established on
highways to collect these forms.









If found without these forms, Italian officials could direct you to return home. Travelers
and all residents in public spaces are required to have this form.
 There are reports that if you are a tourist, you do not require this form, and your
passport should suffice.
 Movements within the country from province to province must be justified, although
public transport is still allowed within cities.
 All museums, gyms, theaters, pools, clubs, bingo parlors and discos are closed.
 Bars and restaurants must close by 6:00 p.m.
U.S. Embassy Rome, Italy released a Health Alert further clarifying what the new country-wide
restrictions mean, and it also said that there will be reduced staffing (effective March 11). Only
emergency American Citizen Services and emergency visa services are available at the U.S.
Embassy in Rome and Consulates General Milan, Naples, and Florence.
In areas of Italy with large numbers of COVID-19 cases (the northern regions), the local
healthcare system is under significant strain.
Number of direct flights to the United States is reduced, and flights to and from Rome may be
affected (canceled or made less frequent) as demand decreases. This would apply to direct
flights and connecting flights through Rome and other European hubs.
There are a total of 10,149 confirmed cases, 631 deaths, and 724 recoveries.

France




There are a total of 1,784 confirmed cases, 33 deaths, and 12 recoveries.
A new cluster, a group of cases where community transmission is taking place, was announced
March 9, in Ajaccio, Corsica.
Number of cases reported by region on 03/10/2020 at 3 p.m. (France public health data)

Notification region
Great East
Ile-de-France
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Hauts-de-France
Bourgogne-Franche-Comté
Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
Brittany
Occitanie
New Aquitaine
Corsica
Normandy
Pays de la Loire
Loire Valley Center
Total Metropolis
Guadeloupe
Saint-Barthélémy
Saint-Martin
Guyana
Martinique

Confirmed cases
464
334
211
209
146
89
81
61
54
42
37
27
18
1773
0
1
2
5
3

Mayotte
The meeting
Total Overseas







0
0
11

France is currently in stage 2 of the government's action plan which aims to prevent and limit
the circulation of the virus.This included banning public events and in locations with higher
number of cases, banning all public gatherings and closing the schools.
Once stage 3 begins there are extra measures that can be deployed if the government considers
them necessary. They include:
o Extra resources for health professionals and those working in law and order.
o Possible restriction of public transport. As the moment the government says there is "no
question" of stopping the trains but there is provision to do so in extreme cases. The
French government is currently advising against all non essential travel, particularly
outside the EU.
o Financial support for households affected by the epidemic could be available, for
example for self-employed people who cannot go to work, and schools will start
introducing distance learning methods if they are forced to close
o Provision to close schools, nurseries and community groups if necessary or impose
movement restrictions and curfews
For additional information about France's health epidemic stages, Le Parisien has a good article
(in French, use Google Translate).
Great resource: France's public health website.
Screening measures for departing and arriving passengers are unchanged.

Spain



There are a total of 1,646 confirmed cases, 35 deaths, and 32 recoveries.
Cases detected in all of Spain's 17 autonomous regions.

Image Source: https://www.thelocal.es/20200302/map-the-provinces-of-spain-most-affected-bycoronavirus







The Madrid regional government has ordered all schools and universities to close. They have
also restricted access to nursing homes to visits deemed strictly necessary, and has closed senior
citizen daycare centers from March 11-26, 2020.
The regional government of the Basque Country has ordered the closure of schools and
universities in Vitoria until March 25, 2020.
La Rioja regional government has closed schools and universities until March 26, 2020.
U.S. military personnel stationed at Naval Station Rota in southern Spain are restricted from
traveling to Madrid, La Rioja, and Basque Country until further notice.
All direct flights from Italy to Spain are cancelled from March 11-26, 2020.
U.S. Mission in Spain released a Health Alert: appointments for consular services at the Embassy
in Madrid and the Consulate in Barcelona is limited, and the five U.S. consular agencies
throughout Spain (Balearic Islands, Canary Islands, Malaga, Sevilla, Valencia) will provide only
emergency services to U.S. citizens.

Germany






There are a total of 1,457 confirmed cases, 2 deaths, and 18 recoveries.
Germany’s travel screening policy remains unchanged: no thermal screening for arrival or
departure; travelers with recent travel in Italy, Iran, South Korea and China need to complete
locator cards and answer a health questionnaire.
Health Minister Jens Spahn has recommended that all gatherings in Germany with more than
1000 participants be cancelled.
As of Tuesday, March 10, all Germany's 16 states have had confirmed cases of the coronavirus.

Image Source: https://www.thelocal.de/20200305/map-the-parts-of-germany-most-affected-bycoronavirus-outbreak
Other Updates








Spain and Malta suspended direct flights to and from Italy. The Spanish cities of Madrid, La
Rioja, and Vitoria, have closed schools for fifteen days as cases reach 1,600.
U.S. Embassy Valletta, Malta released a Health Alert about enhanced screening and quarantine
measures. There are four confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Malta.
U.S. Embassy Paris, France released a Health Alert highlighting COVID-19 Information page,
which includes information on French official health guidance and government-designated
affected areas.
U.S. Embassy Tirana, Albania released a Health Alert relaying two confirmed COVID-19 cases and
Government of Albania mitigating steps.
It has been reported that since the weekend, at border crossings between both Saxony and
Bavaria, the Czech police are conducting random checks of travelers and handing out
information leaflets.
The Polish border crossing at Jedrzychowice on the A4 Autobahn has seen random checks in a
similar fashion. The checks include the measurement of body temperature. The checks do not
appear to have caused any disruption.
This morning, the Czech police reported having checked 36,000 vehicles on its borders and that
65 were stopped due to the suspicion that passengers were infected with the virus. 6 people
were "prepared for quarantine". (Source 1, Source 2, Source 3)

OSAC Update #10
March 9, 2020
Please see below for our update for today, starting with the recently released news that Italy has
expanded restrictions to the entire country. As we learn more, we will push out information in our daily
updates, and of course, if you have additional information, please share with the group. We have also
received questions from OSAC members about why the CDC has not increased its warnings for Germany,
France, and/or Spain. This could be due to myriad of factors (alone or combined), including the ability to
trace transmission, if there is sustained community spread, host nation response, or the existing health
infrastructure’s ability to handle COVID-19 cases. OSAC does not have any visibility on CDC’s decisions,
though we will continue to monitor their advisories for any of these updates.
Italy














The Italian government reportedly expanded travel restrictions to the entire country, locking down
60 million people (announcement on Italian Government’s website and Prime Minister Conte’s press
conference). Attached is the directive issued by the Italian government outlining the measure. It
appears to ban all public gatherings, and tells people not to travel except for work or emergencies.
According to a Google translation of the document, below are some key points. We will most likely
get additional information, as we learn more.
o The restriction says that there is a strong recommendation to stay home and to limit social
contacts with those who have symptoms of respiratory infection and rise in body
temperature greater than 37.5 degrees C (99.5 degrees F). Non-compliance can be counted
as a crime against public health.
o Pre-existing “red zones” are absorbed in the “reinforced containment” areas, which now
includes whole of Lombardy and the other 14 provinces mentioned below (additional
information below).
o The translation is rough, but it seems like the order says that self-certification of exemption
for domestic travel is only applicable for those who are residents or domiciled in Italy. EU
citizens as well as third country nationals must be made aware of the risk of not being
accepted on arrival in Italy if they come from high risk areas.
o Those passengers that are coming from the Schengen area will have to justify the purpose of
the trip upon entry.
o Cruise ship passengers will not be allowed to visit the port city but will only be allowed to
pass through for the purpose of returning to their places of residence or to the country of
origin.
We are trying to confirm this but it appears that if you are a foreign national attempting to leave
Italy to return home, you will be able to do so; however, please note that the airport prescreening is
still in place, where people with temperature above 99.5 degrees F will not be allowed to board
flights to the United States. We will try to confirm this soon, and provide an update.
This new restriction, comes a day after the Italian government signed a decree that required
individuals to avoid movement to and from and within certain areas in the northern part of the
country, unless one can demonstrate an essential work-related reason or other necessity such as an
emergency health-related reason. These areas include Lombardy region; the provinces of Padova,
Treviso, and Venice in Veneto region; the provinces of Alessandria, Asti, Novara, Verbano Cusio
Ossola, and Vercelli in Piemonte region; the provinces of Modena, Parma, Piacenza, Reggio
nell’Emilia, and Rimini in Emilia Romagna region; and the province of Pesaro-Urbino bordering the
Republic of San Marino in Marche region. It remains unclear what mechanisms the Italian
government foresees to enforce the provisions of the decree.
There are 9,172 confirmed cases in Italy, 463 deaths, and 724 recovered.
Italy now has the second highest number of confirmed cases after China.
The Lombardy region continues to be the hardest hit region in Italy. The healthcare system in this
region is strained.
WHO adviser to Health Minister Speranza, was quoted in La Stampa March 9 warning that Rome’s
Lazio region could be the next area of expansion for the virus, and urged Italians to observe social
distance guidelines more rigorously: “Italians, stay home if you can.” (note: the restrictions’
expansion to the whole country is most likely due to the rise in cases across the regions.)
Inmates at more than two dozen Italian prisons rioted against restrictions on family visits and other
containment measures, and six died after they broke into the infirmary and overdosed on
methadone.













Delta Airlines has suspended flights from Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport (ATL) to
and from Rome Fiumicino Airport (FCO) from March 11 through April 30.
American Airlines will reportedly continue to operate a single daily flight to Italy (between
Philadelphia and Rome)
Alitalia is still operating two flights per day from Rome FCO to JFK.
The Government of the Republic of San Marino issued a decree late on March 8 that mirrors the one
issued by the Italian Government, limiting citizens’ movement and closing public venues.
The Governor of Tuscany issued a regional ordinance requiring self-quarantine of anyone arriving in
Tuscany (or who has arrived there in the last 14 days) from any WHO- or Government of Italydesignated high-risk zone. Those subject the regulation must also make themselves known to
regional health authorities. The decree will be in effect for 90 days.
According to the MFA website, on March 8 Saudi Arabia and Qatar announced they will deny entry
for any traveler coming from Italy unless they have a residence permit, while Kuwait has suspended
visas for non-official Italian travelers. Hungary suspended all flights to and from northern Italy and
announced border health screening controls for travelers coming from northern Italy. SAS has
suspended flights to airports in Milan, Venice, Bologna, and Turin until March 16. Over 90 countries
have adopted some sort of restrictions on travelers or flights from Italy, and most EU countries have
adopted health screening measures of some sort, although not all mention Italy specifically.
Austria announced March 7 increased health screening measures for Italians entering the country,
bringing the total of EU countries with some form of restrictions or voluntary quarantine
recommendations for Italian travelers to ten: Austria, Germany, UK, Czech Republic, Croatia, Malta,
Romania, Bulgaria, Cyprus, and Estonia.
Maldives also announced March 7 that no Italians will be allowed entry.

Current Cases (Source:
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6)

Country

Italy

Cases on
March 6

Cases
on
March
9

% Change
from March 6
to March 9
(Weekend)

4,636

9,172

98%

France

653

1,209

85%

Germany

670

1,176

76%

Spain

400

1,073

168%

Switzerland
United
Kingdom
Netherlands

214

374

75%

321

97%

128

321

151%

Sweden

101

248

146%

Belgium

109

239

119%

Norway

108

205

90%

163

Austria

55

131

138%

Denmark

23

90

291%

Greece

45

73

62%

Iceland

43

58

35%

Czech Republic

18

31

72%

Finland

15

30

100%

Portugal

13

30

131%

Ireland

13

21

62%

Russia

4

17

325%

Slovenia

7

16

129%

Poland

5

16

220%

Romania

9

15

67%

Georgia

4

15

275%

Croatia

11

12

9%

Estonia

10

10

0%

Azerbaijan

6

9

50%

Hungary

2

9

350%

Belarus

6

6

0%

Latvia

1

6

500%

North
Macedonia

3

3

0%

Luxembourg

2

3

50%

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

2

3

50%

Slovakia

1

3

200%

Malta

0

3

Albania

0

2

Cyprus

2

Armenia

0
1

1

0%

Lithuania

1

1

0%

Monaco

1

1

0%

Ukraine

1

1

0%

Liechtenstein

1

1

0%

Vatican City

1

1

0%

Serbia

1

1

0%

Moldova

0

1

France


















There are 1,209 confirmed cases, 19 deaths, and 12 recoveries.
The outbreak is still principally confined to several clusters, and some departments have not yet
confirmed a case.
Five MPs and two employees of the National Assembly are infected.
Following a March 8 defense council meeting convened by President Macron and dedicated to
COVID-19, Minister of Health Olivier Veran said France remains in stage 2, where the priority is
slowing the spread. France is not yet in stage 3, he stated. The next meeting of the defense council
is scheduled for March 11.
No gathering of more than 1,000 people (previous restriction on gatherings of more than 5,000
people in enclosed spaces). The new restriction is nationwide, but there are exceptions for
competitions, public transport and demonstrations.
Public transport is officially exempt from the ban on gatherings of more than 1,000 people and all
trains and buses are running as normal. There are no restrictions on flights, but British Airways has
cancelled some flights to France because of a fall in demand. Air France is offering free cancellations
during the outbreak.
French rail operator SNCF is also offering free alterations or cancellations on any pre-booked tickets.
People who need masks are reportedly struggling to find any. The French government requisitioned
all stocks to distribute to people who need them.
The official advice is that only people who are sick, who are self isolating after having been in
contact with a patient or having recently returned from an affected areas, or people who are caring
for a sick person need to wear a mask.
The government has also moved to cap the price of hand sanitiser gel at €3 per 100ml after
shortages and price hikes.
Everyone else does not to wear one and masks do not protect you from the virus - they are to stop
people potentially infecting others.
If you have recently travelled to China (including Hong Kong and Macau) South Korea, Iran or the
Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna or Veneto regions of Italy, authorities are asking you to self isolate for
14 days.
Municipal elections will go ahead as planned with two rounds of voting on Sunday, March 15th and
Sunday, March 22nd. However there will be adaptations to polling stations to spread out queues,
stagger voting time slots and increase the availability of proxy voting.
Meetings of more than 1,000 people in enclosed spaces are forbidden, with exceptions for events
“essential to the continuity of the life of the nation.”
What would Stage 3 response look like?
o The government’s action plan for epidemic response will be based on the 2011 influenza
pandemic plan devised after the 2009 H1N1 pandemic. According to this document, Stage 3
marks the start of the epidemic wave and centers on limiting contagion with containment
measures such as the closure of educational establishments and the limitation of nonessential travel and events. Education Minister Jean-Michel Blanquer indicated that school
closures would be on a case-by-case basis, with sick students and teachers asked to stay
home.
o Medically, the focus would move from testing and tracking each case to caring for and
testing the most severe cases; patients with mild cases would stay isolated at home.
o The 2011 plan further calls for France to function as close as possible to normal conditions
with an “incentive" for ministries, agencies, local governments, and operators to implement





contingency plans with varying measures depending on the “severity” of the epidemic. For
example, in the "least severe” scenario, all available employees without a particular risk of
infection show up for work. In the “most severe” scenario, staffing is reduced to people
“dedicated to priority missions.” In intermediate scenarios, people can be asked to work
from home.
o All ministries and all operators of vital importance, especially transportation companies,
were asked in recent weeks to update their contingency plans, according to the March 4
Council of Ministers. These plans contribute to “the continuity of the critical functions of
the State and of enterprises producing essential goods or services.”
Screening measures at airports remain unchanged.
In a poll conducted by Ifop and published in Le Parisien March 9, 75 percent of people surveyed
continue to shake hands with those they haven’t met before, 85 percent with people they know.
28 percent of people said they may not vote in the local elections March 15 and 22 for fear of
exposure to COVID-19.

Germany



There are 1,176 reported cases in Germany, 2 deaths, and 18 recoveries.
Distribution of cases throughout Germany ((Source: FAZ.net, https://www.faz.net/-ivn-9wxq0)



No change in German posture on health screening at airports.
o Germany currently requires air and ship passengers from Italy, Iran, S. Korea, and China to
complete locator cards with the passenger’s biographical details, a health questionnaire,
and location data for the next thirty days.

Spain







There are 1,073 confirmed cases in Spain, 28 deaths, and 32 recoveries.
The Basque Department of Education has recommended the closure of all daycare centers, schools,
high schools, and universities effective March 10-23 to prevent further COVID-19 infections. This
measure follows the Basque regional government announcement March 9 of the closure of all
schools in Vitoria, the regional capital, for 15 days. In Madrid, over 200 eldercare day centers have
been closed until April to minimize the risk of infection to the most vulnerable population.
Spain's health minister on Monday announced that all schools in and around Madrid, including
kindergartens and universities, will close for two weeks after a sharp spike in new virus diagnoses.
The rising caseload “imply a change for the worse,” the minister, Salvador Illa, said.
COVID-19 cases have been detected in all of Spain’s 17 autonomous regions, with Madrid having the
largest number.

United Kingdom






UK has 321 confirmed cases, 4 deaths, and 18 recoveries.
Culture Secretary Oliver Dowden told BBC Radio 4 this morning it would be “premature” to shut
large events. The Foreign Office has updated travel guidance to advise against all but essential
travel to large parts of northern Italy. Health Secretary Matt Hancock has announced plans for a
COVID-19 Emergency Bill, to include an expansion of video hearings in courts and new employment
safeguards to make it easier for people to leave their main jobs and temporarily volunteer in the
event of a widespread epidemic.
The UK will ask those presenting “even minor” signs of respiratory tract infections or fevers to selfisolate.
UK Officials are carrying out enhanced monitoring of direct flights from these areas. Passengers will
be told how to report any symptoms they develop during the flight, at the time of arrival, or after
leaving the airport. For the most current advice from the UK government please visit Travel advice:
coronavirus (COVID-19).

General Update





According to a U.S. Embassy Moscow Health Alert, Moscow city government released guidance that
people coming from China, South Korea, Spain, Germany, Iran, Italy, and France are required to selfquarantine for 14 days. This is also something that applies only in Moscow, since it’s the city
authorities not the federal government that enacted the decree. The countries on this list may
change as the global COVID-19 situation changes.
Saint Patrick’s Day parades across Ireland have been canceled in an effort to contain the spread of
COVID-19.
The State Department’s Travel Advisory for Azerbaijan was raised to a Level 3, advising travelers to
reconsider travel to the country due to COVID-19 emanating from the Iranian border and responsive
measures implemented by the Government of Azerbaijan.

OSAC Update #9
March 6, 2020


Happy Friday! Below is today’s update as we head into the weekend. As of this email, Italy (4,636),
Germany (670), France (653), and Spain (400) are the top four countries in Europe with confirmed

cases of COVID-19. We are including an update on the United Kingdom because we have been
receiving inquiries about it, so we thought it would be better to share with the group.
March 6 Health Alerts:




U.S. Embassy Ljubljana, Slovenia released a Health Alert informing people about first confirmed
cases of COVID-19 and providing the Slovenian Ministry of Health’s Coronavirus website.
U.S. Embassy Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina released a Health Alert about two confirmed COVID19 cases in Banja Luka.
U.S. Consulate Amsterdam, Netherlands released a Health Alert about 128 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in the Netherlands, informed everyone of the Dutch Government advisory on RIVM’s
website, said that enhanced screening and quarantine measures could be implemented with little or
no warning (none currently in place, and provided the Dutch Government website.

Italy




On March 4, Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte signed a decree closing all schools and universities
across Italy until March 15. The decree also suspends until April 3 all “events of any kind, public or
private” which do not permit attendees to maintain one meter of distance from one another. Some
sporting events are allowed, provided they are closed to the public and have proper medical staff
present. The decree specifies that cinemas and theaters can remain open as long as they guarantee
at least one meter of distance between the spectators.
The Italian MFA reports more than 75 countries have adopted containment protocols, home
quarantine measures, or other restrictions on people arriving from Italian regions affected by
COVID-19, including the United States and China and EU countries such as the Czech Republic,
Romania, and Germany.
o The Czech Republic announced its intent to suspend flights arriving from Lombardy, Veneto,
Piemonte, and Emilia-Romagna.
o Romania will place under quarantine those having traveled in the last 14 days in restricted
zones in Lombardy, Veneto, and Emilia-Romagna.
o Germany urges travelers having frequented those zones in the last 14 days to self-isolate at
home or hotel and contact medical personnel.
o The following 22 countries and territories have suspended access to people and/or flights
arriving from certain affected Italian regions: Bahrain, Cape Verde, Cook Islands, Czech
Republic, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Eritrea, Georgia, Grenada, Jamaica, Jordan, India,
Iraq, Israel, Kuwait, Madagascar, Mauritius, Palestinian Authority, Seychelles, Turkmenistan,
Tuvalu, and Vietnam. Updates are available on the MFA’s Italian-language portal
http://www.viaggiaresicuri.it/ .

Germany




Citing shortages, the German government banned the export of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE).
There are still no health screenings and traveler bans; however it does include reporting/tracking
measures for passengers arriving from Italy, Iran, S. Korea, and China.
The German Health Ministry posts the most up-to-date information about COVID-19 in Germany
at: German Health Ministry – COVID-19




Additional German specific information can be found at Robert Koch Institute.
OSAC members continue to operate in and travel to Germany; there are no State and CDC advisories
for Germany.

France










During a March 6 visit to a retirement home in Paris, President Emmanuel Macron issued a call to
strictly limit visits to the elderly, adding, “the absolute priority today is to protect the most
vulnerable” from infection, referring to people with co-morbidities, the homeless, and the extremely
poor as well as “our elders.”
The prefect of the Haut-Rhin department in eastern France announced new measures given the rise
in locally transmitted cases of COVID-19. Indoor gatherings of more than 50 people, such as public
meetings and religious gatherings, are prohibited throughout the department, though businesses,
shops, bars, restaurants, public transport, and family ceremonies are exempt. Minors are prohibited
from visiting people in hospitals and retirement homes. The authorities also announced the closure
of some educational facilities linked to confirmed or suspected cases. This represents about 100
establishments, serving 30,000 to 40,000 students.
Travel screening measures remained unchanged.
Incoming passengers are asked to fill out a COVID-19 locator cards used by immigration and public
health officials to ensure passenger traceability.
Preventive information is provided to passengers at airports and international train stations, in
French, English, Italian, and Chinese.
Passengers arriving from one of the active outbreak areas are encouraged to consult medical teams
in arrival terminals if they have coronavirus symptoms.
OSAC members continue to operate in and travel to France; there are no State and CDC advisories
for France.

Spain






OSAC members continue to operate in and travel to Spain; there are no State and CDC advisories for
Spain.
There are currently no travel restrictions for entry to Spain.
The only guidance is that travelers arriving from China who develop symptoms must put themselves
into home isolation and call 112 for medical support; and travelers arriving from China should selfobserve for symptoms for 14 days after arrival.
Call 061 (if you are in Spain) for medical assistance/questions concerning COVID-19 in Spain.
Resources: Spanish Ministry of Health and Spain’s Protocol for the Management of Cases of
Infection by the Novel Coronavirus (PDF 715K)

United Kingdom




As of now, there are 163 confirmed cases in the UK, 2 deaths, and 8 recoveries.
These cases spanned to England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and Wales but most were reported in
England.
OSAC members continue to operate in and travel to the United Kingdom; there are no State and
CDC advisories for the United Kingdom.











Given the rise in cases in recent days, health leaders now advise that patients with mild symptoms
should self-isolate at home, with daily medical consultation, rather than treating all cases in
hospital. This is most likely to ease the burden on the National Health Service (NHS)
Ministers have urged people to stop panic buying and Health Secretary Matt Hancock said he is
“absolutely confident” the government has supplies of key items. Hancock said the government is
working with supermarkets to ensure people self-isolating will receive food and supplies they need.
The UK government has updated travel advice, asking people who have returned from anywhere in
Italy within 14 to self-isolate if they have symptoms.
On March 5, the Prime Minister’s spokesperson said, “it’s now highly likely that the virus is going to
spread in a significant way” and the government will “accelerate” preparations to seek to delay the
spread. Whitty, said it is “highly likely” there is now community transmission in the UK at very low
levels. Whitty said the nation is now “mainly” in the delay rather than containment phase of dealing
with the virus and the government is “planning heavily” for the mitigate stage.
The Chief Medical Officer remarked that he has a “reasonably high degree of confidence that one
percent is at the upper rate of what the mortality rate is.” On March 4, Whitty said “it’s much more
likely than not that we’re going to deal with a significant epidemic.”
The government’s action plan was published March 3 and the PM hosted a Downing Street press
conference to launch the “battle plan”, taking personal charge of the UK response. All four parts of
the UK have agreed to the plan. Legislation is being introduced in Parliament to establish
emergency powers, particularly as there is serious concern that the virus must be delayed while the
National Health Service is at near capacity with winter pressures.
Emergency legislation will also be introduced to help retired health professionals and volunteers
work in the NHS and to relax rules around staff to pupil ratios in schools. The government is
considering drafting final year medical students to work in hospitals and extending the
responsibilities of first year doctors. There could be additional plans to encourage home working,





and a “social distancing” strategy, that includes reducing large-scale gatherings; however, nothing
yet.
The UK has no restrictions for entry in response to the COVID-19, and the government is not
reportedly stopping flights to the UK to limit the spread, as it would delay the spread “by a matter of
days”.
As with other locations, the U.S. Embassy/Consulate in the UK has a COIVD-19 information page,
which can be accessed here.
For the latest information and advice for travel to the United Kingdom with regards to COVID-19,
please visit the U.K. Government’s webpage on Coronavirus (COVID-19): latest information and
advice.

OSAC Update #8
March 5, 2020
Italy Update
We would like to start off by offering a few clarifications on recently issued State and CDC guidance,
which prompted some questions.
 There was conflicting guidance regarding the recent CDC update recommending travelers entering
the U.S. from Italy self-quarantine for 14 days and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ advisory that
travelers to the U.S. will be subject to a 14 day quarantine. The answer is that those entering the
U.S. from high risk locations should self-quarantine for the recommended 14 days, and the purpose
of the exit screening and the guidance to stay home and monitor is to try and limit travel related
introductions into communities in the United States. However, while it is a very strong
recommendation, if someone chooses not to follow the recommendation, local authorities could
choose to issue legal order to compel staying home if they felt it was needed. Thus, the public health
intent is that people stay home and monitor their health.
 As mentioned in yesterday’s update, the U.S. Embassy in Italy released a Health Alert that
communicated that all passengers on U.S.-bound flights whose temperature is higher than 99.5
degrees Fahrenheit are not being permitted to board. Further, passengers denied boarding because
of a health screening issue are taking to the emergency health clinic at the airport. If they are
determined to have COVID-19, they would be transferred to a hospital and treated in the Italian
health system.
 There are 3,858 confirmed cases, 148 deaths, and 414 recoveries.
 As yesterday, 19 of 20 regions in Italy have cases. Only the region of Val d’Aosta have zero reported
cases.
 The regions with the most confirmed cases in order: Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna, Veneto, Piemonte,
and Marche
Other Countries: Additional information included for the other 3 countries with most reported COVID19 outbreaks after Italy. At this time, the State Department and the CDC have not released any
advisories for any of the other countries. Those OSAC members that have not already restricted
international travel altogether (regardless of location) are continuing to operate in and travel to these
locations.



Below is a table with the number of reported cases in Europe, comparing March 3 to March 5 (this
data is pulled from the above mentioned link.)
Country
Italy

Cases on
March 3

Cases on
March 5

% Change

2,036

3,858

+89%

France

204

377

+85%

Germany

188

482

+156%

Spain

153

259

+69%

Switzerland

56

114

+104%

United
Kingdom

51

115

+125%

Norway

32

87

+172%

Netherlands

24

82

+242%

Austria

21

41

+95%

Sweden

21

94

+348%

Belgium

13

50

+285%

Iceland

11

34

+209%

Croatia

9

10

+11%

Greece

7

31

+343%

Denmark

6

10

+67%

Finland

6

12

+100%

Czech
Republic

5

12

+140%

Azerbaijan

3

6

+100%

Georgia

3

4

+33%

Romania

3

6

+100%

Russia

3

4

+33%

Portugal

2

8

+300%

Armenia

1

1

0%

Belarus

1

6

+500%

Estonia

1

3

+200%

Ireland

1

6

+500%

Latvia

1

1

0%

Lithuania

1

1

0%

Luxembourg

1

1

0%

Monaco

1

1

0%

North
Macedonia

1

1

0%

Ukraine

1

1

0%

Hungary

0

2

Liechtenstein

0

1

Poland

0

1

Slovenia

0

2

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

0

2

France













The State Department and the CDC have not raised their travel advisories for the countries. OSAC
members continue to travel/operate to the country. Everyone is, however, monitoring the situation
for a significant communal spread, as we have seen in Italy’s northern region.
As of today, all regions of metropolitan France, as well as two of five overseas region, have
confirmed cases. The focal point for the outbreak in France has been the Oise department in the
northern region of Hauts-de-France - the region with the highest number of cases. But there have
also been clusters of cases in the department of Morbihan in Brittany, Haute-Savoie in the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region and Mulhouse in the Haut-Rhin department. A fifth cluster listed by
Santé Publique France is not geographical, it is related to a group of people who were on an
organized tour of Egypt - 13 of whom have now tested positive for coronavirus.
The four departments with clusters have been the focus of strict measures aimed at slowing down
the spread of the virus with schools closed and gatherings banned.
While the greater Paris region of Île-de-France also has over 50 confirmed cases, authorities have
stated that many of these cases are patients linked to the outbreak in the Oise department and who
have been transferred to specialist hospitals in the Paris region.
Media reported today that an employee of Paris Metro RATP was confirmed with COVID-19. She
reportedly became infected during a holiday trip.
Hospitals and local authorities are reportedly preparing for an expected rapid increase in
coronavirus infections. The regional switchboard has been strengthened to answer numerous calls
through a toll-free number, reserving 15 for the most serious medical inquiries, and hospital
capacity is being strengthened.
At this time, airport operations in France are normal.
The Government of France advises other travelers returning from China, Hong Kong, Macau,
Singapore, South Korea or the Italian regions of Emilie-Romagne Lombardy and Veneto to monitor
their temperature twice daily for 14 days, wear a surgical mask when they are with others or outside
their home, stay away from individuals with compromised health, and reduce non-essential
activities that would expose them to crowds, such as going to the cinema, large gatherings, or a
restaurant.
France has put a temporary ban on public gatherings with more than 5,000 people in a confined
space. While no further clarification is given here, please note that a Paris half-marathon that was
due to be held on March 1 with more than 40,000 expected runners, was canceled. Winter edition
of the electronic dance music festival, set to run March 14-21, has been called off. It was set to run
from March 14-21 at an alpine ski resort. According to open sources, “new regulations introduced



by the French government have banned all indoor gatherings of more than 5,000 people, as part of
efforts to contain the country's coronavirus outbreak.”
An Elabe poll published March 5 shows 52 percent of French people are not worried about the
spread of the virus, an increase of 5 points since the previous week, and 65 percent feel they have
adequate information, up 7 points.

Germany










Confirmed cases span 15 of 16 German states. There have been no fatalities reported, and 16
people have recovered.
Cases are mainly concentrated in the states of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), Bavaria, and BadenWürttemberg.
Germany has not implemented any travel restrictions in response to the COVID-19 outbreak.
Germany is not denying entry to foreign nationals based on COVID-19 policy considerations.
Germany has implemented the use of passenger locator cards for all individuals entering Germany
by air, rail, ship, and bus.
Infected individuals are treated in hospital isolation until infections have passed and patients are
judged to no longer pose a risk to others.
The German health ministry advises that anyone who has been in contact with a person diagnosed
with the COVID-19, or who have spent time in a risk area, should contact the health office
responsible for their location, even if they have no symptoms. You can find the search function for
locating the responsible health office via the ZIP code tool.
The German Health Ministry posts the most up-to-date information about COVID-19 in Germany
at: German Health Ministry – COVID-19

Spain







COVID-19 has extended to all but one region in Spain; with the highest number of cases in the
Madrid province.
The Madrid regional government announced new measures to prevent further contagion of health
professionals, following reports that medical providers had been infected.
Measures include restrictions on trips and meetings of healthcare professionals as well as
postponement of non-essential trainings, conferences, and seminars at hospitals.
Overall, Spain remains at a level one protocol (calling for self-monitoring on those who have recently
travelled to high-risk areas and recommendations to cancel large events) and no mobility
restrictions have been imposed on the general population.
Madrid regional government said, "60% of cases are mild and that is why there are no plans to go to
phase two,” which would involve closing schools, universities, museums and other gathering places;
restrictions on travel; and other measures yet to be defined.
The State Department and the CDC do not have any advisories for Spain.

Again, OSAC’s COVID-19 (Coronavirus) Outbreak Resources page is a good resource, as well as the
individual country’s COVID-19 Information Page.
Italy COVID-19 Information Page: https://it.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/
France COVID-19 Information Page: https://fr.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/
Germany COVID-19 Information Page: https://de.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/

Spain COVID-19 Information Page: https://es.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/
OSAC Update #7
March 4, 2020
We continue to track COVID-19 outbreak in Italy, as well as any travel restrictions that have been
implemented by other countries. OSAC has a dedicated webpage for coronavirus, which not only
includes OSAC reports as well as resources external to the State Department, it also includes interactive
maps and case tracking resources. We encourage you to take a look. Website:
https://www.osac.gov/Content/Announcement/fee23fa6-8c30-44ae-985f-180e3ce9635e
Another great resource: U.S. Embassies and Consulates have their own dedicated COVID-19
information page, which provides great information about each location’s response to this issue (please
see below for a France update, which is there to illustrate the information found on the information
page and doesn’t indicate an increased risk). It is the best way to find out about the restrictions (if any)
that countries are putting in place for travelers that have gone to the high risk areas (such as Italy), or
specifics on other COVID-19 response in that country. It also includes websites for local sources.
Italy Update
 As of March 3, 1800, local time, the Ministry of Health website reports 19 of 20 regions in Italy
have cases. Only the region of Val d’Aosta has zero reported cases.
 There are a total of 3,089 confirmed cases, 107 deaths, and 276 total recovery.
 Most affected regions are Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna, Veneto, Marche, and Piemonte.
 As of 12:00 AM March 3, all passengers on U.S.-bound flights whose temperature is higher than
99.5 degrees Fahrenheit are not being permitted to board.
 While pre-departure screening are implemented at the airports in Italy, as of today, there are no
screenings at U.S. airports for travelers arriving from Italy. No health questionnaires, though
that may be implemented in the future, in Italy.
 All schools and universities are closed at least until March 15.
 Additional restrictions in Italy may be implemented in the coming days, including limiting public
gatherings and sporting events, encouraging people over 70 to stay at home, and
recommending Italians limit interpersonal contact and avoid shaking hands. They may also
reportedly extend the current “red zone” of containment to include certain areas within
Lombardy’s Bergamo Province, likely affecting two towns with a total population of about
24,000.
 On March 3, the CDC published the following: “To slow the spread of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) into the United States, CDC is working with state and local public health partners to
implement after-travel health precautions. Depending on your travel history, you will be asked
to stay home for a period of 14 days from the time you left an area with widespread or ongoing
community spread (Level 3 Travel Health Notice).” This is currently not implemented; however,
whenever it is implemented, it appears to involve self-quarantine at home. We will
communicate any additional guidance as we get it.
 U.S. Embassy Rome released the following Health Alert today (March 4):
Location: Italy

Event: The Government of Italy has implemented enhanced screening and quarantine measures
to reduce the spread of COVID-19. As of 12:00 AM March 3, all passengers on U.S.-bound flights
whose temperature is higher than 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit are not being permitted to
board. Travelers should be prepared for additional travel restrictions to be put into effect with
little or no advance notice. Visit the website of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairsfor additional
information on these new measures. Travelers who are not permitted to board should follow
the instructions of the Italian authorities.
Actions to Take:




Consult the CDC website for the most up-to-date information on the disease.
For information on what you can do to reduce your risk of contracting COVID-19,
please see the CDC’s latest recommendations.
Visit the COVID-19 crisis page on travel.state.gov for the latest information regarding
foreign countries’ quarantine requirements and other global impacts.
Check with your airlines or cruise lines regarding any updated information about your
travel plans and/or restrictions.
Visit our Embassy webpage on COVID-19 for information on conditions in Italy.
Visit the Department of Homeland Security’s website on the latest travel restrictions
affecting travel to the U.S.
Seek medical care right away if you believe you may have COVID-19 (or similar
symptoms) or were exposed to someone who may have COVID-19 in the last six weeks.
Review the Italian National Institute of Health’s website (available only in Italian).
Call Italy’s 112 emergency number or 1500 if you believe you have symptoms and are
currently in Italy. English speaking operators are available.

Assistance:
U.S. Embassy Rome, Italy
By Phone: +39 06-4674-1
USCitizensRome@state.gov
https://it.usembassy.gov/
State Department - Consular Affairs
By Phone: +1 888-407-4747 or +1 202-501-4444
Italy Country Information
Enroll in Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) to receive security updates
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
France Update (an example of the information found on the Embassy’s COVID-19 Information page:
https://fr.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information/)
 France currently has 285 confirmed cases, 4 deaths, and 12 recoveries
 U.S. Embassy COVID-19 information page:
 No travel restrictions have been implemented by the Government of France in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak.
 Flights from China, Hong Kong, Macao, Singapore, South Korea, and affected regions in Italy
arriving at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris are met by medical professionals to answer
questions and take into care any person presenting symptoms. The French government is
distributing flyers to travelers with advice in French, English, and Chinese.



Only travelers returning on government-provided evacuation flights are placed in quarantine.

OSAC Update # 6
March 3, 2020
OSAC published a report today titled “Italy: COVID-19 (Coronavirus) Update” (log in required), and it has
the most current information that we have about the virus in Italy as well as constituent feedback, and
WHO guidance. Below is an update that came after the report was cleared/published. If you have any
issues accessing the report, please let us know.















As reflected in the report, there are now a total of 2,036 confirmed cases, 52 deaths, and 149
recoveries.
Most affected regions continue to be Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna, Veneto, and Piemonte
Rome Airport Fiumicino (FCO) is reported screening of passengers on all flights departing for the U.S.
from Italy.
According to a White House briefing, passengers booked on direct flights to the U.S. at all airports in
Italy (and S. Korea) are being screened with “multiple” temperature checks before boarding.
Currently, there are no U.S. restrictions / additional measures on arrivals from Italy at U.S. airports.
On March 2, British Airways announced it had canceled some flights between Heathrow, Gatwick,
and London City airports and Italy.
UK-based EasyJet last week announced that it was also cancelling some flights to and from Italy.
Lombardy based low-cost carrier (LCC) NEOS Airlines announced flight cancelations to Myanmar
through mid-March and Cape Verde, Israel, Jamaica, and the Dominican Republic through late
March.
Rome based LCC Blue Panorama also canceled charter flights to Caribbean beach destination,
stranding passengers at Rome Fiumicino Airport.
The Italian MFA reports more than 75 countries have adopted containment protocols, home
quarantine measures, or other restrictions on persons arriving from Italian regions affected by
COVID-19, including the United States, India and China and EU countries such as the Czech Republic,
Romania, and Germany. The Czech Republic has announced its intent to suspend flights arriving
from Lombardy, Veneto, Piemonte, and Emilia-Romagna. Romania will place those having traveled
in the last 14 days in restricted zones in Lombardy, Veneto, and Emilia-Romagna in quarantine, while
Germany urges travelers having frequented those zones in the last 14 days to self-isolate at home or
hotel and contact medical personnel.
The following 21 countries and territories have denied access to people and/or flights arriving from
certain affected Italian regions: Bahrain, Cape Verde, Cook Islands, Czech Republic, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Eritrea, Georgia, Grenada, Jamaica, Jordan, Iraq, Israel, Kuwait, Madagascar,
Mauritius, Palestinian Authority, Seychelles, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, and Vietnam.
Airlines that have temporarily canceled or reduced scheduled flights to and from Italy.
Air Canada
Alitalia
American Airlines
Azerbaijan Airline
Blue Panorama

El Al Israel Airlines
Korean Air
Kuwait Airways
LATAM Airlines Brazil
Lufthansa

British Airways
Brussels Airlines
Bulgaria Air
Cabo Verde Airlines
Delta
EasyJet



Ryanair
Royal Air Jordanian.
Swiss Air
Turkish Airlines
Twin Jet
Uzbekistan Airways
Wizz Air

Switching to other parts of Europe, this is still a really helpful site that shows total confirmed cases
around the world, confirmed cases by country, total deaths, total deaths in specific countries, and
total recovered (including where).
Below is a table with the number of reported cases in Europe (as of March 3; this data is pulled from
the above mentioned link.)
Country

Cases

Italy

2,036

France

204

Germany

188

Spain

153

Switzerland

56

United Kingdom

51

Norway

32

Netherlands

24

Austria

21

Sweden

21

Belgium

13

Iceland

11

Croatia

9

Greece

7

Denmark

6

Finland

6

Czech Republic

5

Azerbaijan

3

Georgia

3

Romania

3

Russia

3

Portugal

2

Armenia

1

Belarus

1

Estonia

1



Ireland

1

Latvia

1

Lithuania

1

Luxembourg

1

Monaco

1

North Macedonia

1

Ukraine

1



France currently has 204 cases. The focal point for the outbreak in France has been the Oise
département in the northern region of Hauts-de-France - the region with the highest number of
cases. But there have also been clusters of cases in the départements of Morbihan in Brittany and
Haute-Savoie in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes regions. The greater Paris region of Île-de-France also
has over 30 confirmed cases. These three départements have been the focus of strict measures
aimed at slowing down the spread of the virus with schools closed and gatherings banned.
The Local France published a map of the regions in France that are most affected by COVID-19:



French departments with clusters of cases

OSAC Update #5
February 28, 2019
I hope this email finds you well. Please see below for some updates, and also a question for the group
about your organizations’ response to a Level 3 for Italy by both the CDC and the State Department
(more information below).
BENCHMARKING SURVEY RESULTS PUBLISHED
Earlier this evening, we published the result of the benchmarking survey, where over 330 people
participated, giving us a great insight into private sector perception and response to COVID-19 in Asia &
Europe. It can be found here. Thank you to those that responded. We really appreciate it.
UPDATE # 5
Many of you may have already seen it – the State Department raised its Italy Travel Advisory to a Level
3: Reconsider Travel. The CDC also raised its warning to Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel – Widespread
Community Transmission. It appears (though can’t confirm right now) that the Advisory was increased
because of “sustained community spread”, meaning that they have cases where they don’t know how
that person became infected, and therefore, they are less likely to determine which people (or how
many) have been in contact with an infected person, and thus, how many people there are that need to
be quarantined. Also, the number of cases continues to rise. These factors, as well as a possible hospital
capacity issue in the most affected areas in the northern part of the country (unconfirmed) may not
have been issues before but now they are, which could explain not only the increase in the State
Department Travel Advisory but also the CDC Advisory.
As of end of February 27, there were 650 cases reported in Italy, including 17 fatalities, and 45
recoveries. Currently, U.S. flight carriers are operating normally and land borders continue to be open.
According to the WHO, “Outside China, there are now 4,351 cases in 49 countries, and 67 deaths. Since
yesterday, Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania, Netherlands and Nigeria have all reported their first cases. We
have now increased our assessment of the risk of spread and the risk of impact of COVID-19 to very high

at a global level.” COVID-19 has caused more than 2,800 deaths, and there are more than 83,000 cases
of the new coronavirus worldwide — the majority of them in China. Some 37,000 people have recovered
from the disease.
Health professionals continue to emphasize that people can protect themselves from the new
coronavirus by washing their hands regularly with soap and water, or using an alcohol-based hand rub.
QUESTION
A lot of people that responded to the survey said that a CDC Level 3 would be a decision point for their
organizations. Can you please tell us how the raised CDC Travel Advisory of 3 and State Department
Travel Advisory Level 3 will impact your organization’s response to your operations/travels throughout
Italy and/or Europe?
I will provide the next update on Monday.
Thank you and if you have any questions, please let us know. In the meanwhile, I hope you have a quiet
weekend, though that may not be possible for most of you, as you work hard to support your
organization during this time.
OSAC Update # 4
February 26, 2020
I hope you’re all surviving responding to COVID-19. Thank you to those that have already responded to
the survey, and for those that are interested in taking it, it can be found here:
https://www.research.net/r/COVID19FEB25. Please note we will be closing it at Noon tomorrow,
February 28. Thank you for your willingness to share information with your peers!
First, a few non-Italy related updates:




France announced 38 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in country, an increase from 18.
Northern Ireland reportedly confirmed its first case, bringing the UK total to 16.
Other countries with reported cases/recovery:
o Germany: 41
o Spain: 25
o Sweden:7
o Switzerland: 6
o Austria: 5
o Norway: 4
o Croatia: 3
o Greece: 3
o Finland: 2
o Russia: 2 (patients have recovered)
o Belgium: 1 (patient has recovered)
o Denmark: 1
o Estonia: 1
o Georgia: 1



o North Macedonia: 1
o Netherlands: 1
o Romania: 1
The CDC has not released an Advisory for any of these locations.

Please see for today’s Italy update.


















The U.S. Department of State’s reissued Travel Advisory (February 26) states, “At this time, CDC
does not recommend canceling or postponing travel to Italy.”
As of February 27, there are 528 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Italy.
Please note that Italy’s overall response to the emergency has been praised by WHO and EU.
Testing for COVID-19 is under way in Puglia and Campania, with media reporting on the first case in
Naples. Lombardy and Veneto are the most affected, followed by Emilia Romagna. Liguria has a
total of 16. One of the two Chinese tourists admitted to the Spallanzani hospital is now out of
intensive care, but still in hospital for further checks and tests. In Lombardy, a pregnant woman
who contracted the virus gave birth to a baby who tested negative for it.
In Metropolitan Naples and its suburbs, schools and universities are closed until Saturday, February
29.
In Metropolitan Palermo, schools and universities are closed until Monday, March 2.
In the Province of Taranto (Puglia) schools are closed starting today (Feb 27).
School are currently closed through March 1 in the regions of Piedmont, Lombardy, Liguria, Veneto,
Emilia-Romagna, Trentino-Alto Adige, Le Marche (through March 4), Friuli-Venezia Giulia.
The Province of Alto Adige announced its schools would reopen on Monday, March 2.
In the Province of Lombardy the Governor announced a decision on reopening would be made
Saturday or Sunday.
In Rome, all schools (but one) are open or on winter break.
On February 26, the Chamber of Deputies approved with 462 votes in favor the February 23
emergency decree containing urgent measures to manage the COVID-19 outbreak. Decree
measures include the following, though they have to be reviewed and possibly amended in the new
few days.
o Full isolation and closure (except for purchase of basic needs) of red zones;
o Automatic teleworking through March 15 in regions with outbreak;
o Suspension of sport competitions in red zones;
o Suspension of all Italian school trips/exchange programs throughout Italy until March 15;
o March 1 “Sunday at the Museum” (nationwide initiative that gives free entry to museums,
archeological sites and other cultural sites) cancelled throughout Italy; and
o Suspension of driver’s license exams in 14 provinces in Veneto, Lombardy, and Emilia
Romagna.
Please note that Taiwan CDC issued a Level 3 Travel Warnings for South Korea and Italy, advising
against all non-essential travel and imposing rules that require a 14-day, mandatory quarantine for
returning travelers (with exceptions for those who only transit those countries).
Local media is reporting that Israeli authorities officially imposed restrictions on travel of Italian
citizens to Israel.
The Vatican announced on Wednesday that it has closed to the public all of its catacombs across
Italy (including Lazio, Campania, Sicily, Tuscany, and Sardinia) due to the coronavirus emergency.
The Vatican’s Scavi tour under St. Peter’s remains open.



Airports remain open, with all major U.S. carriers continuing to operate without interruptions.
Borders remain open with all neighboring countries, though as reported in the last update, some
have implemented health checks.

OSAC Update # 3
February 25, 2020
Thank you to those that already responded to the benchmarking survey that we sent yesterday. If you
have not yet taken the survey, and would like to, it can be accessed here:
https://www.research.net/r/COVID19FEB25. We will be closing the survey by Noon on Friday, February
28 (it was previously COB) so we can try to get you a report before the start of the weekend. Thank you
for helping us capture the private sector response!
 The U.S. Department of State re-issued Italy’s Travel Advisory, keeping it as a Level 2 country, but
adding the “H Risk Indicator”, due to the outbreak of COVID-19. Please note that in the Advisory it
states, “At this time, CDC does not recommend canceling or postponing travel to Italy.”
 As of February 26, Italian authorities have confirmed 374 COVID-19 cases, 12 deaths, and one
recovery. Nine of Italy’s 20 regions are now affected. Northern Italy remains the most affected area
with over 300 cases.
o Lombardy: 259 cases
o Veneto: 45 cases
o Emilia Romagna: 29 cases
o Tuscany: 4
o Piemonte: 3
o Lazio: 3
o Sicily: 3
o Liguria: 2
o Trentino Alto Adige: 1
 First cases of minors infected: a total of five children, all from the red zones in Lombardy.
OSAC Update # 2
February 25, 2020
- As of this email’s writing, 322 COVID-19 cases have been reported in Italy
- There have been 10 fatalities – all involving elderly patients with pre-existing conditions.
- Online media are reporting new cases outside the “red zones” in the Lombardy region: one in
Florence and one in Palermo (it was a tourist from Lombardy who had been visiting the city for
the last three days. The group of tourists who were traveling with the patient have reportedly
been quarantined, as well as people who came in contact with the group.
- Tuscany regional government established a “crisis unit” to supplement the already established
task force on coronavirus.
- In Florence, the local government has set up pre-triage tent in front of the Santa Maria Nuova
hospital. Civil protection plans to set up tents in front of hospitals’ emergency rooms, to create a
pre-triage area, mostly to ensure that people that need to wear masks have them on before
entering the emergency room.

-

-

-

-

-

-

CDC has placed Italy at Health Alert Level 2: “Italy is experiencing sustained community spread
of respiratory illness (COVID-19) caused by the novel coronavirus. The virus can spread from
person to person. Older adults and those with chronic medical conditions should consider
postponing nonessential travel.”
An Italian doctor staying at a hotel in Spain’s Canary Islands tested positive for coronavirus, and
is being quarantined in a local clinic. According to open source media, which is difficult to
confirm, “…guests at the H10 Adeje Palace hotel are under quarantine. Spanish news media
reported that some 1,000 tourists staying at the complex are not allowed to leave.”
Rome schools have canceled external field trips – some school groups had departed for field
trips, but these have not been called back
The nationwide air transportation strike set to take place on February 25 has been postponed
tentatively to April 2 to reduce disruption.
Airports remain open. As of now, U.S. carriers are continuing service without interruptions. Local
media has reported that Kuwait Airlines has canceled all flights from Italy and is evacuating
Kuwaiti citizens on remaining planes.
The borders remain open with all neighboring countries, with Switzerland increasing border
personnel, and Croatia implementing health checks for those arriving from the Lombardy and
Veneto regions.
The UK Health Secretary has encouraged travelers from northern Italy to self-quarantine for 14
days.
The Dutch government released a travel advisory for Italy on February 24, advising against any
travel to the municipalities of Casalpusterlengo, Codogno, Castiglione d’Adda, Fombio, Maleo,
Somaglia, Bertonico, Terranova dei Passerini, Castelgerundo, and San Fiorano in Lombardy and
the municipality of Vo Euganeo in Padova. The Dutch government also advises caution for those
planning travel to the regions of Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Lazio, and Rome.
We have not heard of other regions having a ban on public events.

Lastly, the U.S. Embassy in Rome has established a “Coronavirus in Italy” website, which can be accessed
here: https://it.usembassy.gov/coronavirus-in-italy/
OSAC Update # 1
February 24, 2020
Given the recent outbreak of coronavirus in Italy, OSAC will share pertinent information, advisories and
guidance to the ERC as it pertains to the coronavirus in Europe. After discussing with our leadership, we
have determined that in order to maintain integrity of regional groups, to not duplicate efforts, and to
avoid inundating all of the ERC Google Groups with Asia-specific coronavirus emails, conversation will
continue to occur in the respective regional Google Groups. OSAC will update the ERC on any pertinent
updates as it relates to Europe, and we encourage organizations with a footprint in Europe that are
tracking the coronavirus to share updates and benchmark with the ERC.

OSAC will soon release a benchmarking survey focusing on Europe and the Asia-Pacific region (not
including China). Your participation will be really helpful, as we try to get a better sense of OSAC
members' organizational response outside of China.
If you would like to receive coronavirus updates for Asia, we encourage you to join our Pan-Asia
Regional Council by logging in to www.osac.gov, going to the Groups tab, clicking Common Interest
Councils and then hitting Apply next to Pan-Asia Regional Council. Once your application is reviewed
you will be able to join the PARC conversation. Unfortunately newsletter subscribers and government
users are unable to join the PARC at this time.
OSAC Update:
The Regional Lombardy Government has called a region-wide closure of all public schools, which has
been extended to the City of Milan. Universities in the Veneto and Lombardy regions also have
announced closures until further notice. The Veneto Regional President signed a decree mandating that
all social public or private events be stopped, as well as public gatherings, including the Venice Carnival
festivities, which will be curtailed as of the evening of February 23. The regional decree includes the
government’s commitment to disinfect all public trains in cooperation with Trenitalia. Additionally, the
government has announced the closing of bars, clubs, Milan’s Duomo, and the Scala opera house. At this
time, there is no information on border closures or flight cancellations. Reports indicate that local
hospitals involved in the response are having a difficult time processing patients seeking more
information or requesting tests. Additionally, media reports indicate the health emergency phone lines
are inundated with requests from concerned citizens.
Italian air traffic controllers are scheduled to go on a strike on Tuesday, February 25, which could mean
possible cancellation of some flights but that is not related to the Coronavirus outbreak. Alitalia and Air
Malta have already cancelled some flights for this evening and early Wednesday morning. Most of the
flights affected are domestic or short-haul to other destinations in Europe, though some Alitalia services
to New York, Tokyo and Casablanca were also canceled. If traveling in the next couple of days, it would
be good to check with your airline to see if your flight is affected by the strike.
The U.S. Embassy Rome released the following Health Alert on February 23:
Health Alert – U.S. Embassy Rome, Italy – February 23, 2020.
Location: Regions of Lombardy, Piedmont, Veneto, Friuli Venezia Giulia.
Event: The U.S. Embassy continues to monitor the health situation in Italy and recommends that
individuals follow Italian health official guidance and avoid government-designated affected areas. Due
to reduced staffing levels, the U.S. Consulate General in Milan has suspended routine visa services until
March 2, 2020. Both routine and emergency American Citizen Services will continue at the Consulate
General in Milan. Full consular services are also available at the Embassy in Rome and the Consulates
General in Florence and Naples.
Officials count over 150 confirmed cases of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in Italy, the majority of which
are in the Province of Lodi in the south of the Lombardy region. Two cases have been confirmed in
Milan, and one each in Bergamo, Monza, and Turin. Cases have also been reported in the areas of
Brescia, Cremona, and Pavia. Lombardy regional officials have cancelled schools for the week. City,

regional and national officials continue to meet and assess the situation as more information becomes
known.
Coronavirus infection rates are still very low, but those concerned that they are presenting multiple
symptoms should contact 112 or 1500 to consult with Italian emergency healthcare professionals.
Actions to Take:









Contact the State Department’s Office of Overseas Citizen Services for questions regarding COVID-19 at
888-407-4747 (Monday to Friday, 8:00am to 8:00pm EST).
Consult the CDC website, for the most up-to-date information regarding enhanced screening
procedures.
Review the Department of State’s COVID-19 Travel Alert.
Check with the airlines regarding any flight cancellations and/or restrictions on flying.
Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer
if soap and water are not available.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth with unwashed hands.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when coughing or sneezing.
Assistance:














U.S. Embassy Rome, Italy
by phone: +39 06 46741
USCitizensRome@state.gov
https://it.usembassy.gov
U.S. Consulate General Milan
+39 02-290-351
USCitizensMilan@state.gov
U.S. Consulate General Florence
+39 055-266-951
USCitizensFlorence@state.gov
U.S. Consulate General Naples
+39 081-583-8111
USCitizensNaples@state.gov
State Department – Consular Affairs
888-407-4747 or +1 202-501-4444
Italy Country Information
Enroll in Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) to receive security updates
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter

